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Introduction

Since the creation of the first telescope in the 17th century, every major discovery

in astrophysics has been the direct consequence of the development of novel obser-

vation techniques, opening new windows in the electromagnetic spectrum. After

Karl Jansky discovered serendipitously the first radio source in 1933, Grote Reber

built the first parabolic radio telescope in his backyard, planting the seed for a

whole new field in astronomy. Similarly, new technologies in the 1950s allowed the

establishment of other fields, such as the infrared, ultraviolet or the X-rays.

The highest energy end of the electromagnetic spectrum, the γ-ray range, rep-

resents the last unexplored window for astronomers and should reveal the most

extreme phenomena that take place in the Universe. Given the technical com-

plexity of γ-ray detection and the extremely relative low fluxes, γ-ray astronomy

has undergone a slower development compared to other wavelengths. Nowadays,

the great success of consecutive space missions together with the development and

refinement of new detection techniques from the ground, has allowed outstanding

scientific results and has brought gamma-ray astronomy to a worthy level in par

with other astronomy fields.

This work is devoted to the study and improvement of the future Cherenkov

Telescope Array (CTA), the next generation of ground based γ-ray detectors, de-

signed to observe photons with the highest energies ever observed from cosmic

sources.

The thesis is arranged as follows:

• Chapter 1: An introduction to the high-energy astrophysics field. It de-

scribes the different γ-ray production and absorption mechanisms, together

with known and potential astronomical sources expected to emit in this en-
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INTRODUCTION

ergy range.

• Chapter 2: A summary of the history of γ-ray detectors and the different

detection techniques employed to measure highly energetic photons. Both

ground based and space detection techniques are described, comparing their

performance and summarizing their main results. This chapter concludes

describing future γ-ray experiments, including their capabilities and their

scientific potential.

• Chapter 3: This chapter is devoted to sensitivity studies performed for the

CTA. I describe the Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope technique,

followed by an explanation of the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation tools used.

The peculiarities of the analysis used in this work are presented and compared

with alternative tools developed by the CTA collaboration. I also discuss

the implications of our results for telescope distribution, telescope types and

possible improvements in future data analysis. Finally, results concerning

the selection of the CTA construction site are shown, studying the effect of

the construction site on performance.

• Chapter 4: This chapter considers realistic physics cases to assess and evalu-

ate CTA capabilities, in order to gauge the effect of performance differences

over real scientific output. An introduction to the software developed in

this work is given, comparing attained results with other tools developed by

the collaboration. Then, forecasts are performed for several scientific topics

such as source populations, blazars and pulsars detectability or Dark Matter

prospects. The performance over these topics of different telescope layout

candidates and construction site altitudes is also evaluated.

• Chapter 5: This last chapter describes additional applications of machine

learning techniques. A short introduction to the algorithms applied is given,

describing their different uses within the CTA analysis and improvements

over alternative methods. Then, results on γ-ray source type determina-

tion are presented, using spectral features in the very high energy range to

determine if cosmic objects of uncertain type are pulsars or blazars, sub-

categorizing the blazar class into flat-spectrum radio quasars (FSRQ) or BL

2



INTRODUCTION

Lacertae (BL Lac).

• Chapter 6: This chapter provides a summary of the main conclusions of

this work as a whole. Results are discussed with a particular emphasis on

open improvements to be performed in the future.

• Appendix A: This appendix introduces the theory behind the expended

air showers generated by impinging γ-rays. First, it describes the Cherenkov

radiation taking place in the Earth’s atmosphere. Then, the different types

of generated showers are described, regarding the primary particle initiating

them. Although it may not be considered essential, the reader is encouraged

to read it, as an understanding of these showers is required to comprehend

site performance differences with respect to altitude and the geo-magnetic

field.
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Chapter 1

High Energy Astrophysics

After the first half of the XX century, a whole new universe was opened to scien-

tists all over the world expanding the observable universe to other wavelengths of

the electromagnetic spectrum. Akin to the radio, infrared, ultraviolet and X-ray

bands, the γ-ray range represents the final window to explore. With the detection

of exotic objects such as quasars, pulsars, blazars, radio galaxies, neutron stars

or black holes, a stream of new theories emerged to explain their existence and

observed properties.

These theories anticipated the existence of extremely energetic processes in

the universe, such as supernova explosions or cosmic ray interactions with inter-

stellar gas, capable of emitting photons carrying huge amounts of energy. The

γ-ray astronomy was born after the spacecraft technology boost consequent to the

Second World War, deploying the first γ-ray detectors into orbit. Unlike other

wavelengths, the universe these detectors observed could not be explained with

conventional thermal emission. The high energy astronomy field studies these

non-thermal processes occurring in the universe.

As described in chapter 2, the high energy astronomy grew hand in hand with

the particle physics, studying the cosmic rays nature, due to the similar methods

applied to detect them. This is the reason why the field is generally referred as

astroparticle physics. Nowadays, after the development of the current observation

techniques from ground and space, astroparticle physics is becoming a worthy new

field in astronomy while offering an exceptional area of research in cosmology and

5



1. HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS

fundamental physics. Within this field, the emission models and nature of the

most extreme astronomical objects are studied, together with topics related to the

fundamental physics such as the detection of Dark Matter, the search of axion-like

particles or constraining the extragalactic background light models.

This chapter will give a shallow overview of some topics studied within the field

of astroparticle physics. For further knowledge of any of these topics, the reader is

encouraged to follow the references and the following bibliography [90, 153, 183].

First, in section 1.1, our current knowledge of the cosmic-rays is summarized and

their current believed origin. Then, in section 1.2, an introduction is given to the

different processes capable of emitting and absorbing γ-rays, crucial to understand

this field. Lastly, in section 1.3, the main sources of γ-ray astronomy are outlined,

together with some potential targets still undetected.

1.1 Cosmic rays

During the first half of the 20th century, this term was used for referring to both

the highly energetic electromagnetic radiation and the nuclei of cosmic origin.

Nowadays, the ”cosmic rays” term, defined after Robert Millikan [163] improved V.

Hess [129] measurements, refers to the high energy charged particles originated in

outer space which constantly collide with the Earth’s atmosphere. These particles

have been deeply studied for more than a century, in order to explain their origin,

still under debate, and the processes that could accelerate these particles to such

enormous energies, far exceeding those reached by the current generation of particle

accelerators.

The composition of the cosmic-ray spectrum, as shown in Fig. A.6, depends on

the energy considered, but is composed essentially by protons (79%) and helium

(15%). The remaining 6% corresponds to high energy electrons and heavier nuclei.

The ensemble of all these particles as a function of the energy forms the cosmic-ray

spectrum, shown in Fig. 1.1, extending through more than 12 orders of magnitude.

The green dashed line represents the usual fit used to describe it, with an slope of

-2.7.

As highlighted in Fig. 1.1, the spectrum shows 2 inflection points: the knee,

located at ≈ 4 × 1015 eV , softening the spectrum and the ankle, at ∼ 1018 eV ,

6



Figure 1.1: Cosmic-ray flux as a function of the particle’s energy. Courtesy of Dr.
William Hanlon [123].

hardening it. In the highest energy end of the spectrum, at ≈ 4 × 1019 eV , the

interaction with the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation produces the

Greisen-Kuzmin-Zatsepin (GKZ) cutoff. This distribution is currently explained

separating the cosmic ray spectrum into two different contributions: the galactic

and extragalactic cosmic rays.

• Galactic cosmic-rays: Below 109 eV , the spectrum is well described with

Solar Wind emitted by the Sun, showing chemical abundances consistent

with the ones observed in the star. Particles with energies up to ∼ 1018 eV

are generally ascribed to the cosmic rays accelerated within out galaxy. The

7



1. HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS

most clear candidate for galactic cosmic-ray accelerators are the Supernova

Remnants (SNRs), expected to accelerate protons up to ∼ 1015 eV (which

could explain the observed decreased flux after the knee), although other

sources like micro-quasars and pulsars were also proposed.

• Extragalactic cosmic-rays: The ankle is attributed to the point where the

extragalactic component of the cosmic ray spectrum becomes predominant.

At these energies, particles are no longer confined by galactic magnetic fields,

which could explain the spectral hardening after the ankle. Several candi-

dates have been proposed to produce particle acceleration above ∼ 1018 eV:

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), γ-ray bursts, radio galaxy lobes, or magnetic

fields in galaxy clusters. Charged heavy particles with such extreme energies

are not greatly affected by magnetic fields, and a rough direction estimation

could be reconstructed, carrying information of the region where they were

accelerated. This kind of approach was used by the Pierre Auger experiment

(see 2.2.2) to correlate incoming cosmic rays with nearby AGNs [23, 24].

1.2 Production and absorption processes

To comprehend the non-thermal universe is essential to have a deep understand-

ing of the different processes capable of producing gamma ray emission. Here a

short outlook of the most relevant γ-ray production mechanisms is given. These

processes are the following (shown in Fig. 1.2):
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(a) Electron-positron anni-

hilation

(b) Proton anti-proton anni-

hilation

(c) Radioactive emission

(d) Bremsstrahlung emis-

sion

(e) Thermal Bremsstrahlung (f) Synchrotron emission

(g) Curvature radiation (h) Inverse Compton scat-

tering

(i) Hadronic collision

Figure 1.2: Schematic diagrams of γ-ray emission processes. Simplified diagrams of
γ-ray production mechanisms. Figures extracted from [181].

• Matter anti-matter annihilation: Particle annihilation through matter

anti-matter pairs processes, mainly e+e−, are able to create γ-rays. The

electron positron (e+e− → 2γ) (1.2a) directly produce γ-ray emission, with

an energy equal to the mass of the particles involved in the process. Unless

their kinetic energy is comparable to their rest energy, γ-rays produced are
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1. HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS

typically Eγ = mec
2 = 511 keV. Proton anti-proton processes (1.2b) are also

expected to occur indirectly producing γ-rays, through neutral pions decay,

although the contribution of this process is considered rather marginal.

• Radioactive nuclei: Together with the e+e− annihilation, radioactive emis-

sion (1.2c) dominate the low energy γ-ray (∼ MeV ) production. Both ra-

dioactive decay or collisional excitation processes are able to produce high

energy photons.

• Bremsstrahlung emission: Bremsstrahlung emission from cosmic ultra-

relativistic electrons is the dominant process for galactic diffuse γ-ray pro-

duction, up to ∼ 100 MeV . The γ-ray emission is produced as a charged

particle is deflected in the vicinity of a nucleus (or ionized atom) due to

its electromagnetic field. As this process is proportional to the ratio be-

tween the particle mass and charge, electrons are far more efficient than

protons, dominating γ-ray production through this kind of emission. Hot

ionized gases (1.2e) produce this kind of processes with energies following

Wien’s law (Emax (MeV ) = 4.7 × 10−10T (K)), requiring temperatures of

the order of 1010 K to have a significant contribution of γ-rays above 1 MeV.

Such temperatures cannot be stable (they are 2 orders of magnitude above

hidrogen and helium fusion) and are considered unusual, making thermal

Bremsstrahlung contribution to the γ-rays not very relevant.

• Synchrotron emission: Together with curvature radiation, synchrotron

emission (1.2f) takes place when ultra-relativistic electrons move immersed

in a magnetic field. These electrons describe helicoidal trajectories following

the magnetic field lines. Synchrotron photons are emitted through an angle

θ ≈ mec
2/E pointed towards the electron circular motion. The maximum

emission will take place at energies:

Eγ,max (eV ) = 5× 10−9H⊥[Ee/(mec
2)]2, (1.1)

where H⊥ is the perpendicular component of the magnetic field to the elec-

tron movement and Ee its energy. Unrealistic high values of Ee and H are

10



required to produce high energy γ-rays, but ultra-relativistic electrons are

able to emit photons with lower energies and then acquire much higher ener-

gies through inverse Compton interaction, called Synchrotron self-Compton

(SSC).

• Curvature radiation: If charged particles travel through magnetic field

lines with curved trajectories and huge intensity (1011 - 1013 G), photons

are emitted parallel to the magnetic field lines (1.2g). Unlike synchrotron

emission, the radius producing the rotation is ρc, the curvature radius of the

magnetic field lines. Emitted photons have energies of the order of:

Eγ (eV ) ≈ (3/2)~cγ3/ρc = 2.96× 10−5γ3/ρc (cm), (1.2)

where γ is the Lorentz factor of the electron. This emission mechanism is

relevant in environments with extreme magnetic field intensities, such as in

the vicinity of pulsars, producing γ-rays with energies reaching the GeV.

• Inverse Compton: This term refers to the Compton interaction in which

the photon gains energy at the expense of an ultra-relativistic electron. This

process is highly efficient, and is able to produce high energy γ-rays from

photons travelling through a dense population of relativistic electrons. If a

photon travels with an energy E0
γ � mec

2, then the centre of momentum

frame is very close to the rest frame of the relativistic electron. The energy

of the generated photon will be Doppler shifted:

Eγ = γE0
γ [1 + (v/c) cos θ], (1.3)

where γ is the Lorentz factor, v is the velocity of the electron and θ is

the angle of incidence. Now considering the interaction between Cosmic

Microwave Background (CMB) photons (E0
γ ≈ 6 × 10−4 eV ) with a pop-

ulation of relativistic photons, the average energy of the scattered photons

is 〈Eγ〉 ≈ 4/3γ2E0
γ with a maximum energy of Emax

γ ≈ 4γ2E0
γ . Consider-

ing the population of relativistic electrons follow a power law distribution

dNe/dE ∝ E−α, the spectral shape of the resulting boosted photons will
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1. HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS

also follow the same distribution: dNγ/dE ∝ E−(α+1)/2

• Hadronic collisions: Multitude of processes, such as strong magnetic fields

or jet structures, are able to accelerate particles and produce very energetic

collisions. Those which are hadronic, mostly between accelerated protons

and heavier nuclei (1.2i), are able to generate many kinds of secondary par-

ticles, mainly pions (π0, π+, π−), and in a lower degree kaons (K+,K−) and

other nucleons. Some of these particles decay in high energy γ-rays. The

most efficient γ-ray emitter in these processes is the neutral pion π0, with

a probability of 99.8% to annihilate as π0 → γγ. Proton-proton collisions

usually produce a single neutral pion (as long as they hold enough energy

to produce them: Eth = 2mπ0c2(1 + mπ0/4mp) ' 280 MeV ) emitting γ-

ray spectral distributions similar to the parent proton population. Cosmic

rays interacting with the interstellar medium are responsible of most of the

galactic diffuse γ-ray radiation above 100 MeV. Also, the annihilation of neu-

tral pions is the dominant process in some γ-ray sources, such as supernova

remnants or in Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN)s according to some models.

1.2.1 Absorption mechanisms

In addition to the processes participating in the γ-ray production, the mechanisms

involved in the absorption of these high energy photons is of crucial importance to

astronomers, in order to infer the intrinsic γ-ray flux emitted by sources from the

measured spectrum. The process governing γ-ray absorption is pair production.

Photon-photon interactions are able to produce an electron-positron pair if the

global energy is larger than the rest energy of both particles Eγγ > 2mec
2. There

are two possible scenarios where γ-rays can produce e−e+ pairs:

• Classical pair production: A single photon traveling through the vicinity

of a charged particle is able to produce a e−e+ pair if it holds enough en-

ergy (2mec
2) via annihilation with a virtual photon from the particle’s field:

γγvirtual → e+e−. The classical pair production cross section for energies
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larger than 30 MeV is the following (extracted from [178]):

σγγ = σ0Z
2

[
28

9
ln

(
183

Z1/3

)
− 2

27

]
, (1.4)

where σ0 = (1/137)(e4/mec
4) and Z is the atomic number. This process is

responsible of the γ-ray absorption in the atmosphere (generating an Exten-

sive Air Shower (EAS), see appendix A) and is exploited by γ-ray detectors

above the Earth’s atmosphere (see 2.2.1).

• γ-γ pair production: In this case, 2 real photons with a total energy larger

than 2mec
2 collide and produce the e−e+ pair: γVHEγsoft → e+e−. In this case,

the cross section of a γ-ray photon of energy Eγ with a background photon

of energy ε is (extracted from [121]):

σγγ =
3σT
16

(1− β2)

[
2β(β2 − 2) + (3− β4)ln

(
1 + β

1− β

)]
, (1.5)

β =
(

1− εth
ε

)1/2

, εth(Eγ, θ) =
2(mec

2)2

Eγ(1− cosθ)
, (1.6)

where σT = 6.65 × 10−25 cm2 is the Thomson cross section, εth the threshold

energy of the interaction and θ the angle between the incident photons.

Photon-photon pair production is of critical importance for astronomers in

the Very High Energy (VHE) range. Low energy photons from the Extra-

galactic Background Light (EBL) collide with VHE γ-rays, producing an

absorption in the observed spectrum, increasing with the distance (redshift).

This attenuation can be described by an optical depth τ , as a function of

the energy of the photon Eγ and the redshift z (see Fig. 1.3):

F (E) = F0(E)e−τ(Eγ ,z), (1.7)

where F (E) is the measured flux and F0(E) is the intrinsic spectrum of

the source. In one hand, as the EBL absorption has been modeled as a

function of the distance [107, 114, 202], if the redshift of a source is known,
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Figure 1.3: The optical depth by photon-photon pair production as a function of the
photon energy Eγ for sources located at different redshifts: z = 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1,
0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4. Modified version of Fig. 7 from [114].

the intrinsic spectrum can be estimated, as described in section 4.1.1. On

the other hand, observations in the VHE range of distant sources are able

to experimentally constraint and characterize the EBL [161], or even help to

estimate the redshift of distant blazars.

1.2.2 WIMP annihilation

One of the most important questions still open in astronomy is the nature of the

Dark Matter (DM). A large number of evidences, measuring cosmic objects motion

in all kinds of distance scales, seem to point in the same direction: There is a very

significant part of the universe of unknown nature that we have not detected yet,

able to interact with ordinary matter through gravitational forces. In fact, recent

observations performed by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP)

satellite [143] quantified the DM component to account for the 25% of the total
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energy of the whole Universe.

Large scale galaxy formation simulations were performed to compare the ob-

served large redshift galaxies with the replicated one [77, 187, 199, 201]. These

simulations predicted the cold Dark Matter (CDM) scenario: DM particle candi-

dates decoupled from the thermal equilibrium in the early universe (freeze-out)

and moved with non-relativistic velocities. These conclusions and other few as-

sumptions form the most popular scenario for CDM: DM is composed by a Weakly

Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP), only affected by weak interactions, with a

mass ranging between few tens of GeV up to few TeV [85, 112]. Currently, none

of the known particles from the standard model have consistent properties with

the ones required for WIMPs. Certain SUperSYmmetry (SUSY) theories predict

feasible WIMP candidates that could annihilate into standard model particles as

their final states.

Astroparticle physics may have something to contribute in this topic. Similarly

as the e−e+ annihilation signature observed at 511 keV, an excess with a specific

shape in the VHE range observed in sources of known high DM density could lead

to the first ever detection of the constituents of DM. Following the terminology

of [108], the expected γ-ray differential flux within a solid angle ∆Ω from an

astronomical DM rich target is:

dΦ(∆Ω, Eγ)

dEγ
= BF ·

1

4π

(σannv)

2m2
χ

∑
i

BRi

dN i
γ

dEγ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Particle Physics

· J̃(∆Ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Astrophysics

, (1.8)

where mχ is the mass of the WIMP particle, (σannv) is the annihilation cross-

section multiplied by the relative velocity of the two WIMPs,
∑

i BRi dN
i
γ/dEγ =

dNγ/dEγ is the sum over all annihilation channels of each individual photon flux i

with branching ratios BRi. The astrophysical factor J̃ , is the integral of the square

DM density along the line of sight (los) and solid angle ∆Ω. The boost factor BF

accounts for all the possible contributions that could increase the generated γ-

ray flux, such as inhomogeneities in the DM profile density.
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1.3 Gamma ray astronomy

Driven by the γ-ray satellite telescopes and the current generation of ground based

detectors, the last 20 years have revolutionized γ-ray astronomy. The number of

detected sources in the high energy range has increased exponentially as a result

of the great success of the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope, identifying up to

3033 γ-ray point like sources [209]. From ground, observing the highest end of the

electromagnetic spectrum, 156 detections have been achieved, although this num-

ber is expected to dramatically increase with the new generation of ground based

detectors, High-Altitude Water Cherenkov (HAWC) and the CTA (see section 2.6).

In this section, a short description of the known and potential γ-ray emitters

is given. For further knowledge on γ-ray sources and the main emission processes

involved in each case, the reader is encouraged to read references such as [153], or

related thesis dissertations cited in each topic.

1.3.1 Known gamma ray emitters

Two major classes of γ-ray emitters are described: galactic and extragalactic γ-

ray emitters.

1.3.1.1 Galactic γ-ray emitters

Just with a quick look at the sky in the High Energy (HE) range (see Fig. 2.5),

is clear that the richest region of γ-ray emitters is located in the galactic plane.

Among the galactic sources detected so far is possible to find (ordered by number

of detections by Fermi): Pulsars, supernova remnants, globular clusters, gamma

ray binaries, novae and the Galactic Center.

• Pulsars: They are fast rotating neutron stars, emitting electromagnetic

radiation periodically. They are very compact (∼ 12 − 13 km in size) and

dense (range between ∼ 1.4−3 M�) objects, resulting from the gravitational

collapse of a massive star. As parent stars are rotating, momentum is con-

served, scaling their rotation to huge velocities with spinning periods ranging

between ms up to some seconds, producing an extremely intense magnetic

field in their vicinity. A large collection of pulsars has been detected in the
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HE range (∼ 150 [209]) but only one, the Crab pulsar [69, 74, 215], has re-

vealed an underlying component in the TeV range. Several models attempt

to describe their γ-ray emission, by defining different emission regions (see

Fig. 1.4): the pulsar magnetosphere (through synchrotron emission and cur-

vature radiation), the un-shocked relativistic wind, and the synchrotron neb-

ula (both through inverse Compton). The very high energy component of the

Crab pulsar supported models which assumed the emission region is located

in the outer magnetosphere. It must be noted High Energy Stereoscopic

System (H.E.S.S.) recently detected the Vela pulsar, but no TeV component

was observed [203].

Figure 1.4: Illustration depicting the three proposed regions of γ-ray emission within
the light cylinder of a pulsar: the Polar cap region (ref, the Slot gap region (blue) and
the outer gap region (orange). Extracted from [74].
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• Supernova remnants: A Supernova Remnant (SNR) is the structure re-

sulting from the explosion of a dying star (supernova). The ejected material

expands forming a shock wave against the interstellar medium. SNRs are

divided into three classes, characterized by their observational features: pul-

sar wind nebulae, shell-type and composite remnants. Pulsar Wind Nebulae

(PWN) are dominated by the presence of a central pulsar as a result of the

supernova explosion. It emits a constant flux of relativistic particles referred

as wind, mainly caused by its huge magnetic field. These particles interact

with the medium forming a shock, loosing energy through synchrotron, emit-

ting electromagnetic radiation in the MeV range. They also produce inverse

Compton scattering with low energy photons present in the shock, and with

the MeV photons produced through synchrotron (self inverse Compton), pro-

ducing a significant component in the GeV range. shell-type remnants have

no central pulsar, or at least their winds are not strong enough to fuel the

expanding shock, so the only observed characteristics are the ones produced

by the hot shell, energizing particles through Fermi acceleration processes

[146]. The third class, the composite remnants, is defined as a mixture of

both described types: After the explosion of a massive star, both a shell-like

expanding shock may be formed, with pulsar powered PWN located inside.

The Fermi acceleration processes that occur in the expanding shocks are be-

lieved to be the cause of most of the generated Galactic cosmic rays. These

cosmic rays produce a large amount of hadronic interactions within the rem-

nants, producing neutral pions, and therefore γ-rays. These have been ob-

served by the Fermi -Large Area Telescope (LAT) [44], partially solving the

mystery of the cosmic rays origin.

• Globular clusters: These structures are composed by a spherical dense

distribution of stars, with a strong gravitational bond, orbiting a galactic

core as a satellite. Located in the galactic halo, these systems were able to

evolve earlier, which makes them very old structures. As stellar densities are

high, collisions occur, which produced a large amount of pulsars and binary

systems [185], both known γ-ray emitters. These objects produce ultra-

relativistic electrons that could fuel inverse Compton scattering of different
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photon populations, as the ones from the CMB, starlight or thermal photons

generated in the center of the globular cluster.

These objects have been detected by Fermi -LAT (15 associated sources [209])

in the HE range. H.E.S.S. holds the achievement of detecting the first (and

last, by the time this work was written) of the observed globular clusters in

the VHE range, detecting Terzan 5 [26].

• Gamma ray binaries: Binary systems are formed by two gravitationally

bound stars orbiting around a common center of mass. If one star is a com-

pact object (either a neutron star or a black hole) and the other is massive

enough to fill its Roche lobe, mass will be accreted by the compact one. The

in-falling matter from the donor star releases gravitational potential energy

as X-ray emission. Also γ-ray emission have been reported from these ob-

jects, with an still unclear origin. One possibility attributes the γ-ray emis-

sion to be similar to the one observed in quasars (see section 1.3.1.2), with

the accreting matter and the central compact object creating jet-like emis-

sion [167, 168], naming them micro-quasars. The second scenario considers,

the compact objects could be pulsars creating wind shocks similarly as the

ones observed in SNRs [159].

Some of these binary systems have been detected in the HE range by Fermi -

LAT [20, 21] and also by the current generation of ground detectors, such

as H.E.S.S. [56, 57] and Major Atmospheric Imaging Cherenkov (MAGIC)

[61, 62].

• Novae: As described for the gamma-ray binaries, matter is sometimes ac-

creted between neighbouring stars. In systems with a compact accreting

white dwarf (WD) with a close by companion, gasses build up in the com-

pact star’s surface, increasing their temperature. If the temperature of the

accreted gas surpasses the proton-proton fusion temperature (∼ 15×106 K),

a sudden cataclysmic explosion called Nova may occur, increasing the star

brightness for long periods of time (∼ months) and ejecting a large fraction

of the gas accumulated in the WD’s surface. These thermonuclear bursts of

energy where never though to emit up to the γ-ray range until Fermi -LAT
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detected several of these events emitting at energies above 100 MeV [36].

Recent high resolution observations observed symmetries with the rotation

direction: rapid gas ejection in the rotating poles while slow denser material

was expelled along the equatorial plane. Synchrotron emission was found in

their frontier, indicating a shock structure which could accelerate relativistic

particles, capable of producing HE γ-rays [99].

• Galactic Center: The center of the Milky Way, the Galactic Center, is a

very crowded region in the γ-ray band, believed to hold a super-massive black

hole (Sgr A∗), together with other γ-ray emitters such as SNRs as Sgr A East

and stellar clusters with enhanced star formation. Sgr A∗ emission has been

an issue of discussion: Milky Way could be an AGN, with γ-rays originated

in the base of the jets, or the emission could be attributed to an accretion

disk formed around the super-massive black hole. Other theories suggest it

could be due to the presence of a high concentration of millisecond pulsars

[14, 164], or even Dark Matter annihilation [122]. Sgr A∗ has been detected

both by Fermi -LAT [19] in the HE range and by ground based detectors in

the VHE range: by H.E.S.S. [55], MAGIC [59] and Very Energetic Radiation

Imaging Telescope Array System (VERITAS) [145].

1.3.1.2 Extragalactic γ-ray sources

Although most of the HE photons reaching the Earth come from our galaxy, the

γ-ray sky is filled with point-like extragalactic sources. In fact, these are the most

common sources in this energy range, dominating the Fermi-large-sized telescopes

(LST) catalog (see Fig. 2.5). These sources are mainly Active Galactic Nucleus

(AGN), but also Galaxy clusters, Starburst galaxies and the intriguing transient

phenomena, the γ-ray bursts.

• Active galactic nuclei: These are the brightest steady sources in the uni-

verse. This emission is believed to be the result of the acretion of basts

amounts of gas by a Central Massive Black Hole (CMBH) located in the

center of the host galaxy. An accretion disk is formed surrounding the BH

due to its huge gravitational attraction, pulling the host galaxy’s gas and
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star-like objects. Gravitational acceleration and friction increases the energy

of these particles, up to relativistic regimes. Although many types of AGNs

have been defined, they are usually classified into 2 broad types: radio-quiet

and Radio-loud, the latter with higher γ-ray emission. Radio-loud emission,

originated from the CMBH, is beamed perpendicular to the accretion disk

plane forming two jet structures accelerating particles to ultra-relativistic

energies, producing electromagnetic radiation in the whole range of the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum. Further classifications are applied depending on their

Spectral Energy Distribution (SED). The unified scheme (see Fig. 1.5) pro-

poses these differences do not arise from intrinsic properties of these sources,

and rather come from the angle between the direction of the jets and the line

of sight [212]. Blazars are defined as those AGNs with their jets pointed to-

wards our direction. Between blazars, two main categories arise: the FSRQ,

with broad strong optical emission lines, and the BL Lac, with weaker emis-

sion lines characterized by their fast flux variability and optical polarization.

As shown in Fig. 2.5, blazars are the most frequent steady γ-ray sources.

Fermi -LAT already detected more than 1100 sources associated with BL

Lac or FSRQ active galaxies. They are also extensively observed in the

VHE range by ground based telescopes, constraining the size of the radiating

region to less than the 20% of the gravitational radius of its CMBH (after

IC310 observations by MAGIC [71]). Also, the detection of VHE gamma-

ray spectra of high redshift blazars performed by H.E.S.S. [47], MAGIC

[66, 157] and VERITAS [29], [33] placed strong upper limits on the EBL

density, indirectly measuring star formation rates along the history of the

universe. For further knowledge on AGNs and detection techniques in the

VHE see [181].

• Starburst galaxies: These galaxies are characterized by a very high star

formation rate, generally caused by the gravitational interaction between

closeby galaxies (passing near or mergers). This starburst is just considered a

phase of galactic evolution, as the gas producing star formation will be likely

consumed in very short time scales (compared with galactic lifetimes). As a

result of induced star formation, large quantities of massive stars are created
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Figure 1.5: Sketch of the unified scheme of the AGNs. The bast majority of the γ-
ray emitting AGNs are the blazars, those which their jets are pointed close to the line
of sight. Extracted from [211].

producing higher frequencies of supernovae, with their corresponding SNRs.

γ-ray emission is expected from the cosmic ray acceleration interacting with

the medium through hadronic collisions, and from the SNRs shock fronts,

producing inverse Compton scattering.

Several starburst galaxies have been detected in the VHE range and con-

firmed by Fermi (NGC 253 and M82 [22, 31, 35]).

• Gamma-ray bursts: Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) are fleeting events con-

sidered the brightest sources of electromagnetic radiation in the observed

universe. Extremely powerful bursts of γ-ray radiation are emitted in very

short time scales, from few seconds for short Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB)s) to

few minutes for long GRBs or rarely hours for ultra-long GRBs. They are

capable of emitting, considering isotropic emission, in the order of 1052−1054

ergs, equivalent to the whole radiation emitted by a galaxy like the Milky

Way over a period of years. Their initial γ-ray burst (∼ MeV-GeV) is gener-
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ally followed by an afterglow, emitted at temporally decreasing energies: X-

ray, ultraviolet, optical, infrared, microwave and radio. After their detection

in 1967 [139], multi-wavelength observations with a long list of contributors

over the whole electromagnetic spectrum allowed to measure their distances

and provide valuable information of their nature: these events occur in cos-

mological distances, ranging between z = 0.0085 up to z = 6.7, with an

average of z = 2.3–2.7 and are probably generated by ultra-relativistic out-

flows, being likely collimated.

The general picture is described as follows: Short GRBs generally lasting

less than 2 seconds, have been associated with evolved regions, with no star

formation. The leading interpretation assumes these events are caused by

the merging of very compact objects, such as neutron stars or black holes.

The most common ones, long GRBs lasting more than 2 seconds, tend to

show bright afterglows allowing a deeper study along different wavelengths.

The bast majority of these events have been associated with regions of rich

star formation, even type II supernovae [91]. These associations proof long

GRBs are a different population of events, and are likely caused by massive

stars explosions.

GRBs have been observed in the HE range by satellites, first by the Ener-

getic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET) and later on by Fermi’s

Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) [37]. Attempts to observe this events

in the VHE range have been performed by MAGIC, specifically designed to

detect such objects, but only upper limits were possible for the time being

[93, 119].

• Galaxy clusters: Galaxy clusters are the largest gravitationally bound

structures in the universe (together with the superclusters) consisting of

hundreds or even thousands of galaxies. The standard models of structure

formation predict larger structures take longer to collapse, implying that

galaxy clusters are still being formed. In this process, violent energetic events

are bound to occur, expected to produce shock fronts capable of accelerating

cosmic rays. These objects have been proposed as possible γ-ray emitters

for several reasons: These shock fronts are expected to accelerate electrons
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to relativistic energies, so inverse Compton scattering is expected to occur

[184]. In addition, the cosmic rays created in these shocks and the added

contribution of the contained galaxies (AGNs or SNRs) are expected to be

confined within the cluster due to its magnetic field and bast scale structure,

eventually producing hadronic interactions, and eventually γ-ray emission.

No galaxy cluster has ever been observed in γ-rays, and only upper limits

have been calculated [38, 64].

1.3.2 Potential WIMP annihilating targets

As introduced in section 1.2.2, diffuse γ-ray emission could be emitted by DM

particles under certain considerations. As described by Eq. 1.8, the astrophysical

factor J is the main parameter to take into account for DM searches. The best

targets for such research are the following: galaxy clusters, the Galactic Center,

or dwarf Spheroidal (dSph)s galaxies.

• Galaxy clusters: As previously described, these are the largest gravitation-

ally bound structures in the universe. They have masses ranging between

1014 − 1015 M�, where DM is believed to account for the 80% of their mass

budget. This is the reason why such sources where always considered as ex-

cellent targets for DM detection. In addition, N−body simulations seem to

show DM distribution in these objects generally produces inhomogeneities,

capable of boosting up the intrinsic WIMP annihilation flux by a factor

100 − 1000. For these reasons, the current generation of γ-ray detectors,

both by satellites in the HE range and by ground based detectors in the

VHE range have placed strong upper limits on self annihilating DM par-

ticles using these sources [25, 32, 52, 67]. It must be noted, as previously

introduced, that galaxy clusters may have alternative processes capable of

emitting diffuse γ-ray emission, so attributing a detection to DM annihilating

particles could still be argued.

• Galactic Center halo: Recent simulations seem to show the Galactic Cen-

ter (GC) halo would be the dominant source of DM annihilation within our

reach. Unfortunately, as previously introduced, the GC is a crowded region,
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where γ-ray emission have been already reported from several sources: Sgr

A∗, the PWN G 359.95−0.04 [218] and galactic diffuse emission, consistent

with hadronic colisions of cosmic rays in molecular clouds. For this reason,

DM searches should focus on ”cleaned” regions, as close as possible from

the GC, but without the contribution of these γ-ray known sources. Recent

observations by H.E.S.S. using this approach, comparing 112 hours of data

taken at 0.3◦ and 1.0◦ from the GC have placed the strongest upper limits on

WIMP annihilation above 100 GeV. Fermi -LAT yields the best upper limits

in the HE range up to date [15], stacking the expected signal from the GC

halo and from the dwarf galaxies.

• Dwarf spheroidal galaxies: These dwarf galaxies are small and faint

galaxies located in the Milky Way halo. These sources have very high mass

to light ratios, and stellar dynamics show they may be among the most

DM dominated known sources. In addition, N−body simulations predicted

the presence of DM clumps populating the Milky Way halo [199]. Under the

ΛCDM assumptions, these dSphs are proof of the presence of the DM clumps.

With approximately known astrophysical factors (J) and practically back-

ground free, these sources are ideal targets for DM annihilation prospects,

as a significant excess in γ-rays consistent with an expected annihilation

shape would mean the first unequivocal DM detection. These sources have

been intensively studied by the current generation of γ-ray telescopes, both

from ground and space [30, 49, 51, 65, 70, 75]. It must be noted that the

expected ”boost factor” in dSphs is significantly smaller than in other cases,

being O(1) [130].
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Chapter 2

Past, present & future of γ-ray

detectors

As far as we can go into the past, humankind used astronomy. First, direct naked

eye observations were performed to understand the effects of seasons, the length

of a day, years periodicity, or to inspire ceremonial rituals. Ancient civilizations

had already some kind of dedicated astronomical observatories, such as the ones

found in the Middle East, China, Greece, India or Central America. Throughout

our history fascination over the unknown drove thinkers, philosophers and intel-

lectuals into the search of an answer, an explanation that could bring logic to their

surroundings.

The first mayor revolution astronomy underwent was the invention of the tele-

scope, in the beginning of the 17th century. A cascade of discoveries followed,

directly leading to Newton’s law of universal gravitation. From that moment on,

all major discoveries in astronomy were direct consequences of the development

of new techniques, tools or methods that improved sky observation instruments.

In the early 19th century, the invention of photography and spectroscopy opened

a vast window of knowledge. Astronomers could now study star’s composition,

mass, temperature or size.

But it was in the 20th century that modern astronomy opened a whole new

universe to scientists all around the world. With the detection and study of exotic

objects such as quasars, pulsars, blazars, radio galaxies, neutron stars or black
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holes, a stream of theories emerged to explain their existence and observed prop-

erties. Especially after the end of the second world war, a long list of different

experiments broadened the observational window, expanding the narrow band of

the optical wavelength down to the infrared, microwave and radio, and up to

ultraviolet, X-ray and γ-ray.

This chapter aims to explain the different detection techniques used in the

High Energy astronomy and the latest major experiments. In section 2.1 historical

motivations leading to past and current experiments in γ-ray astronomy will be

discussed. In section 2.2 the different techniques developed to observe gamma-rays

are presented, explaining the different complications each energy range needs to

overcome. Section 2.3 shows an overview of current gamma-ray experiments and

finally, in 2.4, the future γ-ray observatories to come are introduced.

2.1 Historical motivations

Historical motivations leading to the first γ-ray detectors are closely related to

cosmic ray astronomy. Although the distinction between cosmic ray and gamma

ray was not clear at the time, the similar nature and detection mechanisms used

for high energy nuclei and high energy photons made this two scientific topics grow

intertwined.

After the invention of the first electrometer by Theodor Wulf [223] in the be-

ginning of 20th century, a set of different measurements of atmospheric ionization

were undertaken. This ionization was first associated with Earth’s radioactivity,

but studies by Domenico Pacini [182] and later on by Victor Hess [129] showed an

increasing ionization level with altitude. This experimental evidence demonstrated

that such radiation had outer space origin. Victor Hess received the Nobel Prize

in Physics in 1936 for his discovery.

The term ”cosmic rays” was defined after Robert Millikan [163] improved V.

Hess measurements extending the study to high altitudes and under water. Ini-

tially, the origin of this radiation was assumed to be electromagnetic, until a

dependence with latitude was measured, showing interaction with Earth’s geo-

magnetic field. It was then concluded that cosmic rays were charged, and could

not be photons. Subsequent discoveries lead to a better understanding of cosmic
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rays nature, but their origin was still unknown.

During the mid-20th century, some theoreticians (Henry Primakoff [109], Sachio

Hayakawa [125] or P. Morrison [173]) predicted the existence of certain processes

in the universe, such as supernova explosions or cosmic ray interactions with in-

terstellar gas, that could produce high energy photons. Paradoxically atmospheric

absorption, the very same phenomenon that lead to cosmic rays discovery, pre-

vented γ-ray detection inside Earth’s atmosphere.

Direct γ-ray detection took advantage from the spacecraft technology boost af-

ter the Second World War and deployed the first γ-ray telescope into orbit, carried

by the Explorer 11 satellite in 1961. Subsequent missions brought great success

in the field, specially SAS-2 (1972 [210]) and COS-B (1975-1982 [86]) satellites,

creating a γ-ray source catalogue with 25 sources [206] and a map of the Milky

Way in this energy range, shown in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Cos-B Milky Way map in the γ-ray range.

In the late 1960s a different pioneering technique was developed by the Whip-

ple collaboration for the observation of VHE γ-rays from ground: Imaging Atmo-

spheric Cherenkov Telescope (IACT), resulting in the detection of the first TeV

γ-ray source, the Crab Nebula, in 1989.

2.2 Observation Techniques

As shown in figure 2.2, the atmosphere creates a natural barrier protecting Earth’s

surface from photons with energies higher than the visible light range (λ < 390 nm),

preventing direct γ-ray detection from the ground. Consequently, direct γ-ray de-

tection must take place above the atmosphere, either by satellites or balloons.

These detectors generally observe the low and medium energy range (up to around
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100 GeV). They can not access higher energies due to their limited effective area

and the low fluxes observed at these energies.

A different technique was developed to observe higher energy ranges. It consists

in the observation from ground of the secondary products: particles or radiation

produced in the cascades generated by the collision of a high energy photon or

atomic nuclei. This technique permits ground based detectors with huge collection

areas, allowing the observation of the very, ultra and extremely high energy ranges

(with energies above ≈ 20 GeV ).

Figure 2.2: Altitude where 50% of the electromagnetic radiation is absorbed by the
atmosphere (blue line) along the different energy bands of the spectrum. Different
techniques used are pictured, including ground, air and space observations.
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2.2.1 Space detectors

High altitude balloons and space satellites are the only experiments able to directly

observe high energy cosmic photons. These instruments carry particle physics de-

tectors, placed beyond the atmospheric absorption. Depending on the energy range

of study, the observation technique is based on different photonic interactions.

In the low end of the γ-ray band, the detection is based on the γ-ray Compton

scattering of electrons or the photoelectric effect. The typical Compton detector

consists of two planes: after the γ-ray collides with the first plane, measuring it’s

crossing position, a deflection of its trajectory is produced by Compton scattering

with atomic electrons in the medium. On arrival to the second plane, the final

position is recorded and the γ-ray is absorbed by a calorimeter where its energy

is measured. Compton effect formulae allow to reconstruct to some extent the

arrival direction and the energy of the primary γ-ray out of the deflected direction

and calorimeter measurements. The IBIS spectrometer aboard the INTEGRAL

satellite [104] exploits this technique.

In the HE range, the main detection principle is the pair production. High den-

sity materials are used to force γ-rays to annihilate into electron-positron pairs,

which are then measured to estimate impinging γ-ray properties. Detectors usu-

ally consist on a tracker built over a calorimeter, surrounded by a plastic anti-

coincidence detector. The tracker is composed of layers of a high density material

interleaved with particle detectors. Incoming γ-rays go through the plastic anti-

coincidence detector freely, while cosmic rays cause a flash of light, identifying

these as background. The γ-rays continue until they interact with an atom in one

of the high density layers (generally tungsten foils) producing electron positron

pairs. These particles interact with the tracking detectors creating ions on their

way until they are stopped by the calorimeter, measuring the total deposited en-

ergy. Combining the measurements of the anti-coincidence detector, the tracker

and the calorimeter, the energy and the original direction of the γ-ray are re-

constructed, while background is suppressed. The LAT instrument on board of

the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope is the latest example of this observation

technique, and will be discussed further in section 2.3.1.
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2.2.2 Ground detectors

Current VHE and Extremely High Energy (EHE) γ-ray astronomy is driven by

ground based detectors. Instead of interacting with incident γ-rays like space de-

tectors, these instruments measure the products generated by the collision of very

high energy γ-rays striking the atmosphere. These interactions produce cascades

of particles. Among them, those that are charged and travel with a velocity larger

than the local speed of light emit Cherenkov radiation. These showers of parti-

cles are called EAS and are explained with a deeper scope in Appendix A. The

measurement of the EAS properties, with different techniques depending on the

energy range, allow the reconstruction of the direction and the energy of the orig-

inal particle. The major problem affecting this technique is the huge background

of cosmic rays, as they generate similar showers as γ-rays. Understanding intrin-

sic differences between EAS from different primary particles becomes crucial for

background suppression.

Depending on the energy range of interest, current γ-ray detectors use different

techniques:

• Atmospheric Cherenkov detectors: These instruments measure the Cherenkov

light produced in EASs. There are two different detection approaches cur-

rently in use: sampling detectors and imaging detectors.

Sampling detectors consist on a grid of counters measuring arrival time and

density of Cherenkov light arriving from the front of EASs over a wide re-

gion on the ground. Using the intensity and relative times recorded on the

different detectors, the primary particle original direction and energy can be

reconstructed. The main disadvantage of these detectors resides on the poor

information acquired from the development of the EAS, therefore differen-

tiating γ-rays from background becomes problematic. Nowadays imaging

detectors outperform this technique, and their contribution to the field is

not very significant.

Imaging detectors, instead of sampling the front of the EASs, create an

image of the shower as classical optical telescopes. With these snapshots

is possible to study the evolution of the EAS along the atmosphere, and
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parametrize different properties of the cascade. These parameters allow to

differentiate between γ-ray and cosmic ray induced EASs , greatly improv-

ing signal to noise ratio, and therefore sensitivity. The first Imaging Atmo-

spheric Cherenkov Telescope (IACT) able to detect an astronomical source

was Whipple [138], in operation since 1968, detected the Crab Nebula in

1988. Nowadays. VHE Astronomy is driven by the current generation of

IACT such as the MAGIC [2], the H.E.S.S. [1] and the VERITAS [4]. See

section 3.1 for more details about IACTs.

• Water Cherenkov detectors: This technique also measures Cherenkov

photon production, although in this case in a different medium with higher

refractive index, increasing photon emission. Grids of opaque water tanks are

spread over a wide area, measuring the Cherenkov emission from particles

generated in EASs. As particles need to enter the tank before they are

absorbed, these detectors need to be located at very high altitudes. This

technique uses no optical focusing so the Field of View (FoV) of the detectors

is significantly larger than IACTs, although at the same time they have a

worse angular resolution, as direction reconstruction uses only timing and

the intensity of the footprint. Detectors can be built as a single water pool,

like MILAGRO experiment [3], or a grid of smaller individual water tanks,

improving resolution, like the future HAWC [9] Observatory. HAWC which

be analyzed with a deeper scope in section 2.4.1.

• Particle counter matrices: These detectors directly measure EASs in-

duced particles using matrices of counters. These counters use classic particle

detectors recording the arrival time and direction of the incoming particles,

and deriving from them the energy and direction of the primary. As an ex-

ample the Tibet-AS [12] experiment covers an area of 36.000 m2 with 697

individual scintillation counters. The Argo-YBJ [5] experiment uses a full

coverage detector consisting of a single layer of resistive plate counters. These

detectors are able to observe in the VHE range, although their sensitivities

are not as competitive as current IACTs or water Cherenkov experiments.

• Fluorescence detectors: Cherenkov emission is not the only source of
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photons in EASs. There is a fluorescence isotropic emission along EAS pro-

portional to the energy of the impinging particle. In the atmosphere, charged

particles generated by EASs excite nitrogen molecules, which eventually de-

cay producing photons in the ultra-violet and visible range. Detectors are

able to collect this component from very long distances collecting the fluo-

rescense light with mirror systems directed towards Photo-Multiplier Tube

(PMT) detectors. When several detectors observe the same shower in coin-

cidence, they can measure the intensity and time of arrival of the radiation,

reconstructing the development of the shower along the atmosphere, infer-

ring direction and energy of the primary cosmic ray. Taking into account the

low efficiency of fluorescence emission in the atmosphere, only cosmic rays in

the Ultra High Energy (UHE) and EHE range are observed with this tech-

nique. This technique has been successfully applied in the High Resolution

Fly’s Eye (HiRes) experiment [10], studying the composition of UHE cosmic

rays.

• Hybrid detectors: These detectors take benefit from several of the pre-

viously listed techniques at the same time. Each technique can be used to

study different aspects of an EAS which then are combined. The Piere Auger

Observatory [6], combines 1600 water Cherenkov detectors with 27 optical

telescopes to measure fluorescence from UHE cosmic rays, observing energies

beyond 1018eV over an area of 3.000Km2.

2.2.3 Ground vs Space

All the detection techniques discussed over sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 have certain

advantages and disadvantages, specially affecting the energy range they are able

to observe.

Direct detection of gamma and cosmic rays by space detectors allow a wider

field of view with excellent background rejection. Their main limitation is the

high costs associated with sending payloads into orbit, constraining the size and

weight of the instruments on board, restricting collection areas to few m2. Besides,

the accuracy of the directional reconstruction of current trackers is limited by the

multiple scattering caused by the thickness of the foils. Thicker layers increase
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effective area for high energy γ-rays although at the same time increment multiple

scattering effect, broadening the Point Spread Function (PSF).

On the other hand, construction of ground detectors permits lower budget

projects, without important size/weight restrictions. Additionally, EASs extended

nature increases collection area in several orders of magnitude compared with

space detectors, extending the observable spectrum to higher energies. The use

of stereoscopic observation allows accurate direction and energy reconstruction

and a good background rejection. The main drawback of these techniques is the

overwhelming background rate caused by cosmic-rays and their similar Cherenkov

emission than γ-rays generated EAS within the HE range.

These limitations divide the whole gamma ray band into different energy ranges,

shown in table 2.1:

• Below ≈ 50 GeV: Corresponds to the low end of the γ-ray band. Needs to

be observed from space, as EAS generated by incident photons in the atmo-

sphere are not energetic enough to produce sufficient Cherenkov radiation.

The Low Energy (LE) band corresponds to energies below 30 MeV, only de-

tectable by the photoelectric and Compton effects, as they are not energetic

enough to produce electron-positrons pairs. The energy range between 30

MeV and 50 GeV photons is the HE range and is currently driven by pair

production detectors.

• 50 GeV to 30 TeV: Is labeled as the VHE range. IACTs are currently

the most sensitive instruments in this range as a result of their augmented

collection areas and decent background rejection. Above≈300 GeV EASs are

energetic enough for particles to be detected by water Cherenkov detectors

placed at very high altitudes.

• 30 TeV to 30 PeV: UHE photons generate EAS with their shower max-

imum at lower altitudes, where Water Cherenkov Detectors can be placed.

As water tanks are opaque, they are fully operational during daytime greatly

improving observation times compared with imaging detectors, measuring a

big fraction of the observable sky at the same time. Their wide field of view

and high duty cycle turn these detectors to be the most efficient to detect

the low frequent UHE photons.
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Table 2.1: Different γ-ray observational subranges.

Range Notation Detection mechanism Type of detector
< 30 MeV LE Photoelectric, Compton Space-based
30 MeV-50 GeV HE Pair-production Space-based
50 GeV-30 TeV VHE Cherenkov (atmosphere) Ground-based
30 TeV-30 PeV UHE Cherenkov (water) Ground-based
> 30 PeV EHE Fluorescence, hybrid Ground-based

Convenient segmentation of the the γ-ray band, together with the corresponding type of
detector and detection mechanism currently used for the exploration of each subrange.
LE, HE, VHE, UHE, and EHE stand for low, high, very high, ultra high, and extremely
high energy. Adapted from [178].

• Above 30 PeV: The EHE range corresponds to the most energetic side

of the γ-ray band. The main limitation on sensitivity is the extremely low

frequency of events, therefore observatories need to cover very wide areas.

Fluorescence radiation becomes significant at these energies, it’s isotropic

emission allows individual events to be observed from very long distances

(> 104 m), turning it into the most viable detection technique at these

extreme energies.

2.3 Current γ-ray observatories

Currently, the most sensitive experiments, leading the VHE astronomy field are

Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope and the current generation of IACTs:

MAGIC, HESS, and VERITAS. Their sensitivity is shown in Fig. 2.4 together

with the one of HAWC and MILAGRO, not operative since April of 2008.

2.3.1 Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope

The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope [8] is a space observatory designed to per-

form an all sky survey of the observable universe in the HE range. Launched

in 2008 and placed in a low Earth orbit, it sweeps the whole sky every 3 hours,

corresponding to two complete orbits around Earth. The 2 principal instruments
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Figure 2.3: Extended Atmospheric Shower detection techniques at two different energy
ranges. Generated Cherenkov light is observed by IACTs (left) in the VHE range while
produced particles in the UHE range are observed by water Cherenkov detectors (right).
Image courtesy of Milagro collaboration (University of California, 2002).

on board of the satellite are the Large Area Telescope (LAT), it’s main instru-

ment intended to perform the survey, and the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM),

designed to monitor and study GRBs. Although the initial mission lifetime was

planned to be 5 years, on August 2013 it was extended for another 5 years.

Within the key scientific objectives of the mission were the study of the γ-

ray sky and sources, emission processes of AGN, pulsar and SNR, study and mon-

itoring of GRBs, and the search for Dark Matter signals in the Galactic Center.

Data collected by Fermi mission is public, open for the community, and the

collaboration publishes periodical catalogs gathering all statistically significant

high energy sources detected so far.

2.3.1.1 Instruments on board

• Large Area Telescope: The LAT [11] is a gamma-ray detector able to

observe incident γ-rays between 30 MeV and 300 GeV. It consists of a 4× 4

grid of ”tower” pair-conversion detectors (see a section sketch of the detector

in figure 2.5a) wrapped with a plastic anti-coincidence scintillator responsible

for background suppression.
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Figure 2.4: Minimum detectable flux of a point-like source for present VHE gamma-
ray detectors. IACTs sensitivities correspond to 50h of observation while Fermi, HAWC
(still in construction phase) and Milagro (currently not operative) correspond to sky
surveys through several years. Dotted lines correspond to the 1, 10 and 100 % of the
Crab Nebula, the standard candle in γ-ray astronomy. Data obtained from [40], [68], [4]
and private communication with K. Bernlöhr.

.

Each ”tower” is a converter-tracker detector consisting of 18 tungsten lay-

ers intertwined with 16 silicon trackers, built over a calorimeter module.

Electron-positron pair production takes place in the tungsten layers while

silicon-strip detectors measure the position of the e± pair (see schematic view

in figure 2.5b). The direction of the incident particle is reconstructed using

these tracks. The angular resolution of the LAT (shown in figure 2.8) varies

by an order of magnitude from the low to the high energy range. It is aided

by the high precision of the silicon trackers resolution and limited by multi-

ple scattering effect. The calorimeter modules contain a total of 96 narrow

crystal scintillators distributed in 8 layers. Incoming electron-positron pairs
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(a) Fermi-LAT cut view. (b) Individual ”tower” schematic view.

produce electromagnetic showers generating scintillation photons, which are

measured. Crystals are alternating in orientation so deposited energy can

also be tracked, increasing both energy estimation and background rejection.

The anti-coincidence detector is made of 89 individual plastic sections which

allow γ-rays to pass undetected, while charged particles (such as cosmic-

rays) produce flashes of light. Events are suppressed if the individual plastic

scintillator corresponding to the incident particle direction was triggered.

The data acquisition system implements a multi-level trigger and provides

an on-board event processing system running filter algorithms to reduce the

data before space-Earth transmission. It also provides a science analysis

platform to rapidly search for transients.

• Gamma-ray Burst Monitor: The GBM is a detector constantly searching

for bright transient events, mainly GRBs. It includes 2 sets of scintillators,

Sodium Iodide (NaI) and Bismuth Germanate (BGO) which cover respec-

tively from a few keV to about 1 MeV and from ∼ 150 keV to ∼ 30 MeV. The

NaI scintillators provide the burst trigger and location while BGO detectors

grant an overlap between NaI and LAT energy ranges.
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Data is buffered with a 5µs resolution, recording ∼ 50s of pre-trigger mea-

surements. Any significant increase in the count rate from the NaI scintilla-

tors trigger data acquisition, and GBM calculates the preliminary position

and spectrum of the source, and sends an autonomous re-point recommen-

dation to the satellite.

2.3.1.2 Main results

The Fermi mission has produced many important results revolutionizing our knowl-

edge of high-energy gamma ray sources and providing a huge amount of legacy data

open to the community. With over four years of collected data, the Third Fermi

LAT Catalogue (3FGL) [209] lists a total of 3033 point-like sources showing a

crowded map with a wide variety of different source types, as shown in Fig. 2.5,

including 1010 still unassociated and therefore still with unclear origin. In section

5.3 this problem is faced and Machine Learning Algorithms (MLA) are proposed to

assess source type determination using the Second Fermi LAT Catalogue (2FGL)

data. As proof of the success obtained by Fermi, the 2FGL publication is the most

cited article in astrophysics of 2012, showing the great impact and current bloom

γ-ray astronomy is undergoing in the last decade.

Among the main scientific discoveries of the Fermi mission there are key mile-

stones like proving the origin of galactic cosmic rays [44], new source discoveries

such as pulsars with no counterparts in other wavelengths [18], the most ener-

getic GRB ever observed [113], and completely unexpected detections as the so

called ”Fermi Bubbles”, two massive diffuse gamma-ray and x-ray structures found

around the center of the Milky Way, and never observed before [204]. In addition

Fermi-GBM detected a total of 1310 GRBs, and 73 of them were also seen by LAT,

extending their observed spectrum up to ∼ 300 GeV.

2.3.2 Imaging Atmosferic Cherenkov Telescopes

After the second half of the XX century, many experiments attempted to apply the

IACT technique in astronomy. The first detection was carried out by the Whipple

telescope, detecting the Crab Nebula [220] after 20 years of operation. A few

years later stereoscopic imaging was developed by the HEGRA [142] collaboration,
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Figure 2.5: Full sky map in galactic coordinates showing gamma rays with energies over
1 GeV observed by Fermi-LAT along 5 years of operation (top) and point like sources
present in the 2FGL, illustrating the different source types (bottom). The top image is
courtesy of the Fermi collaboration [7] and the bottom image has been extracted from
[208].
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Table 2.2: Specifications of the different generations of IACTs

Instrument Lat. Long. Alt. Telescopes Construction FoV Eth ∆E ∆Ω Sensitivity
Units Area in 50h

[◦] [◦] [m] [m2] [year] [◦] [GeV] [%] [◦] [% Crab]
Whipple 32 -111 2300 1 75 1968 2.3 300 30 0.1 15
HEGRA 29 18 2200 5 8.5 1987 4.3 500 15 0.1 5
CAT 42 2 1650 1 17.8 1996 4.8 250 20 0.14 15
H.E.S.S. -23 16 1800 4 107 2003 5 100 15 0.1 0.7
H.E.S.S. II -23 16 1800 1 616 2012 3.7 20 10-40 0.3 0.7
MAGIC 29 18 2225 2 234 2004 3.5 50 15 0.07 0.8
VERITAS 32 -111 1275 4 106 2007 3.5 100 15 0.1 0.7
CTA (North) 30 – ∼ 2000 ∼ 30 400/100 2017-2020 5-8 30 7 0.03 0.05
CTA (South) -25 – ∼ 2000 ∼ 125 400/100/15 2017-2020 5-8 30 6 0.03 0.05

Specifications of past, current and future generation of IACTs. Showing site location
(latitude, longitude and altitude), total number of telescopes and individual mirror sur-
face, date of first light, FoV, low energy threshold, energy and angular resolution and
sensitivity (in the most sensitive energy, in Crab Units). Adapted from [132].

greatly improving IACTs sensitivity. All competitive experiments from the current

generation of IACTs, shown with their specifications in Table 2.2, incorporate this

technique with different approaches, such as increasing the individual telescope

size or the total number of telescopes used. Nowadays IACTs provide the best

sensitivity among the techniques used in the VHE range. The IACT technique

and analysis will be explained in more detail in Sec. 3.1.

All IACT experiments share certain key scientific objectives. Some examples

are the observation of SNRs, considered to be the main accelerators of cosmic rays,

understanding the emission processes in γ-ray pulsars and discerning between pro-

posed models, observing AGNs to understand the physical processes taking place

in the vicinity of their super massive black holes and measuring the absorption

affecting γ-rays from distant extragalactic sources due to the EBL, or searching

for Dark Matter signals from regions where it is expected to accumulate such as

the Galactic Center or Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies and detecting the high energy

end of GRBs.

IACTs observable energy range overlaps with γ-ray space telescopes. First,

with EGRET results, and later on in coalition with Fermi-LAT, IACTs provide

improved angular resolution to classify Fermi unidentified sources (generally caused

by the superposition within Fermi’s wide PSF of several possible sources) and

extend their detected spectra up to the TeV energy range. At the same time
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Fermi-LAT provides essential information of interesting targets for ground based

detectors, triggering observation proposals.

The current generation of IACTs is represented by MAGIC, HESS, and

VERITAS.

• MAGIC: The Major Atmospheric Gamma-ray Imaging Cherenkov Tele-

scopes (MAGIC) is located at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory (La

Palma, Spain) at 2200 m above sea level. It is a system composed by two

IACTs of 17 m of diameter separated by 85 m. With a total mirror surface

of 472 m2 it represents the most sensitive IACT experiment between 30 and

300 GeV in the northern hemisphere, and also the biggest IACTs on Earth

until HESS II was built.

Due to the huge size of the MAGIC telescopes, low energy events are ob-

served and accurately reconstructed using stereo imaging, widening the low

energy range of IACTs. This low energy threshold makes the experiment

ideal for the detection of high redshift AGNs and γ-ray pulsar observations.

MAGIC telescopes also have the fastest repositioning time among the IACTs,

becoming the best candidate to observe the highest energy component of a

GRB from Earth.

• H.E.S.S.: High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) (named after Vic-

tor Hess) is formed by a system of 5 IACTs located in Khomas Highland

(Namibia) at 1800 m above sea level, being the only major IACT experiment

present in the southern hemisphere. The telescope layout is distributed as

follows: four 12m of diameter telescopes form a perfect square of side equal

to 120 m forming the classical HESS I system, and a 28m of diameter tele-

scope named HESS II sits in the center of the square. This system allows

the observation of γ-rays with energies between 30 GeV to 100 TeV.

HESS II saw it’s first light on the 26th of July 2012, becoming the largest

IACT on Earth, greatly improving H.E.S.S. sensitivity below 300 GeV. It’s

location in the southern hemisphere allows to observe key sky regions such

as the galactic plane and galactic centre, the most interesting and popu-

lated areas of the sky in the TeV range. In 2009, H.E.S.S. was considered
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among the top 10 observatories worldwide ranked by their scientific impact

by Nature [176].

• VERITAS: Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System (VER-

ITAS) is built on Mount Hopkins (Arizona, USA) at 1268 m above sea level

with an array of four 10 m of diameter IACTs placed in a diamond-like

distribution with distances ranging between 80 to 120 m. This system of

IACTs is able to observe from 50 GeV to 50 TeV, and is the most sensitive

experiment in the northern hemisphere above 300 GeV.

2.3.2.1 Scientific results

Along with Fermi, γ-ray astronomy is mainly driven by IACTs. In the last decade,

MAGIC, H.E.S.S. and VERITAS showed great performance with outstanding sci-

entific results. As shown in Fig. 2.6, astronomy in the VHE regime is following

a similar trend as other wavelengths underwent in the past in terms of number of

detected sources.

Some scientific achievements of IACTs are briefly listed here:

• Galactic: The H.E.S.S. collaboration performed the Galactic Plane Survey

[48], the first survey performed in the VHE range, detecting up to 14 pre-

viously unknown sources [46] and extending Fermi spectra located in that

region to the TeV range. Another mayor discovery was the detection of the

Crab Pulsar by MAGIC [74] and later on by VERITAS [216], constraining

emission models and unveiling the origin of pulsed radiation.

• Extragalactic: The MAGIC collaboration observed fast variability from IC310

[71] in the VHE range constraining the size of the radiating region to be less

than 20% of the gravitational radius of its central supermassive black hole,

suggesting pulsar-like γ-ray emission processes. In addition, the detection of

VHE gamma-ray spectra of high redshift AGNs performed by H.E.S.S. [47],

MAGIC [66] [157] and VERITAS [29], [33] placed strong upper limits on the

EBL density, indirectly measuring star formation rates along the history of

the universe.
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Figure 2.6: Kifune plot showing the number of detected sources for different astronomy
energy bands as a function of the year. Updated version (22nd April 2015) based on
[116].

• Fundamental physics : IACTs also faced fundamental physics problems such

as the search of Dark Matter, providing competitive constraints for certain

super symmetric models of self annihilation WIMP particles through observa-

tions of the galactic center by H.E.S.S. [27] or dSph galaxies by H.E.S.S. [130],

MAGIC [72] and VERITAS [34]. H.E.S.S. collaboration also performed mea-

surements of the cosmic ray electron component [50] extending the known

electron-positron spectrum up to 5 TeV.

2.4 Future γ-ray observatories

There are currently two observatories in construction phase that will ensure γ-

ray astronomy success during the next decades: HAWC and CTA, representing

the new generation of Water Cherenkov detectors and IACTs respectively.
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Figure 2.7: Minimum detectable flux of a point-like source for future VHE gamma-
ray detectors. IACTs sensitivities correspond to 50h of observation while Fermi and
HAWC corresponds to sky surveys through several years. CTA Northern and Southern
hemisphere correspond to simulations of Tenerife 2N layout and Aar 2A layout observing
at 20 degrees of zenith angle, derived in this thesis. Fermi and HAWC data obtained
from [40], [117], [9].

2.4.1 HAWC

High-Altitude Water Cherenkov (HAWC) observatory is located in Sierra Negra

(Mexico) at 4100 meters of altitude, and will consist of an array of 300 individual

large water Cherenkov detectors, as shown in Fig. 2.9b. The experiment observes

γ-rays of energies between 100 GeV and 100 TeV with a wide field of view, being

fully operational also during daytime, two-thirds of the sky are exposed every 24

hours. HAWC will extend Fermi-LAT survey in the northern hemisphere sky to

the TeV range improving Milagro sensitivity over an order of magnitude, with

improved angular resolution (see Figs. 2.7 and 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: Angular resolution of present and future (dashed lines) VHE gamma-ray
detectors. CTA angular resolution corresponds to 2A layout ”AAR” site (Namibia),
derived in this thesis. Data obtained from [40], [68], [4], [117], [9].

Developed by a collaboration of 15 U.S. and 12 Mexican institutions and

funded by National Science Fundation (NSF), United States Department of the

Energy (DOE) and Mexican Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnologa (CONA-

CyT), HAWC was inaugurated in March 2015 and will perform an unbiased survey

reaching already during the first year 50 mCrab sensitivity in the TeV range, sim-

ilar to Fermi’s sensitivity in the GeV range.

As in other arrays of counters, in HAWC the primary particle direction is in-

ferred using the relative time of arrival of the particles to the tanks (colored scale

shown in Fig. 2.10). HAWC reconstructs also the shower core position (shown

in Fig. 2.10 with a star marker). With this information and the measured inten-

sity, the energy of the primary is estimated. Background suppression is performed

searching for signal intensity asymmetries around the inferred core position. Iso-
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(a) Individual HAWC detector (b) HAWC observatory

Figure 2.9: Left : Schematic view of an individual HAWC detector with an EAS induced
particle (red) emitting Cherenkov photons (green) measured by PMTs located at the
bottom of the tank. Right : Sky view of the future HAWC Observatory with a total of
300 tanks. Courtesy of the HAWC collaboration [9].

lated islands of particles measured far from the shower core are a hallmark of

cosmic-ray events, as can be seen in Fig. 2.10b.

HAWC will explore a variety of scientific goals in the forthcoming years. The

observatory posses certain capabilities which allow it to be the perfect detector to

study diffuse γ-ray emission and find TeV cosmic rays anisotropies in our galaxy,

two probes that may unveil the origin of galactic cosmic rays. It will also explore

extra-galactic objects, extending Fermi-LAT detected AGNs up to the TeV range.

It’s wide field of view and high duty factor allow the detection of extreme transients

such as flaring states or even the brightest GRBs, information that may be of great

value for other observatories without such capabilities, as the CTA observatory.

These observations will also help to constrain the EBL and Inter-Galactic Magnetic

field (IGMF), key parameters in cosmology.
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(a) γ-ray event (b) proton event

Figure 2.10: Simulated response of HAWC to γ-ray and proton events. Arrival time in
ns is indicated by the color scale, while light intensity is denoted by the size of colored
circles. Courtesy of the HAWC collaboration [9].

2.4.2 CTA

As a result of the success of current IACT experiments and the improvement of

the different technologies involved, the next generation of Cherenkov installations

is under development. The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), is a ground based

observatory that will observe the VHE γ-ray sky from some tens of GeV up to

a hundred TeV with unprecedented capabilities, improving current experiments

sensitivity over an order of magnitude. Conceived by the CTA Consortium, a

global initiative formed by more than 1200 people from 28 countries, CTA is

currently being developed to attain ambitious scientific goals.

In order to achieve these goals the observatory will consist of two different

sites, one in each hemisphere, consisting of 50 to 100 IACTs of 3 different sizes.

This set up will provide full sky coverage with improved sensitivity alongside better

angular and energy reconstruction. The CTA southern site is expected to be larger,

composed of ∼ 100 telescopes spread out over ∼ 6 Km2, to take advantage of it’s

latitude to observe the Galactic Plane and Galactic Center over the full energy
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range. The northern site is expected to complement it with a reduced number of

telescopes, ∼ 20 telescopes spread out over ∼ 1 km2, more focused in low energy

threshold studies such as AGNs, GRBs or starburst galaxies.

This project, along with HAWC and the extended operation of Fermi LAT

shows the great boost γ-ray astronomy is undergoing in recent years. Fermi-LAT

available data and HAWC future all sky survey will perfectly match with CTA

point sensitivity, covering the whole VHE range with unprecedented detail, as

shown in Fig. 2.7.

CTA will also be the first γ-ray open observatory ever constructed, allocating

a significant fraction of observation time to external scientist proposals. This

approach will bring the whole astronomical community closer to astro-particle

physics, a field currently dominated by particle physicists, and boost scientific

outcome. Consortium proprietary observation time will be devoted to calibration,

technical measurements and several Key Science Project (KSP).

2.4.2.1 CTA Key Science Projects

CTA will make significant progress in all science cases withing the γ-ray astron-

omy, as the ones introduced in Sec. 1.3.1. In order to obtain the highest possible

scientific outcome the CTA consortium proposed key observation projects gath-

ering obvious scientific targets, of broad interest, to provide analyzed data and

source catalogues that will trigger new proposals from the community. Propri-

etary time dedicated to KSPs will correspond to a very significant fraction of the

commissioning phase and will gradually decrease afterwards. The KSPs currently

proposed are the following:

• Galactic Plane Survey: Consists of a full survey along the galactic plane

with deeper observations in the most promising regions between −60◦ <

l < 60◦. It may be considered the flagship project of the observatory with

a number of important scientific goals. Hundreds of new sources should

be detected in the broad energy range of CTA, mainly PWN and SNRs,

along with new and unexpected γ-ray sources such as binaries, PeVatrons or

transient phenomena in the Galaxy. The GPS KSP will be an undeniable

legacy data set for follow-up observations and a long lasting value to the
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entire astronomical community.

• Extragalactic Survey: Nowadays, extragalactic source detections in the

VHE range are often motivated by observations at lower wavebands, impos-

ing a strong bias on the observed population. In addition, these sources are

generally observed in transient flaring states. Therefore, an unbiased VHE

extragalactic source catalog would be of great potential for the community.

This project proposes a blind survey of 25% of the sky at high galactic lat-

itudes |b| > 10◦, reaching a flux sensitivity for point like sources of ∼ 5

mCrab, close to the weakest source seen by IACTs so far.

• Deep observations of the Galactic Centre: probing astrophysics

and dark matter: The Galactic Centre may well be the most densely

populated region in the γ-ray sky and at the same time the brightest source

of DM annihilation (see Sec. 1.2.2). This KSP proposes deep observations of

the galactic center with great potential of major discoveries, such as detecting

a DM signature or revealing the nature of the gamma-ray source located at

the dynamic centre of our galaxy.

• Studies on Active Galactic Nuclei: Active Galaxies amount to ∼ 40% of

the club of detected VHE sources and belong to the group of the most lumi-

nous objects in the universe. CTA has the potential to increase this category

by a factor four and in particular to significantly increase the population of

TeV sources at high redshifts. This measurements would help to understand

acceleration processes taking place in the vicinities of black holes, the origin

of extragalactic cosmic rays and fundamental questions such as determining

the EBL, the IGMF or the search of Lorentz invariance violation (LIV) and

Axion-like particles (ALPs).

• Observations of the Large Magellanic Cloud: The LMC is the nearest

star-forming galaxy, rich in γ-ray source candidates: dozens of SNRs, HII

regions, bubbles and shells. Deep observations on the LMC will provide

population studies on SNRs and PWNe, transport of cosmic rays along the

galaxy and search for DM signatures.
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• Observations of transient phenomena: Consists of follow-up observa-

tions, triggered by external alerts, of certain transient targets showing catas-

trophic events in the universe. Within the scope of the project there are

known γ-ray emitters such as GRBs, flares from PWN, jet ejection events

from X-ray binaries and novae, along with other exotic transients like high

energy neutrinos or gravitational waves.

2.4.2.2 CTA performance

In order to achieve the ambitious goals described in Sec. 2.4.2.1, the CTA design

target is to achieve certain goals, regarding different aspects of the observatory

performance:

• Sensitivity: CTA is required to reach milli-Crab (mCrab) sensitivity in 50

hours of observation on a point-like source between ≈ 100 GeV to 10 TeV .

This would improve the sensitivity of current generation of IACTs by a factor

10 inside the CTA core energy range. This unprecedented sensitivity will

allow the study of fainter objects, already observed by Fermi-LAT, discover

new source populations of even fainter ones and reduce the selection bias of

the different γ-ray source types.

• Angular resolution: In order to resolve extended sources such as SNRs,

CTA should be able to reach angular resolutions below 2 arc minutes for en-

ergies above 1 TeV, the best resolution ever achieved in this range of energies,

improving by a factor 3 the usual values attained in current instruments.

• Energy range: The observable energy range should extend well below 100

GeV and up to more than 200 TeV, with improved energy resolution with

respect to current IACTs. CTA will be able to observe more than 3 orders

of magnitude in energy, crucial for discerning between different emission

mechanisms scenarios in AGNs or distinguish different hypothesis of gamma

ray production in SNRs.

• Temporal resolution: CTA large effective area and improved angular res-

olution will open a new window to a wide variety of transient phenomena.
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Current IACTs have already measured short time-scale variations of few

minutes in the most rapid flux variations ever observed in AGNs, constrain-

ing the emitting region size [71]. CTA will be able to resolve sub-minute

time scales, improving constraints on AGN emitting region and significantly

increase the chances of detecting extreme transients such as the very high

energy component of GRBs, never observed from ground.

These performance goals represent an enormous technological challenge. We

can divide the CTA energy range in three regions, each one corresponding to a

different limiting factor:

The low energy range (E < 100 GeV): γ-rays below 100 GeV produce

showers with low Cherenkov photon density, typically concentrated in a ring of ra-

dius R ≈ 120m. Individual IACTs need large reflecting areas in order to integrate

enough photons to discern between Cherenkov photons and Night-Sky Background

Light (NSBL). In addition, the overwhelming amount of low energy hadronic show-

ers produce images similar to the ones from γ-rays, turning background rejection

into a difficult task. In this energy range sensitivity is limited by background

rejection and signal to noise ratio.

CTA will push the low energy threshold down to some tens of GeV using a

system of LST, each one equipped with a large mirror area (23 m of diameter) to

collect enough Cherenkov photons from low energy showers. Since at low energies

event rates are high, large collection areas are not needed, and a few number

(≈ 4) of LSTs placed at short distances (≈ 100 m) will be able to provide enough

effective area (∼ 104 m2) and decent background rejection.

The medium energy range (100 GeV < E < 10 TeV): Corresponds to

the core energy range of CTA. This region is well understood from the experi-

ence gained by the current generation of instruments. Cascades generate higher

Cherenkov photon density, consequently reflectors with very large areas are not

needed anymore. Images, composed of more pixels, reflect more features of the

shower development through the atmosphere, helping to discern between hadron

and γ-ray events. Sensitivity is mainly limited by the effective area and the quality

of stereo reconstruction.
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To maximize the core energy of CTA, a system of medium-sized telescopes

(MST) of about 12m diameter will be spread over an area of ≈ 5 · 105 m2. Each

cascade should be stereoscopically imaged by as many telescopes as possible in

order to improve the quality of shower reconstruction, so telescope separation

should range between 100 − 150m. For the first time, the area covered by the

IACT system will be significantly larger than the Cherenkov light pool size, and

therefore most of the events in this energy range will have their impact point

reconstructed inside the array, improving the quality of the reconstruction.

The high energy range ( E > 10 TeV): At these energies, cascades generate a

huge amount of Cherenkov photons, becoming observable at larger distances. The

images show clear distinctive features in the EAS development between γ-ray and

cosmic rays, turning background rejection into a simple task. As a consequence,

sensitivity is only limited by the total effective area telescopes are able to cover,

only constrained by the requirement of stereo shower reconstruction.

To maximize effective area, CTA will use small-sized telescopes (SST) of small

reflecting area (∼ 10 m2) separated by a wider distance than other telescope types.

This distance is yet to be optimized, but it will range between 200 and 400 m,

depending on the final model chosen.

This thesis work is devoted to the evaluation of CTA performance through de-

tailed MC simulations and the analysis of its future scientific impact in γ-ray as-

trophysics. Chapter 3 describes the analysis performed and shows the impact on

the sensitivity of different elements involved in the design phase of CTA, studying

the effect of parameters associated with the construction site (altitude of construc-

tion, geomagnetic field intensity or Night-Sky Background (NSB) level) or array

layout: different telescope types, spacing and distribution. Chapter 5 is devoted

to explore MLA within γ-ray astronomy, evaluating their current applications and

probe their implementation of new purposes. In chapter 4 CTA capabilities are

evaluated in different physics cases, estimating the final scientific impact of the

observatory.
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Chapter 3

Sensitivity studies for the CTA

This chapter is the central part of this work, and gathers all the sensitivity studies

performed through the analysis of CTA MC simulations. First, section 3.1.1 intro-

duces the IACT technique, describing the main characteristics of these telescopes

and how CTA is planned to improve the performance of the current generation

of VHE γ-ray detectors. Then, in section 3.2 the different software packages used

within the CTA MC simulations are described, from the development of the EAS

to the response of each telescope measuring the Cherenkov radiation. Section 3.3

goes through the software used in this work and the existing alternatives to analyze

the different MC productions, described in detail in section 3.4. The last two sec-

tions present the main results of this work: Section 3.5 analyzes CTA performance

in detail, showing the different Instrument Respond Functions (IRFs) describing

the observatory capabilities and how these are affected by the MST types used

in the telescope layout. Section 3.6 concludes this chapter by evaluating the dif-

ferent construction sites proposed for the CTA-N observatory and studying the

effect on performance of the location related parameters such as the altitude or

the geomagnetic field.

3.1 Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes

IACTs currently provide the best sensitivity among the different detection tech-

niques to observe VHE γ-rays. As previously introduced in section 2.2.2, the
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Cherenkov photons emitted within EASs are collected with large mirrors and fo-

cused on a camera, were these photons are measured creating images of the shower

development. They essentially operate as optical telescopes, although the short

timescale of the EAS Cherenkov flashes and the overwhelming cosmic ray back-

ground impose certain key differences, mainly regarding the camera nature and the

data analysis needed. The technique is considered rather new, as these telescopes

have been operating for less than 30 years, but the low cost of the experiments

with respect to space detectors, and the benefits they provide in terms of effective

area pushed this technique forward, specially in the last few decades.

A general overview of the IACT technique and data analysis will be done in

the following sections. For a deeper description, the reader is encouraged to check

more specific experiment overviews, such as [219, 224].

3.1.1 Technical description

As already highlighted in section 2.2.2, IACTs indirectly observe γ-rays by mea-

suring the Cherenkov flashes they produce as they collide with the Earth’s atmo-

sphere. To understand the design of IACTs and the technique, a firm grasp of the

technical limitations they need to confront is required. The reader is encouraged

to take a look at the appendix A for a better understanding of the Cherenkov

emission and the development of the EASs.

The greatest technical limitation of IACTs is the short time-scale of the Cherenkov

flashes (few ns). As a consequence, camera electronics are required to work at very

high speed (unlike telescopes in other wavelengths). In addition, pixel information

needs to be digitized at very high frequency (over 300 Mhz) adding new constrains

to the photo-detectors employed.

The distinctive features of the IACT technique were developed to correctly

measure γ-rays produced Cherenkov flashes and to confront the different sources

of background affecting it. These can be divided into 2 groups, depending on their

nature. The first group of background components listed here accounts for the

different particles colliding with the atmosphere, generating EASs:

• Hadronic induced EASs : Cosmic Ray (CR) hadronic showers are the main

source of background for the IACTs. Due to the similar development of
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the γ-ray and hadron induced EASs, background cannot be suppressed by

direct methods, requiring a relatively complex data analysis (described in

A.2). Hadron induced EASs account for the 99.9% of measured events, and

they are efficiently suppressed by parameterizing the EAS images, and using

multi-variate analysis (MVA) methods to identify γ-ray-like showers.

• Electron induced EASs : Within the cosmic ray radiation there are very high

energy electrons also generating EASs. As described in the appendix A, these

showers are purely electromagnetic, and differentiating between γ-ray and e−

induced cascades becomes an impossible task for the current generation of

experiments. As shown in Fig. A.6, in the VHE range a very small fraction of

the total background corresponds to electrons. Although their contribution

to the total CR spectrum is small, their impact on IACTs sensitivity is sig-

nificant at the energy ranges where hadrons are most efficiently suppressed,

becoming the dominant source of background in the TeV scale.

• Muons : They are produced in hadronic showers, reaching the ground before

decaying into an electron and a neutrino. Although they do not generate

electromagnetic showers, they do emit Cherenkov photons along their path

through the atmosphere. This Cherenkov light produces images in the IACT

cameras depending on the muon trajectory, with respect to the telescope

position. Muons passing near the telescope create muon rings images, easily

suppressed, while farther away muons may mimic low energy γ-ray events

becoming another source of background (heavily suppressed by stereoscopic

imaging).

The second group of background sources do not generate EAS, but also affect

to the IACT performance in various ways:

• Night-Sky Background Light (NSBL): This term accounts for the visible light

coming from the diffuse scattered light from stars, clouds, Moon light or

artificial sources such as cars or cities in the vicinity of the observatory. These

photons enter the telescope optics and mimic low energy events, creating

accidental triggers easily suppressed in the analysis, but affecting the data

acquisition performance.
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• Electronic noise: Camera electronics show certain levels of noise that need

to be taken into account. High electronic noise levels may create accidental

triggers reproducing the effect of NSBL. This noise needs to be characterized

using daily dedicated observations to minimize its effect.

IACTs are composed of 3 main systems:

Mirror surface: In order to collect as many Cherenkov photons as possible,

IACTs make use of a large reflecting surface made of segmented mirrors. These

segments, which can vary in shape (spherical, squared, hexagonal...), are aligned

by independent actuators built into each support cell, reducing the effect of struc-

ture deformations. Classically, the geometric shape of the global reflecting surface

is parabolic, locating the camera in the focus, as shown in Fig. 3.1a for the case

of the MAGIC telescopes. In this way Cherenkov photons emitted at a certain

altitude arrive at the same time to the camera, reducing the time spread of the

signal (reducing the integrated NSB). The arrival time of Cherenkov photons also

provides geometric information of the shower development, improving background

rejection. New designs show promising results using Schwarzschild-Couder [213]

double mirror optics. This system allows a wide FoV and reduces comatic aberra-

tions, improving imaging resolution. An example of this double mirror setup can

be seen in Fig. 3.1b.

Camera: It is the most distinctive and crucial element of the IACTs, and its

performance conditions the overall sensitivity of the instrument. Due to the short

time-scale of Cherenkov flashes, ultra-high data acquisition rates and the large

plate scale, classical sensors such as CCDs cannot be used. Cameras based on

Photo-Multiplier Tube (PMT) are used instead. They have typical Quantum Ef-

ficiency (QE) values of ∼ 35%. They transform the Cherenkov photons into an

amplified electrical pulse with typical response times below 3 ns. PMTs may use

additional light collectors, such as Winston cones or lenses.

Data readout: The electric signals generated by the PMTs are handled by the

readout system to ultimately digitize and store their output. The PMT signals are,
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(a) MAGIC Telescope. (b) SST 2m prototype.

Figure 3.1: Left : One of the MAGIC telescopes, with a segmented mirror surface of
17 m in diameter and PMTs camera located in the focal plane. Right : Schwarzschild-
Couder SST prototype, with a 4 m in diameter segmented primary mirror with a digital
Silicon Photo-Multiplier (SiPM)s camera located near the secondary mirror, built in
Catania by the Astrofisica con Specchi a Tecnologia Replicante Italiana (ASTRI).

at the same time, sent to the trigger system and buffered. The trigger evaluates,

using information from close-by pixels, if the signal is worth to be stored or if its

likely to be background (as shower images tend to illuminate extended regions in

the camera). In stereoscopic systems, if the signal triggers several IACTs, buffered

data is digitized and stored.

3.1.2 Stereoscopic imaging principle

Since HEGRA developed the stereoscopic imaging in the end of the 20th cen-

tury, all competitive IACT experiments incorporated this technique. Individual

telescopes provide independent images of the EASs, but this information is insuf-

ficient to accurately reconstruct parameters such as the original γ-ray direction,

core position and altitude of the shower maximum, key parameters to understand

the geometry of EASs in 3 dimensions.

In its core energy range, CTA will improve the sensitivity of the current gen-
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Figure 3.2: Schematics of the stereoscopic imaging principle used by IACTs. Indi-
vidual telescopes produce pixelated images of a projection of the development of the
shower. Images are parametrized and combined to reconstruct the original direction of
the incident particle calculating its core position, the maximum height together with
the impact parameter with respect to each IACT. Red traces show particles emitting
Cherenkov light produced within an EAS from a 1 TeV impinging γ-ray, generated with
CORSIKA [126] software package, courtesy of F. Schmidt [195]. Camera images show
the cleaned image and parameterized ellipse of a 1 TeV γ-ray detected by 3 different
CTA large-sized telescopes.
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eration of IACTs by an order of magnitude, mainly by increasing the number of

telescopes observing each event (multiplicity). As shown in Fig. 3.2, shower im-

ages are parametrized (fitted to an ellipse using Hillas parameters [131]) and the

information they carry is combined to reconstruct the impinging particle’s prop-

erties. Each individual image observing the same EAS is carrying information of

a different projection of the shower. Having several points of view of the same

cascade significantly improves every step of the reconstruction:

• Direction reconstruction: As shown in Fig. 3.2, each camera image pro-

vides a projection of the direction of the shower. The contribution of more

projections from the same event will lead to a better determination of the

shower direction (improving angular resolution), core position and height

of the maximum of the EAS, and therefore better estimation of the impact

parameters.

• Energy reconstruction: In this case, the most important source of informa-

tion is the amount of Cherenkov light measured from the shower at a given

distance. Together with the improved impact parameter determination, hav-

ing more telescopes allows the detection of a higher percentage of the emitted

Cherenkov light, leading to an enhanced energy reconstruction.

• Gamma-hadron separation: In the low energy range, the projection of hadronic

and electromagnetic cascades may look very similar, and differences may be

unveiled only from specific directions. Having more telescopes improves the

chances of catching those differences. Also, the detection of muons or π0

sub-showers generated from hadronic EASs is a signature to label an event

as background.

In addition, using several IACTs enables the option of stereo triggering, only

storing events detected by several telescopes. This restriction reduces the amount

of γ-rays observed (effective area of the instrument), but overwhelmingly rejects

background generated triggers, mainly produced by accidentals or muons, signifi-

cantly improving trigger efficiency. It also allows to decrease the trigger threshold

of individual telescopes, improving the collection of lower energy showers.
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3.1.3 The CTA telescopes

The CTA represents the future of VHE γ-ray detectors. The CTA Consortium is

currently developing the next generation of IACTs, implementing new approaches

of telescope optics, cameras using Silicon photomultipliers and improved readout

systems. As briefly introduced in Sec. 2.4.2, CTA needs different telescope types in

order to fulfill the ambitious scientific requirements designed by the Consortium. In

order to have such a wide energy coverage, from some tens of GeV to a few hundreds

of TeV, 3 different telescope sizes were proposed, each dominating CTA sensitivity

at different energy ranges. Irrespective of the technical implementation details, the

initially proposed telescope types come in three sizes: The large-sized telescopes

(LST), the medium-sized telescopes (MST) and the small-sized telescopes (SST).

LST: With a reflector of 23 m in diameter, it is the largest CTA telescope [76].

It is designed to detect the lowest energy EASs, dominating CTA sensitivity below

∼ 100 GeV. The camera is designed to contain ∼ 1800 PMTs, intended to work

at very high event rates in order to trigger as many low energy events as possible

(with acquisition rates about ∼ 10 kHz in stereo). The mirror structure will be

parabolic to keep the isochronicity of the optics, narrowing the trace integration

time window (the width of the integrated PMT pulse signal) and therefore reducing

the NSB contribution. With a 28 m focal length it is expected to have a FoV of

about 4.5◦. The baseline design is shown in Fig. 3.3. The requirement of fast re-

positioning time (mainly for rapid GRB alerts follow-up) imposes the choice of a

light weight structure, similar to the one built in the MAGIC telescopes. Very few

LSTs (probably 4 at each site) placed with a moderate separation (∼ 100 m) are

expected to be built in each Hemisphere. The construction of the first prototype

is currently starting in El Roque de los Muchachos (La Palma, Spain) close to the

MAGIC telescopes.

MST: As the energy of the impinging primary particle increases, the amount of

Cherenkov light emitted by EASs augments, and large telescope reflecting areas

are not needed anymore. The MSTs dominate the performance in the core energy

range of CTA from 100 GeV up to 5 TeV, where the point-source sensitivity is
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Figure 3.3: Baseline design of the LST, with a 23 m diameter parabolic mirror surface.

background-limited [222]. Two designs for medium-sized telescope candidates have

been proposed and developed:

• The Davies-Cotton MST: This telescope is a 12 m diameter single-mirror

IACT (see Fig. 3.4a) built with a modified Davies-Cotton optics (see Fig.

3.4a) [45]. This optical design improves its off-axis performance with respect

to the traditional Davies-Cotton design by reducing the optics-induced time

spread to a negligible level. With a focal length of 16 m it will have a FoV

of ∼ 8◦ diameter projected into a camera similar to the one of the LST,

containing ∼ 1800 PMTs.

• The Schwarzschild-Couder MST: This telescope features a novel two-

mirror optical design that fully corrects spherical and coma aberrations while

providing a large FoV (see Fig. 3.4b) [213]. After reflecting from its 9.7 m

diameter primary mirror the demagnification of the shower images performed

by the secondary mirror provides a fine plate scale that allows for highly

pixelized focal plane instrumentation. The current design includes a camera

with 11328 Silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) pixels with a total FoV of ∼
8◦, capable of recording the shower development with an excellent image

resolution.
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(a) Davies Cotton (DC)-MST (b) Schwarzschild-Couder medium-sized tele-
scopes (SC-MST)

Figure 3.4: Proposed MSTs by the CTA Consortium: Left : Baseline design of the DC-
MST, with 12 m diameter Davies-Cotton optics. Right : Baseline design of the SC-MST,
with a 9.7 m primary diameter Schwarzschild-Couder double-mirror optics.

These telescopes will populate the central part of the CTA layouts to improve

the background rejection power by increasing the event multiplicity. Around 15

MSTs are expected to be built in the Northern Hemisphere, increasing that number

up to∼ 50 in the Southern site with a spacing optimizing the best trade-off between

event quantity and reconstruction quality.

SST: Above a certain energy, small-sized IACTs are able to detect and recon-

struct the primary particle properties efficiently, taking into account that at these

energies residual hadronic background is negligible and γ-ray showers have very

intense Cherenkov emission. These telescopes are required to provide γ-ray col-

lection areas of several km2, dominating the CTA sensitivity above ∼ 5 TeV .

Initially, 7 m SSTs where being considered but budget constraints ended up with

several 4 m prototypes, currently being developed (shown in Fig. 3.5): The DC-

SST mounts a 4 m diameter Davies-Cotton optics with 5.6 m of focal length and

a FoV of 9◦ projected in a camera with ∼ 1300 hexagonal SiPM. The second pro-
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posed SST is the Compact High Energy Camera (CHEC) Schwarzschild-Couder

small-sized telescopes (SC-SST), mounting a double-mirror telescope of 4 m diam-

eter (of the primary mirror) with a camera of 2048 multi-anode photomultipliers

(MAPM) pixels and a FoV of about 9◦. An independent design of a double mir-

rored telescope is the ASTRI 4 m SC-SST, with a camera of 2048 SiPM pixels

with a FoV of 9.6◦. An already working prototype is pictured in Fig. 3.1b. Many

(∼ 70) of these telescopes will cover a very wide area (∼ 5 km2) in the Southern

Hemisphere site.

Figure 3.5: Different 4m-SST types currently being developed by the CTA Consortium:
Left : Baseline design of the Davies-Cotton DC-SST. Top and Right : Baseline design of
the double mirror CHEC SC-SST and ASTRI SC-SST respectively.
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3.2 Monte Carlo simulation tools

The Monte Carlo simulations emulate the development of EASs in the atmosphere

and the IACTs response. Starting with the energy, direction and nature of the

primary particle, the cascade is simulated taking into account interactions and

decays of the generated nuclei, hadrons, electrons and muons, along with their

corresponding Cherenkov emitted photons. Once these photons reach the ground,

They are traced in the telescope optics. Finally, as these photons reach the camera

plane, the response of the pixels is also simulated, mimicking the camera electronics

and readout systems.

The Monte Carlo (MC) simulations have a leading role in the design phase

of CTA. Accurate performance estimators can be calculated through the detailed

analysis of CTA MC simulations, testing different key parameters for the design

of the observatory, such as the most efficient construction site altitude, the effect

of the geomagnetic field on performance or differences between telescope layouts

and types. Ultimately, the objective of the CTA MC working group is to find the

most cost-effective telescope layout, which maximizes the overall performance for

a given cost, fulfilling all requirements imposed by the Consortium.

These simulations have been of great importance to the IACT technique [127,

156, 158]. Unlike other experiments where the direct observation of γ-rays al-

lows a straightforward calibration in test benches (as with scintillators, Compton

scattering detectors, etc...), the IACT analysis needs to rely on MC simulations

in order to reconstruct the primary particle properties and assess the telescope

performance.

The main uses of MC simulated data in the current generation of IACTs anal-

ysis are the following:

• Gamma-hadron separation: One of the greatest disadvantages of the

IACT technique is the similar nature of γ-ray and cosmic ray induced EASs.

The most efficient way to discern between different primary particles is to

compare the image parameters observed by the different telescopes with the

ones generated through MC simulations. Machine learning algorithms are

used to discriminate, up to a certain degree, between γ-ray and hadronic

showers.
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• Direction reconstruction: In order to find the PSF of the instrument,

MC simulated γ-rays are needed. These are also used to calculate the IACT

angular resolution, and to train methods to calculate the arrival direction,

such as Look-Up Table (LUT)s or the more sophisticated DISP method

[68, 155].

• Energy reconstruction: To estimate the energy of the primary particle,

shower parameters are compared to the ones obtained with simulated events

using MVA methods. To correct the remaining biases, unfolding methods

are applied [58, 79], which also make use of MC generated data.

• Effective area: To calculate spectral fluxes observed by an IACT, effective

areas are required. These can only be calculated by performing a detailed

analysis of MC simulations mimicking the conditions of the studied observa-

tion.

• Performance studies: MC simulations are also used to estimate the sen-

sitivity of the instrument, providing a test bench for different observation

techniques, trigger schemes, image cleaning methods or alternative signal

extraction approaches.

CTA Monte Carlo simulations consist of 2 different stages. The shower sim-

ulation is performed using CORSIKA, briefly explained in Sec. 3.2.1. The CTA

telescopes response is emulated using sim telarray, which will be introduced in

Sec. 3.2.2.

Once simulations are performed, the MC production needs to be analyzed

following similar methods to those applied for real data by the current IACT

experiments. In this work MAGIC Analysis and Reconstruction Software (MARS)

software package [170] based tools are used, they are detailed in Sec. 3.3.3.

3.2.1 CORSIKA

The simulation of all showers of the CTA MC were carried out using the COsmic

Ray SImulations for KAscade (CORSIKA) ([126], [92]) software package. Origi-

nally developed for the KASCADE experiment [78] at Karlsruhe (Germany), this
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(a) 1 TeV γ-ray (b) 1 TeV proton (c) 1 TeV iron

Figure 3.6: Projection of the shower development of 3 different impinging cosmic
particles (or nuclei) of 1 TeV, simulated using CORSIKA. The color scale of the parti-
cles traces is the following: Red : electrons, positrons or γ-rays. Green: muons. blue:
hadrons. Images courtesy of F. Schmidt [195].

software has evolved by the input of many users from different experimental fields.

It was chosen taking into account the variety of interaction models available and

because it has been widely tested by many different experiments.

CORSIKA allows the use of many different primary particles (protons, γ-rays,

nuclei up to Fe, e−, e+, muons, etc...) which are tracked through the atmosphere

including their interactions with the air nuclei, decays, secondary particle pro-

duction and emission of Cherenkov photons. As an example, Fig. 3.6 shows 3

different showers generated with CORSIKA, each corresponding to a different im-

pinging particle of E = 1 TeV . The software package also allows to configure many

physical parameters affecting the showers development and observed Cherenkov

photons such as the observation altitude, the atmospheric density profile and the

local geomagnetic field intensity, all of them crucial for comparing the proposed

CTA construction sites.

In order to test different telescope arrays a master layout of telescopes was
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designed. It contained all the telescope positions of the proposed arrays, over

a total area of ∼ 6 km2. Several MC mass productions were performed, using

different master layouts (containing new telescope positions and types). Fig. 3.12

pictures the telescope layout used in the First large-scale MC Production (Prod-1)

and Fig. 3.38 shows the one used for the Second large-scale MC Production (Prod-

2) (these productions will be introduced in Sec. 3.4). Using these master layouts,

CORSIKA’s output files only need to store the Cherenkov photons at ground level

in the vicinity of the telescope positions, considerably decreasing the output size.

To properly estimate the CTA performance, a huge number of cascades needs

to be generated (in the order of ∼ 1011 cosmic rays and ∼ 109 γ-rays) demanding

inmense computing resources. Simulations were performed by the MC working

group using the CTA computing Grid (part of the LHC Computing Grid (LCG)

[197]). CORSIKA version 6.0 and up were used.

3.2.2 sim telarray

The second step of the CTA MC production is to simulate the response of individ-

ual telescopes to the CORSIKA generated Cherenkov photons. This simulation is

performed using sim telarray [84], software mainly developed by K. Bernlöhr for

the High Energy Gamma Ray Astronomy (HEGRA) telescope and then adapted

and used by the H.E.S.S. experiment. Its efficiency, inherent flexibility and config-

urable settings allow the integration of new telescope types, sizes, optics systems,

and new cameras or reflectors designs.

Starting from the CORSIKA data products containing the arriving Cherenkov

photons, sim telarray simulates the telescope response in detail, performing the

ray-tracing of different reflector optics (both single and double mirror), individ-

ual telescope and array triggers, adds the NSBL and electronic noise and finally

computes each PMT response emulating the digitization.

The software package allows the configuration of each telescope independently.

The different steps performed in the simulation and the main configurable param-

eters are the following:

• Reflectors and ray tracing: sim telarray performs the ray tracing and al-

lows highly configurable reflecting optical systems, including individual seg-
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mented reflectors layouts (of different shapes or focal lengths), dual mirror

optics or even masts and camera shadowing. Fig. 3.7 shows the degree of

detail of the ray tracing simulation. Mirror reflectivity curves are used to ac-

count for the wavelength dependence of the different mirrors aluminizations

and coatings. If required, this software is also able to calculate the optical

PSF in the camera plane of a point-like source, taking into account devi-

ations of the mirrors alignment. Ultimately, the distribution of Cherenkov

photons, arrival direction and times are calculated at the focal plane.

Figure 3.7: Arrival position of Cherenkov photons in the reflectors, reaching the camera
plane for a MST. It shows how detailed the ray tracing is, displaying the shadows of
the masts and the camera lid. Extracted from sim telarray reference manual by K.
Bernlöhr.

• Camera: The camera is defined by individual pixels with configurable po-

sition, size, separation, type and shape (circular, square and hexagonal).

Funnels are also evaluated independently, taking into account their reflec-

tivity and angular acceptance. The pixel type fixes the QE used, the single

photo-electron response and the signal shape.
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• Trigger and digitization: Different trigger schemes are also tested in order to

compare their efficiency and sensitivity. Majority, analog sum, and digital

sum triggers are implemented.

• Readout: The end product of sim telarray is the digitized pulse shape of

the PMTs along with their calibration parameters such as pedestals, photo-

electron conversion factors or flat-fielding coefficients. Triggered events are

digitized and stored over a wide time window (∼ 100 ns) in order to compare

different signal extraction approaches.

sim telarray reads the CORSIKA output files and simulates independently

every telescope present in the master layout of telescopes introduced in Sec. 3.2.1

applying certain criteria in order to remove unnecessary data and improve effi-

ciency, such as requiring stereo observation to store an event or a minimum amount

of Cherenkov photons to perform the ray tracing of a telescope.

The output is intended to be as similar as possible to the real IACTs raw data

format. Once this data is generated, MC simulations are concluded, and the only

missing step to estimate CTA performance is the analysis of the data.

3.3 The CTA MC Analysis

Starting at the pulse shape of the PMTs of each telescope raw data, a detailed

analysis is required in order to properly evaluate CTA capabilities. The analysis

performed to the simulated data is analogous to the one applied in current IACT

experiments, briefly introduced in Sec. 3.3.1.

Taking into account the huge computational effort needed to perform the MC

simulations, the entire set of simulations cannot be cross-checked. But at least

several analysis chains were tested on the same MC data.

A number of parallel CTA analysis chains were applied by different groups,

generally using the software packages employed in the current IACT experiments.

A brief introduction to the different methods used can be found in Sec. 3.3.2.
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3.3.1 Data analysis overview

In this section, a general overview of the classical data analysis used in the IACT

experiments is performed, introducing the main steps that need to be performed.

More specific details on the analysis applied in this work can be found in Sec.

3.3.3.

The goal of data analysis is to effectively characterize the γ-ray events coming

from an astronomical source to detect and measure its emission. To do so, the

primary particle direction and energy are estimated, suppressing as much back-

ground as possible. Once all events are characterized, a subset of the total data is

selected by applying certain quality cuts to improve γ-ray efficiency.

There are differences between the analysis of different IACT experiments, but

there are some common steps:

• Calibration: It comprises the methods used to convert the response of in-

dividual PMTs into a calibrated integrated charge in photo-electron counts

and a mean arrival time.

• Image cleaning: Recorded shower images have two main components: the

Cherenkov photons generated in the EAS and the NSBL. Cleaning algo-

rithms are applied to suppress this second component, and ideally keeping

all measured Cherenkov photons.

• Shower parameterization: Once camera images are cleaned, their resulting

shower components are parameterized using the Hillas parameters [131].

• Data selection: Data is heavily affected by bad weather and sky conditions or

telescope hardware malfunction. With shower images parameterized. Only

high quality data is usually selected to be used in the following steps of the

analysis.

• Event characterization: Global event information is extracted from individ-

ual shower images estimating the most important parameters of the primary

particle: its direction and energy are estimated using stereoscopic parame-

ters. Then, events are tagged with the likelihood to represent a γ-ray shower,

value used later on to suppress hadronic background.
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• Significance calculation: After the event characterization, a significance level

of detection is calculated from the number of excess events within the on and

off regions using Eq. 3.2.

• Higher level products: If the γ-ray source is positively detected (S > 5 σ),

higher level products are generated such as the spectra, SEDs, light curves

or sky maps. In the case there is no positive detection, upper limits to the

source flux may be computed.

During this process, common steps are used in order to reduce the overwhelm-

ing population of background events that dominate collected data. First, the

observed images of each event are used to estimate how likely it is to be a γ-

ray induced EAS. To further suppress background from collected data, the recon-

structed arrival direction is used to only select events agreeing with the location

of the expected γ-ray emitting source. To do so, an additional data cut is applied

taking into account the squared angular distance between the location of the re-

constructed events origin and the astronomical γ-ray source position in the sky

(θ2).

3.3.2 Alternative CTA MC analysis methods

To cross-check the validity of the results, independent analysis methods have been

applied to the CTA MC data. They are the following:

• Baseline analysis: This analysis uses a simplified approach for the CTA

performance estimation. After signal extraction, a 2 level cleaning [103] is

performed and images are parametrized using the Hillas parameters. Stereo

reconstruction is determined by a weighted average of direction intersection

pairs from valid telescopes, weighted in terms of the projected stereo angle,

size and width over length. Energy is estimated for individual images using

LUTs, trained with a subset of simulated γ-rays, as a function of the core

distance and size. Then, the global event energy is inferred from a size

weighted average of these values. Background rejection is performed using

selection cuts, both using image shape and shower direction parameters. This
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analysis was mainly developed by K. Bernlöhr from the Max-Planck-Institut

fr Kernphysik (MPIK).

• evndisplay analysis: evndisplay is a software package used by the VERI-

TAS collaboration. It performs the trace integration and a 2-level cleaning

before calculating the Hillas parameters. To decrease the effect on leakeage

(partially contained images in the camera) a likelihood fitting algorithm is

applied, improving event reconstruction at larger core distances and therefore

sensitivity. Stereo reconstruction is performed using the algorithm number

1 from [134] and the primary particle direction is calculated from the mean

intersection points among all possible reconstructed image pairs. Energy is

reconstructed by using a LUT as a function of the impact parameter, size,

camera offset and telescope type. The energy is then calculated from the av-

erage of the estimates of each individual telescopes observing the shower. An

analog approach is used to calculate a mean-scaled width and length of the

shower, parameters used to improve background rejection. The shower max-

imum height [53] is calculated from the weighted average values calculated

from all pairs of images. Background rejection is performed using MVA

methods as a function of the following variables: shower direction, mean

scaled width, the second largest image size, the maximum height, and the χ2

value of the energy and maximum height calculation. The CTA evndisplay

tools are mainly developed by G. Maier from the Deutsches Elektronen-

Synchrotron (DESY).

• SLAC analysis: This analysis is mainly designed to estimate SC-MST per-

formance [222]. It is the only analysis that uses Cherenkov photons directly

(CORSIKA output), simulating telescope response and light collection effi-

ciency with a simplified ray tracing. Image cleaning is performed using the

aperture cleaning, applying cleaning thresholds on the integrated signal from

circular regions around pixels. This method is needed for an efficient clean-

ing of highly pixelated images. Shower reconstruction is performed in two

stages: First, Hillas parameterization is carried out. Then, calculated val-

ues are used for a likelihood template analysis for the reconstruction of the

primary particle direction and energy. Background rejection is performed
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using MVA methods as a function of the mean scaled image parameters,

maximum height and the image goodness of fit (GoF) which measures the

agreement between observed images and simulated ones. These tools were

mainly developed by M. Wood from the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

(SLAC).

• IFAE analysis: Based on the MARS software package used by the MAGIC

collaboration. This analysis is the one employed to analyze the CTA MC

data in this work, and will be explained with a deeper scope in Sec. 3.3.3.

These tools were mainly developed by A. Moralejo from the Institut de Fisica

d’Altes Energies (IFAE).

To compare the different analysis and give access to their results to the physics

groups, the evndisplay, the SLAC and the IFAE analysis are stored in the standard

performance ROOT file format defined by the CTA Consortium.

3.3.3 CTA MARS based analysis

In this work, CTA MC data products are analyzed using MAGIC Analysis and

Reconstruction Software (MARS) [88, 152], the software package used by the

MAGIC collaboration. This software is written in C++ and uses the ROOT data

analysis framework [89]. The MARS package was developed to analyze MAGIC

data, and needed to be adapted to handle CTA MC format. A new set of analysis

tools, detailed in the following sections, was developed to provide good performance

estimators for the CTA.

The different steps within the CTA MARS based analysis are the following:

• Trace integration: Pixel charge and the time of arrival are extracted from

sim telarray output for each triggered event. Converts the output to the

MARS format (stored as a ROOT file).

• Image cleaning and parameterization: A standard two level absolute cleaning

is applied, followed by the Hillas parameterization.

• Stereo reconstruction: Using the information gathered by all triggered tele-

scopes observing an event, stereo reconstruction is performed: the primary
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particle’s energy and direction is estimated, together with a tagging variable

related to the likelihood to be a γ-ray or background event.

• Performance estimation: The Instrument Respond Functions (IRFs) are cal-

culated in a 2-step process: MC events are weighted in order to represent

realistic spectra and then optimal cuts are determined, calculating the re-

sulting performance.

3.3.3.1 Trace integration

The first step of the analysis is to convert CTA MC data products into the

MARS format. The Convert Hessio Into Mars inPut (CHIMP) package trans-

forms sim telarray output into calibrated data stored in ROOT files using HESSio

libraries [84]. CHIMP performs a 2-pass signal extraction for each triggered tele-

scope camera, following these steps:

• Sliding window extractor: For each pixel, the extractor searches for the

maximum sum of consecutive samples using a fixed time window through the

whole range of the Flash Analog to Digital Converter (FADC) slices. The

signal is calculated subtracting the mean pedestal value (already calculated

with sim telarray) from the highest integral, while the time of arrival is

determined through a weighted average of the window sample. The window

size is optimized for each telescope type, and ranges between 4 to 12 ns (see

table 3.1).

• Cleaning and time fit: In order to infer the time of arrival of the Cherenkov

photons along the camera, a time fit is performed to the cleaned image. The

standard 2 level cleaning is applied (detailed in Sec. 3.3.3.2) removing most

of the NSBL dominated pixels. The arrival time of the surviving ones is

fitted as a function of the distance to the Center of Gravity (CoG) along the

shower major axis. Only pixels belonging to the main island are used in the

fit.

• Second pass extraction: If the fit shows good correlation with the extracted

arrival times, a second pass is performed taking this information into account.
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(a) LST (b) MST

Figure 3.8: Number of pixels as a function of the logarithm of the pixel amplitude
(extracted charge from individual pixels) of two different CTA telescope types: the LST
and the MST. The Black lines show the extracted signal in the first pass, and the red
lines show it after the second pass, using information from the Cherenkov photons time
of arrival.

Pixels not used in the time fit (not surviving the image cleaning) are re-

extracted placing the integration window at the corresponding time (when

the Cherenkov photons are expected). If the fit shows no correlation, signals

recorded in the first pass are stored.

Note that the time fit is not applicable to all events. Showers are required to

be intense and compact enough to survive image cleaning and 3 or more pixels

need to belong to the main island. After the trace integration, image cleaning is

undone (as it will be applied in the next step of the analysis).

Using this method, only NSB photons randomly entering the integration win-

dow at the corresponding time are counted, substantially increasing the signal to

noise ratio. As shown in Fig. 3.8, NSBL is heavily suppressed by the 2-pass extrac-

tion method (corresponding to low amplitude pixels) while not having a significant

effect on Cherenkov photons dominated pixels (high amplitude pixels). It must

be also noted that the information from the time fit is recorded and used in later

steps of the analysis, as the Root Mean Squared (RMS) of the deviation of the

signal time of each pixel with respect to the fit turn out to be an useful parameter

to gauge image quality.
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3.3.3.2 Image cleaning and parameterization

After the 2-pass extraction process, telescope images are characterized by the

arrival time and charge of each pixel. In order to accurately calculate the Hillas

parameters, the NSBL noise in the camera needs to be suppressed further, using

image cleaning algorithms.

The standard cleaning algorithm applied is a 2-level absolute cleaning. In

this method, surviving pixels belong to two different populations: core pixels and

boundary pixels. Neighboring pixels with signals above the first cleaning level qcore

(in phe units) are tagged as core pixels. Adjacent pixels with signals between the

first and the second cleaning levels (qcore > qi > qbound) are considered boundary

pixels. The rest of the camera is considered to be dominated by NSBL, and not

used in further steps. The cleaning thresholds used for the different CTA telescopes

can be found in Table 3.1.

As shown in Fig. 3.9, Hillas parameterization is highly affected by the effect

of NSBL. Increasing cleaning levels show how spurious photons are subtracted,

improving the parameterization and hence the direction reconstruction.

Table 3.1: Trace integration and image cleaning parameters for the CTA telescopes.

LST MST SC-MST DC-SST SC-SST
Window width [ns] 4 8 10 12 12
qcore [phe] 4 6 2.5 6 3
qbound [phe] 2 3 1.25 3 1.5

Width of the sliding window in the 2-pass trace integration process and core and bound-
ary image cleaning thresholds for most telescope types present in the second large-scale
CTA MC production.

Once the image cleaning is performed, individual shower images are parame-

terized using quasi classical Hillas parameters. The most important monoscopic

(source independent) parameters in the analysis are the following:

• Size: Total charge of the cleaned shower image. It is crucial in every step of

the analysis, specially for the energy estimation.

• Width: Dimension (in mm) of the minor axis of the image. It is a measure-

ment of the transversal development of the EAS, and is crucial for γ-hadron
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(a) No image cleaning. (b) qcore = 1 ; qbound = 0.5 (phe)

(c) qcore = 1.5 ; qbound = 0.75 (phe) (d) qcore = 2 ; qbound = 1 (phe)

Figure 3.9: Hillas parameterization after different image cleaning levels with the fitted
ellipse superimposed. The source position is marked with a star symbol in the center of
the camera. Images correspond to a MC generated γ-ray with E = 160 GeV and impact
parameter = 75 m, triggered by a SC-MST.
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separation.

• Length: Dimension (in mm) of the major axis of the image. It is a measure-

ment of the longitudinal development of the EAS.

• Conc: Ratio between the sum of the two highest pixels of the image and

the total size. It measures how compact is the shower, usually larger for

γ-ray events.

• Number of islands : Number of isolated pixel groups surviving image cleaning.

Hadronic showers are generally more disperse, and show higher number of

islands.

• meanX(Y): Position in mm of the X (and Y) coordinates of the image Center

of Gravity (CoG) (the center of the ellipse). Showers centered near the

camera edges are not used, in order to remove showers with high leakage,

which accounts for the fraction of the shower image not contained within the

camera.

• RMSTimeFit : RMS of the time distribution with respect to the shower

major axis. It is used to suppress events with poor likelihood in the time fit

performed during the trace integration, improving data quality.

Fig. 3.10 pictures a schematic view of the Hillas parameterization, showing the

fitted ellipse in green centered in the mean, with the width and length dimensions

highlighted. γ-ray showers major axes (red line) should be aligned with the position

of the γ-ray source projected into the camera (star symbol).

3.3.3.3 Stereo reconstruction

The next step in the analysis is to characterize the showers event-wise, inferring

information of the primary particle from the images gathered by the triggered tele-

scopes. The main characteristics to determine are the primary impinging direction,

energy and its probability to be a γ-ray.
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Figure 3.10: Schematics of the monoscopic parameterization using the first order Hillas
parameters. The image corresponds to a simulated γ-ray of E ≈ 3 TeV seen by a LST.

Direction reconstruction: The primary particle direction is calculated from

the individual telescope images, determining the source position in the camera by

minimizing Σnwid
2
i , where di is the distance between each shower direction and

the source location (free parameter) and wi the weight of each telescope image.

This weight accounts for the quality of the reconstruction considering the shower

characteristics and the telescope type, and is extracted from a Look-Up Table

(LUT), previously generated from an independent set of simulated γ-rays. It

evaluates the reconstructed deviation (mismatch between reconstructed and real

source positions) as a function of size and width over length. The core position and

the shower maximum height are calculated using similar minimization methods.

Note that only triggered telescopes with clean images (reduced Number of islands)

and size larger than a certain threshold (50 phe) are used in the minimization.

The following stereoscopic parameters are then calculated event-wise (except
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the impact parameter):

• Core position: Estimated intersection of the particle direction with the

ground, corresponding to the center of the Cherenkov light pool.

• Maximum height : Estimated height above ground (in cm) at which the max-

imum development of the shower was located. This parameter is used for the

energy reconstruction and also by the background suppression algorithms.

• Reconstructed source position: Point projected in the sky (in degrees) which

represents the estimated position of the source emitting the event (consider-

ing it as a γ-ray).

• Multiplicity : Number of telescopes used in the direction reconstruction.

• MinResultDir : Minimum value (in square degrees) obtained for the mini-

mized function (Σnwid
2
i ) during the direction reconstruction.

• θ: Distance (in degrees) between the reconstructed source position and the

position of the γ-ray source. This parameter squared, together with hadroness,

is the main background suppression cut generally applied in the IACT tech-

nique for point-like sources.

• Impact parameter : Distance projected in the ground (in cm) between the

core position and each telescope observing the event, calculated image-wise.

And the following monoscopic (source dependent) parameter, calculated image-

wise:

• Dist : Angular distance (in degrees) between the center of gravity of the

image (mean) and the reconstructed source position in the camera.

Energy estimation: Two different methods are implemented to estimate the

energy of the primary particle, always considering them of γ-ray nature. The first

method is analog to the one implemented for the direction reconstruction, and

uses a LUT (one per telescope type) evaluating reconstructed showers energy over

size as a function of the impact parameter and the stereo reconstructed maximum
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height. The second method used is a Random Forest (RF) (also one per telescope

type) trained to evaluate the energy as a function of the following parameters: The

stereo reconstructed maximum height and the monoscopic size, impact parameter,

width, length, conc, width∗length
size

, dist2 and the angle between the positive x-axis and

the line projected by the source position and the CoG of the shower. Both methods

need a previous step to estimate the LUT or the RF tables using an independent

set of generated γ-rays, and they are both used to estimate the energy of individual

images independently. The primary particle energy estimation is calculated as the

average of these values weighted with wi = 1
∆E2 (where ∆E2 is also provided by

the LUT/RF). The performance of these two methods is compared in Sec. 5.2.1.

Gamma-Hadron separation: Background rejection is performed by applying

a RF algorithm (one per telescope type) trained to discern between γ-rays and

hadronic showers. The algorithm is applied to each triggered telescope image

assigning a real number, defined between [0, 1], called hadroness (h). This variable

indicates how likely is that the shower has hadronic origin, corresponding h ≈ 1

to hadron-like showers and h ≈ 0 to the ones resembling a γ-ray. The RF is

trained using both simulated γ-rays and hadronic showers, as a function of the

following paraneters: the stereo reconstructed energy and maximum height, and

the monoscopic energy, impact parameter, size, width, length and conc. The global

hadroness value is then calculated as the average of the calculated telescope values

weighted with wi = size0.54 (expression obtained empirically).

Taking into account the methods just described, 4 different datasets are required

for each analysis. An initial set of γ-rays is needed to train the LUT used for the

direction reconstruction. A training sample of ∼ 2 × 105 stereo triggered shower

images would be enough for accurate direction reconstruction weighting. A second

set of stereo reconstructed γ-rays is used for the LUT (or RF) involved in the energy

reconstruction. This sample also needs ∼ 2 × 105 telescope images to generate a

proper training. The third dataset corresponds to the γ-rays and hadrons needed

for the RF training, responsible of the background suppression. The number of

telescope images needed to achieve a decent cosmic-ray rejection is ∼ 1 × 105 for

each telescope type, both for γ-rays and hadrons (∼ 2 × 105 in total). Once all
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the different methods needed for the event characterization are computed, the last

dataset (composed of the remaining MC simulated γ-rays, hadrons and electrons

available) is used to estimate the CTA performance, as explained in the next

section.

Note that in the second CTA large-scale MC production, stereoscopically trig-

gered γ-ray events account roughly for a ∼ 0.3% of the generated showers, gen-

erally observed by ∼ 4 telescopes (although this value increases significantly with

the energy). In the case of generated hadrons, this number significantly decreases,

triggered events were less than the ∼ 0.02% of the generated hadronic showers.

Instead of using all triggered telescopes to characterize an event, a set of quality

cuts are applied to get rid of poorly reconstructed showers, significantly improving

the characterization. Showers are required to exceed a minimum size, main island

size over size ratio and width over length values, discarding faint and scattered

images. The dispersion from the 2-pass trace extraction time fit and the number

of islands are also used to reject noise dominated images.

3.3.3.4 Performance estimation

Once all events have been properly characterized, the performance of the observa-

tory needs to be estimated by optimizing the optimal cuts, those that maximize

the differential sensitivity of the observatory. The differential sensitivity is defined

as the minimum flux from a steady γ-ray source with a power-law spectrum simil-

lar to the Crab nebula detectable by the observatory over a specific observation

time. Classically, IACT experiments use the differential sensitivity of a point-like

γ-ray source over 50 hours of observation as the standard parameter to assess their

performance.

Sensitivity is calculated by simulating an observation and calculating the sta-

tistical significance of detection. These tests are performed as follows: The selected

cuts are applied to the events falling within the ON region, corresponding to the

reconstructed events near the source position, and the ones within the OFF re-

gion, conformed by the sky areas where no γ-ray emission is expected. Labeling

the number of surviving events of these regions as Non and Noff respectively, the
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excess events are defined as follows:

Nexc = Non − αNoff , (3.1)

where α is the time ratio between on and off observations, used as a normal-

ization factor. Note Non is composed both by γ-rays and background, and αNoff

(also referred as background events Nbkg) is the amount of background events

expected within Non. Then, a statistical test is performed to calculate the sig-

nificance level of detection S of the observed source (how likely observed on/off

regions are consistent with no γ-ray emission). In γ-ray astronomy, significance is

usually calculated using the expression (Eq. 17 from [149]):

S =
√

2

{
Non ln

[
1 + α

α

(
Non

Non +Noff

)]
+Noff ln

[
(1 + α)

(
Noff

Non +Noff

)]} 1
2

.

(3.2)

Note that as a convention, the detection of a source can be stated if the signif-

icance level equals or surpasses 5 standard deviations (S > 5 σ). If several trials

are used to test a detection (for example, using several data cuts), this value needs

to be increased in order to avoid false discoveries, taking into account the trials

factor.

The differential sensitivity is computed requiring five standard deviations (5

σ) at each energy bin (equation 3.2 considering a ratio of background to signal

exposure of 5). In addition, the excess needs to be larger than 10 γ-rays, and must

correspond to a rate higher than the 5% of the residual background rate.

Data products (γ-rays, protons and electrons) are first re-normalized in or-

der to represent realistic spectra, as CORSIKA events are generated following a

power-law of index -2 (in order to generate enough events above 10 TeV): The

γ-ray population is weighted using the Crab Nebula spectrum (by HEGRA [54]),

protons using the cosmic-rays spectrum measured by BESS [193] and electrons

using a parameterization of Fermi and H.E.S.S. spectrum data.

In order to optimize sensitivity for a given observation time, optimal cuts for

3 different parameters are calculated between 20 GeV up to 200 TeV: hadronness,

θ2 and multiplicity. These cuts need to find the equilibrium between different cut
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purity (ratio of surviving γ-rays after each cut) and efficiency, fraction of remaining

γ-rays. Very restrictive cuts would increase the signal to noise ratio, but reduce

the number of excess events (which may be needed to significantly observe a γ-

ray source in the selected observation time). The multiplicity cut applied ranges

between 2 to 9. As an example, a multiplicity cut of 3 would reject all events

detected only by 2 telescopes, while events observed by 3 or more telescopes would

be used. Note that these samples are not independent, as events with higher

multiplicity values are also contained in lower multiplicity cut populations.

The optimization is carried out as follows: hadroness and θ2 cuts are deter-

mined by calculating the sensitivity of several cuts with fixed decreasing efficien-

cies, going from the highest (less restrictive) to the lowest values considered (50%

of surviving γ-rays). This process is performed for each energy bin and each multi-

plicity cut considered. Finally, the best sensitivity out of each energy, multiplicity

and cut efficiency are selected, determining this way the optimal cuts.

Note that the sensitivity is computed using standard detectability conditions,

requiring five standard deviations (5 σ) at each energy bin (equation 3.2 considering

a ratio of background to signal exposure of 5). In addition, the excess needs to

be larger than 10 γ-rays, and must correspond to a rate higher than the 5% of

the residual background rate. Fig. 3.11 pictures the minimum observable flux

for different multiplicity values, showing high multiplicities are more efficient in

CTA core energies (improved stereo reconstruction), while smaller values improve

the low energies (due to the reduced number of LSTs) and very high energies (to

maximize the effective area, and therefore number of excess events).

Different observation modes affecting performance, such as different pointing

directions, also need to be evaluated. To do this, several sub-samples are analyzed

independently and properly re-weighted to obtain the averaged performance. This

is generally used to calculate the averaged performance evaluating both North and

South pointing directions (significantly different due to the different geomagnetic

field effect over the EASs). Note that these sub-samples have to be analyzed with

independent training and testing samples (including different LUTs and RFs).

Besides the performance of a point-like γ-ray source located in the center of

the camera, off-axis capabilities are also of great importance to CTA, in order

to take advantage of its wide FoV and surveying capabilities. These methods
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Figure 3.11: Differential sensitivity (50 h of observation, in Crab units) of the “2Q”
candidate layout simulated at Namibia for 5 different multiplicity cuts.

allow the analysis of CORSIKA diffuse γ-rays (generated from a wide region in

the sky, instead of a single point), evaluating CTA sensitivity for a source located

at different distances from the center of the camera. Both diffuse γ-rays and

background events are separated taking into account the off-axis angle (angular

distance to the camera center), following an equivalent event characterization as

the on-axis analysis, with the peculiarity of calculating diffuse γ-ray θ2 values

with respect to the actual true direction of the primary particle. As the generated

diffuse γ-ray statistics are very limited, cut efficiencies are extrapolated from the

on-axis values, while hadroness and multiplicity cuts are optimized to maximize

differential sensitivity for each different off-axis angle. Note this analysis still needs

to be improved as it significantly suffers the lack of statistics along the off-axis

binning, specially at large distances from the camera center.

Results are stored in the standard performance ROOT file, defined by the CTA

collaboration, containing the main IRFs: Differential sensitivity, angular and en-

ergy resolutions, effective area, background rates and the migration matrix. These
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files are then used by other software tools to produce estimations of higher level

products such as measured spectra, light curves, SEDs, upper limits or skymaps.

See Sec. 4.1 for an overview of these tools.

3.4 CTA Monte Carlo productions

As briefly introduced in Sec. 3.2.1, due to the huge computational effort needed

to obtain coherent performance estimations, few large-scale MC productions have

been performed. So far, each of these productions defines a different master layout

and updated sim telarray configuration.

During the early stages of the CTA project, preliminary simulations were per-

formed comprising telescopes of different sizes and several layout shapes. Some of

these first attempts were: the so called benchmark array with 13 LST-like tele-

scopes simulated at 3 different altitudes (2000, 3500 and 5000 m), a large layout

of 97 H.E.S.S.-like telescopes and several layouts with 7-m SST-like telescopes.

These simulations were mainly driven by K. Bernlöhr, and helped to define the

first large-scale production.

Note that each large-scale MC production requires the simulation of an enor-

mous number of showers, including gammas (both point source and diffuse) and

background (protons, nuclei, and electrons). Protons (∼ 100 billion events) are

the particle type consuming most of the CPU time and disk space resources, even

though few of them trigger and pass the gamma selection cuts.

3.4.1 Prod-1

Prod-1 was the first CTA large-scale MC production, simulating a super-layout of

275 telescopes: 10 LSTs of 23 m diameter in the central region, 125 DC-MSTs of

12 m diameter (or simply MST from now on), 96 SSTs of 7 m diameter, 40 MSTs

of 12 m diameter with an increased FoV and more pixelated cameras and 4 MSTs

of 10 m diameter with wider FoV. The master layout used in this production

is shown if Fig. 3.12 and detailed telescope parameters are listed in Table 3.2.

This production allowed the development, testing and comparison of most of the

analysis tools currently used for the CTA MC data. Prod-1 was carried out on the
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Grid, at MPIK and the INTEGRAL Science Data Centre (ISDC).

Figure 3.12: Simulated telescope positions of the first large-scale CTA MC production
(Prod-1). Telescope types (and diameters) correspond to the following colors: Red : 23
m LSTs. Black : 12 m MSTs. Pink : 10 m “Test” MSTs. Green: 6.7 m SSTs. Blue: 12
m “WF” MSTs with 10◦ FoV.

A wide variety of conditions were simulated using a constant geomagnetic

field strength (averaged from candidate sites): two different altitudes (2000m and

3700m), different source positions at zero, medium and large zenith angles (0◦, 20◦

and 50◦) and partial moon light, testing increased NSBL levels.

The main goal of Prod-1 was to provide an estimation of the performance of

some CTA candidate configurations, evaluating very different telescope distribu-

tions of approximately equal cost. A set of candidate layouts was defined and
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Table 3.2: Parameters of Prod-1 simulated telescopes.

Diam. Mirror A. Focal l. Pixels Pix. Diam. FoV NSB
[m] [m2] [m] [cm]/[deg] [deg] [MHz]

LST 23 412 31.2 2841 4.9 / 0.09 5 122/180/220
MST 12 100 15.6 1765 4.9 / 0.18 8 120/178
SST 6.7 37 11.2 1417 4.9 / 0.25 10 85
WF MST 12 100 15.6 2737 4.9 / 0.18 10 120
Test MST 10 73 10.0 931 5.2 / 0.30 10 237

Table 3.3: Prod-1 candidate layouts

NA NB A B C D E F G H I J K
LST 4 3 3 5 - - 4 6 6 - 3 3 5
MST 17 17 41 37 29 41 23 29 9 25 18 30 -
SST - 8 - - 26* 16* 32 - 16 48 56 16* 72

Telescope composition of Prod-1 proposed array candidates for the CTA North (NA,
NB) and CTA South (layouts A to K). SSTs marked with a ∗ correspond to WF-MSTs.

used to forecast CTA performance for specific physics cases by the Consortium,

in order to decide which layouts would have a stronger scientific impact. Some

of these studies are detailed in chapter 4. Table 3.3 shows the different number

and type of telescopes considered within each of the proposed layouts, and Fig.

3.13 shows several examples. The subsets B and D describe extreme layouts with

performance focused on the low and high energy ranges respectively, while layouts

E and I are more balanced options.

The main conclusions of Prod-1 were the following:

• Several of the proposed layouts could satisfy CTA scientific goals for most

physics cases.

• Balanced proposed array candidates such as layout E and I resulted favoured,

taking into account their potential scientific outcome.

• The improvement at the lowest energies (E < 100 GeV ) of high altitude sites

does not compensate the effective area loss above those energies, favouring

sites at moderate altitudes.
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Figure 3.13: Telescope positions and types of 4 proposed candidate arrays from the
Prod-1. Layouts B and D represent different approaches to focus on the low and high
end of the energy range respectively. Layouts E and I are the most balanced examples,
with more uniform sensitivity from 20 GeV up to 200 TeV.

A parallel production was performed named Hybrid-1, intended to simulate

both DC-MSTs and SC-MSTs telescopes in a mixed layout assessing the true gain

of using Schwarzschild-Couder (SC) optics and mixed arrays performance. This

production used the same software for shower and telescope simulation as Prod-1.

Data products were used for the calibration and development of SC-MSTs analysis

tools, although final conclusions on sensitivity were limited by the lack of proton

statistics.

3.4.2 Prod-2

The second CTA large-scale MC production (Prod-2) intended to go one step

further, with a clear main objective: to assess the impact of the construction

site on the CTA performance and to search feasible layout candidates, taking
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into account updated cost estimates and new proposed telescope types. With

this in mind, telescope responses, site properties and the layout composition were

configured with more realistic parameters:

Telescope response: Using all sim telarray improvements and the updates

from all the telescope designs (such as PMT efficiencies, mirror reflectivity and

readout systems), full ray tracing was performed, storing long readout windows

per pixel to allow testing of custom trace integration schemes in the analysis and

including 3 different trigger schemes: majority, analog-sum and digital-sum.

Layout composition: New large master layouts of telescopes were defined (one

for each hemisphere) with new telescope positions and types: 229 telescope posi-

tions in the southern sites with up to seven telescope types were simulated (LSTs,

DC-MSTs, SC-MSTs, and up to four variants of SSTs). For northern sites three

telescope types (LSTs, DC-MSTs and SSTs) were simulated at a total of 61 posi-

tions.

Site properties: For each candidate site, specific atmospheric density profiles,

altitudes and geomagnetic fields (direction and intensity) were used. A total of 3

Northern and 6 Southern Hemisphere sites were simulated.

Most of the simulations were produced for zenith angles of 20◦, with showers

coming from North and from South to include the impact of the geomagnetic field.

The Prod-2 simulations were carried out on the CTA computing Grid as well as

on the MPIK and DESY computer clusters.

Additional master-layouts were simulated using the same CORSIKA inputs

providing a wider range of candidate layouts. All Prod-2 configurations along

their code names, listed in Table 3.4, are defined as follows:

• STD: Standard layout for the Southern Hemisphere containing 197 telescopes,

contained within a radius of ∼ 1500 m: 9 LSTs, 79 MSTs, 37 7 m SSTs and

72 4 m SC-SSTs. This configuration is used in every Southern Hemisphere

site, and sub-arrays of this master layout (shown in Fig. 3.38, at the end

of this chapter) are used to compare CTA-S sites performance. EASs are
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simulated over a circular area of 2500m and 3000m of radius for γ-rays and

cosmic rays respectively.

• NORTH: Standard layout for the Northern Hemisphere containing 61 tele-

scopes, contained within a radius of ∼ 600 m: 5 LSTs, 37 MSTs and 19 7

m SSTs. This configuration is used in every Northern Hemisphere site, and

sub-arrays of this master layout (shown in Fig. 3.39) are used to compare

CTA-N sites performance. EASs are simulated over a circular area of 1600m

and 2100m of radius for γ-rays and cosmic rays respectively.

• SCMST: Layout containing 111 SC-MSTs, impossible to add to the STD con-

figuration due to memory restrictions. SC-MST positions are equal to the

MSTs within STD configuration, with an additional 32 positions (shown in

Fig. 3.38). This configuration was simulated in several Southern Hemisphere

sites: Leoncito, Leoncito++, Aar and Armazones 2K.

• NSBx3: Equivalent to STD, with an increased NSB by a factor 3. Telescope

trigger thresholds are also adapted. Only simulated in the Leoncito site

candidate.

• 4MSST, SCSST, ASTRI: Extensions of 102 4 m SSTs, simulated to allow higher

4 m SST densities. Each configuration corresponds to a different proposed

design of 4 m SSTs: Davies Cotton small-sized telescopes (DC-SST), CHEC

SC-SST and ASTRI SC-SST.

In order to assess the impact of site related parameters on CTA performance,

a wide range of candidates were simulated. Each location is simulated using the

appropriate atmospheric density profiles, altitudes and geomagnetic fields. Note

the different levels of NSBL are not included, although they are studied with an

specific MC production (NSBx3). To understand the impact of these parameters in

the EAS development, and therefore to the CTA sensitivity (see [83]), we encourage

the reader to browse through Appendix A. The general effect of each of these

parameters is the following:

• Atmospheric density profile: Different profiles lead to different heights for the

EAS maximum, affecting the amount of Cherenkov light emitted. As most
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Table 3.4: Prod-2 Configurations

LST MST SC-MST 7m SST 4m DC-SST 4m SC-SST 4m SC-SST
CHEC ASTRI

STD 9 79 - 37 - 72 -
NORTH 5 37 - 19 - - -
SCMST - - 111 - - - -
NSBx3 9 79 - 37 - 72 -
4MSST - - - - 102 - -
SCSST - - - - - 102 -
ASTRI - - - - - - 102

List of configurations produced within the Prod-2, along with the number and type of
telescopes simulated in each of them.

of the Cherenkov light reaching ground close to the shower core is emitted

at the shower maximum, different density profiles reduce the photon density

in this region of the light pool. The atmospheric profile affect the overall

performance of IACTs, specially at lower energies where photon density is

crucial. These profiles are generated using MODTRAN [141].

• Altitude: There are two opposite effects related to the altitude of the ob-

servatory. Placing IACTs closer to the shower maximum (higher altitudes)

decreases the total area of the light pool (see Fig. A.4b from Appendix A)

while increasing the Cherenkov photon density. This allows the collection

of more Cherenkov photons by IACTs located near the shower core, while

significantly decreasing the light collected by IACTs farther away. Higher

construction altitudes improve low energy performance but at the same time

reduce the effective area at higher energies.

• Geomagnetic field effect: The Geomagnetic Field (GF) bends the trajectory

of charged particles generated within the EASs, broadening their lateral

development, decreasing collected light by IACTs close to the shower core. It

also deforms the light pool on the ground, and shifts the γ-rays reconstructed

direction affecting the angular resolution. In general this effect increases

with the zenith angle, as it is proportional to the orthogonal magnetic field

intensity.
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Within the Prod-2 the following candidate sites were simulated (throughout

this work, their simulation code names will be used):

Northern Hemisphere:

• “US”: Simulation assessing both Meteor Crater (in Coconino County, Ari-

zona) and Yavapai (Yavapai County, Arizona) North American sites.

• “SPM”: Corresponds to an observatory located in the Sierra de San Pedro

Mártir National Park (Baja California), the Mexican proposed site.

• “Tenerife”: This simulation evaluates both Izaña observatory in Tenerife

and the Roque de los Muchachos observatory in La Palma, the two Spanish

proposed sites.

Southern Hemisphere:

• “SAC”: One of the proposed Argentinian sites, located at San Antonio de

los Cobres.

• “Armazones”: Corresponds to Cerro Armazones, the proposed Chilean site,

simulated at two different altitudes: 2000m and 2500m.

• “Aar”: Simulation that evaluates the two proposed Namibian sites: Aar farm

and Göllschau (H.E.S.S. construction site). This site was also simulated at

500m to assess a lower altitude performance.

• “Leoncito”: Corresponds to the Leoncito Astronomical Complex, the second

Argentinian site, located at the San Juan Province. The initially proposed

location was at 2662 m, and then modified to an alternative position at 1650

m.

The simulated candidate sites along their characteristics are shown in Table

3.5.

All Prod-2 simulations were performed at the MPIK by K. Bernlöhr and using

the CTA Grid resources, comprised of 17 EGI sites spread through 6 countries,

coordinated by L. Arrabito and J. Bregeon at Laboratoire Univers et Particules

de Montpellier (LUPM) (Montpellier).
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Table 3.5: Prod-2 simulated sites

Site Location Altitude Bh Bz

lon. lat.
[deg] [deg] [m] [µT ] [µT ]

US -115.5 31 1655 23.5 42.9
SPM -115.5 31 2434 25.2 38.3

Tenerife -16.5 28.3 2290 30.8 23.2
SAC -66.2 -24 3600 20.9 -8.9

Armazones -70.2 -24.4 2500 21.4 -8.9
Armazones++ -70.2 -24.6 2000 21.4 -8.9

Aar 16.5 -26.7 1640 10.9 -24.9
Aar500 16.5 -26.7 500 10.9 -24.9

Leoncito -63.3 -31.8 2662 19.9 -12.6
Leoncito++ -63.3 -31.8 1650 19.9 -12.6

List of simulated sites within the Prod-2 along with their geographic coordinates, altitude
and the two components (BH and Bz) of the local GF intensity.

3.4.2.1 Layout candidates

Performing a similar exercise as in the Prod-1, and taking into account the pro-

duced master-layouts configurations, a wide variety of sub-samples may be selected

as array candidates of approximately equal cost. Note the the Northern Hemi-

sphere comparison needs to be performed with a candidate array corresponding to

a sub-sample of the NORTH configuration (with significantly less telescopes). The

Southern Hemisphere comparison is performed using a common subset of the STD

configuration, the only one present in all simulated Southern sites.

In order to assess the best layout candidate, all array configurations present at

a certain simulated site can be used. Both “Leoncito” and “Aar” sites are the best

suited for this purpose, as all different layout configurations have been simulated

in these locations (STD, SCMST and 4 m SSTs extensions).

The candidate layouts chosen to assess the effect of the construction site on

performance were the sub-arrays “2N” for the CTA-N, consisting of 4 LSTs and 15

MSTs and “2A” for the CTA-S, composed of 4 LSTs, 24 MSTs and 35 7m-SSTs,

both shown in Fig. 3.14.

Due to its high cost the 7-m SSTs, “2A” layout was deemed un-realistic. For
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Figure 3.14: Proposed layouts to compare CTA performance over different construction
sites. Left : The Northern Hemisphere candidate “2N”, made up of 4 LSTs and 15 MSTs.
Right : The Southern Hemisphere candidate “2A” composed of 4 LSTs, 24 MSTs and 35
7m-SSTs.

this reason other options using 4 m SSTs are more likely to be built. Using STD

and SCSST configurations, new candidate layouts have been proposed for CTA-S.

Two examples of these new layouts are the “2Q”, made up of 4 LSTs, 24 MSTs

and 72 4 m SC-SSTs and the “2Z”, composed of 4 LSTs, 24 MSTs and 68 4 m

SC-SSTs. Both candidates are shown in Fig. 3.15. “2Z” uses a more symmetric

distribution of MSTs while “2Q” uses the same distribution of MSTs than “2A”

candidate array.

Concerning the Northern site layout, alternative telescope positions are pro-

posed in Sec. 3.6.4 taking into account the orography of the candidate site at the

Observatorio Roque de los Muchachos (ORM).

3.4.2.2 Layouts with mixed MST types

The CTA Southern Hemisphere layout is planned to contain both DC-MSTs (from

now called MSTs) and SC-MSTs telescopes. A set of 6 different layouts has been

proposed (shown in Fig. 3.16) to test the best approach to integrate the two

different types of MSTs into the array. Several arrangement approaches were tested

with these layouts: the interleaved placement (see “2I” and “2KD” subarrays),
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Figure 3.15: Two examples of the proposed layouts for the Southern Hemisphere site,
using 4 m SC-SSTs. Left : “2Q” candidate layout, made up of 4 LSTs, 24 MSTs and 72
4 m SC-SSTs. Right : candidate layout “2Z” composed of 4 LSTs, 24 MSTs and 68 4 m
SC-SSTs.

with both telescope types covering the central region of the array and the halo

option (“2H” and “2KC”), placing MSTs in the center and SC-MSTs encircling

them. The impact of the telescope spacing on the differential sensitivity was

also tested by comparing a compact distribution of telescopes (“2H” and “2I”)

against a graded one (“2KC” and “2KD”). In order to contrast MST and SC-

MST absolute performance, equivalent layouts with pure DC-MSTs (“2KA”) or

SC-MSTs (“2KB”) are also proposed.

All considered layouts have equal number of LSTs (4) and 4 m SC-SSTs (72)

with identical positions and very similar number of MSTs and SC-MSTs, ranging

between 24 and 26 of each type (except for “2KA” and “2KB” layouts with 50

DC/SC-MSTs respectively). Since these layouts have a higher number of telescopes

than the currently expected final layout of the CTA, they will only be used for

performance comparisons.
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Figure 3.16: Proposed layouts to assess the impact of mixed MST types on CTA
performance by applying different approaches to their location and spacing. Blue squares
correspond to LSTs, red circles to DC-MSTs, pink hexagons to SC-SSTs and green
pentagons to SC-MSTs. Telescope placement is tested using the halo (“2H” and “2KC”)
and the interleaved (“2I” and “2KD”) approaches. Telescope spacing efficiency is also
explored by comparing a compact (“2H” and “2I”) with a graded (“2I” and “2KD”)
distribution.
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3.5 CTA performance

In this section, the performance of the future CTA observatory is evaluated, com-

paring different candidate layouts using Prod-2 simulated data. Most of the curves

shown in this chapter represent:

• Differential sensitivity: As already mentioned, it is the minimum flux emitted

by a steady γ-ray source detectable by the observatory in a certain period of

observation time, generally 50 hours, as a function of the estimated energy.

• Angular resolution: Represents the quality of the direction reconstruction. It

corresponds to the angular distance which contains 68% of the reconstructed

γ-rays relative to their true direction as a function of the estimated energy.

• Energy resolution: Measures the quality of the energy reconstruction. It is

defined as the half width of the interval around the true energy that contains

±34% of the reconstructed energy values.

The results shown in this chapter were produced using the MARS based anal-

ysis, described in section 3.3.3. As shown in Fig. 3.17, they are consistent with

alternative analysis chains developed within the CTA Consortium (see section

3.3.2).

In section 3.5.1, both CTA-N and CTA-S plausible candidates are analyzed

in detail, comparing their predicted performances with the requirements imposed

by the CTA Consortium. Section 3.5.2 describes the optimizations performed to

fulfill these requirements. This block concludes describing the results concerning

the layout design study of mixed MST types in Sec. 3.5.3.

3.5.1 Performance of CTA candidates

This section focuses on describing the projected CTA capabilities in detail. The

layouts considered are the “2N” candidate array (4 LSTs and 15 MSTs) for the

CTA-N layout simulated at Tenerife and the “2Q” layout (4 LSTs, 24 MSTs and

72 SC-SSTs) for the CTA-S simulated at Namibia (Aar). The choice of sites is

not related to the final construction location, it is only based on the availability of
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Figure 3.17: Differential sensitivity for the CTA-S “2Q” candidate array (50 hours of
observation, N/S pointing average) calculated with 3 alternative analysis chains: Black :
MARS analysis, same as all results within this chapter. Red : Baseline analysis, per-
formed by K. Bernlöhr at MPIK. Green: Evndisplay analysis, performed by G. Maier
at DESY.

the simulated data files and the number of cross-checks with alternative analysis

chains. These two layouts were considered to be good representatives of the future

CTA baseline by the collaboration.

All the results correspond to the Prod-2 production, introduced in section 3.4.2.

The IRFs optimization described in section 3.5.2 was used.

On-axis performance: The expected differential sensitivity for both CTA sites

is shown in Fig. 3.18 for 0.5, 5 and 50 hours of observation time. These curves

show the result of averaging 2 different simulated pointing directions (north and

south pointings at 20◦ of zenith angle). Both “2Q” and “2N” layouts fulfill the

sensitivity requirements in the whole energy range, surpassing the design goals in

certain regions of the spectrum. Both arrays will reach 10 mCrab sensitivity in ∼ 5

hours, improving by an order of magnitude the required observation time to detect
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such γ-ray fluxes. It must be noted that from ∼ 100 GeV up to 10 TeV, the main

background contribution comes from electron induced showers. No methods for

γ-e− separation were implemented in the analysis, as the background suppression

RF is solely trained with γ-ray and hadron simulated showers.

As shown in Fig. 3.19, CTA will not only bring an improvement in sensitivity

with respect to the current instruments but will also improve the angular and

energy resolution, shrinking by a factor ∼ 3 the radius of the PSF of current

instruments, resolving structures larger than ∼ 2 arcminutes, thus becoming the

γ-ray detector with the best resolution ever constructed. Energy resolution will

also improve significantly, reaching values close to the 5% in relative terms. This

is crucial to observe spectral features such as emission lines or to characterize the

wiggles appearing in the spectrum of blazars at high redshift caused by the EBL

absorption.

(a) CTA-N “2N” layout at Tenerife (b) CTA-S “2Q” layout at Namibia

Figure 3.18: Differential sensitivity for 50, 5 and 0.5 hours for CTA-N and CTA-S
candidates compared with the requirement in 50h (north/south pointing average): (Left)
CTA-N layout candidate “2N” simulated at Tenerife. (Right) CTA-S layout candidate
“2Q” simulated at Namibia.

To understand the overall performance of CTA, it is required to recognize the

contribution of each telescope type at different energy ranges. Performing inde-

pendent analysis of sub-layouts of each telescope type within the CTA-S candidate

array, it is possible to gauge each telescope input to the differential sensitivity. Fig.

3.20 shows the detached performance of each layout of individual telescope types
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(a) Angular resolution (b) Energy resolution

Figure 3.19: Angular and energy resolution for both CTA-N and CTA-S candidates
with respect to the reconstructed energy: (Left) The angular resolution as a function of
the reconstructed energy, defined as the angle containing the 68% of the reconstructed
gamma-rays, relative to the true direction. (Right) The energy resolution defined as the
half width of the interval around the true energy that contains ±34% of the reconstructed
energy values.

contained in the CTA-S candidate:

• Below 100 GeV: The subset of 4 LSTs dominates the sensitivity below

100 GeV. Although this range may seem small, a huge amount of physics

cases will be concentrated in this region, and cross-calibration with other

γ-ray detectors, such as Fermi -LAT is desired.

• Between 100 GeV to 5 TeV: The layout of 24 MSTs leads the instrument

performance in the core energy range, from 100 GeV up to 5 TeV. Their

contribution to the lower energies is also significant, as they are able to

reconstruct events down to ∼ 60 GeV (improving sensitivity attained by the

MSTs by ∼ 20%). They also improve gamma-hadron separation of events

observed by the LSTs, as they detect possible π0 sub-showers or muons

originated in hadronic EASs.

• Above 5 TeV: The array of 72 SC-SSTs, covering an area of ∼ 4.5 km2,

dominates the sensitivity above 5 TeV. These SC-SSTs represent the different

types of SST which are expected to be spread at large distances from the
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Figure 3.20: Different telescope types contributions to the over-all differential sen-
sitivity of CTA-S candidate layout “2Q”, simulated at the Namibian site (50 hours,
north/south pointing average). LSTs govern the low energy range below 100 GeV.
MSTs dominate in the CTA core energies, up to 5 TeV, where SSTs start to monopolize
performance.

center of the array, with sizes ranging between the initially designed 7m SSTs,

down to 1m SSTs. Note these telescopes are only planned to be constructed

in the Southern hemisphere site. The MSTs also contribute to these energies

up to ∼ 12 TeV.

Off-axis performance: Off-axis capabilities are crucial for a number of the CTA

key science projects. Galactic and extragalactic surveys or the detection of diffuse

emission (for instance, emitted by hadronic interactions or DM signatures) relies

on the instrument wide Field of View (FoV), and event reconstruction quality

away from the camera center. To characterize the observatory performance for
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different off-axis angles, the differential sensitivity of a point-like source located

at different distances from the center of the camera is estimated, as described in

section 3.3.3.4.

Fig. 3.21 shows the differential sensitivity of the CTA-S candidate layout “2Q”

for different off-axis angles, ranging between 0◦ (the on-axis performance) up to

5◦. The main conclusions of this analysis are the following:

Figure 3.21: Differential sensitivity for a point-like source located at different distances
from the camera center, in 50 hours of observation with the CTA-S candidate layout “2Q”
(north/south pointing average) simulated at the Namibian site. On-axis performance is
also shown for comparison. Note this analysis is strongly affected by the limitations of
the generated diffuse γ-rays and hadrons statistics.

• Below 100 GeV: The low energy range performance, as we saw in Fig.

3.20, is dominated by the LSTs. These telescopes have a smaller field of

view, coming from their parabolic reflector setup, and do not perform well

at large off-axis angles because of the large aberrations out of axis. Their

sensitivity does not decrease significantly at distances from the camera center

smaller than 2◦, but performance is drastically reduced at larger distances.

• Between 100 GeV to 5 TeV: In this range, the MSTs dominate sensitivity.

As previously described, the modified Davies Cotton (DC) optics improves
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off-axis performance with respect to the parabolic one by adding a negligible

spread to the photons time of arrival. In this energy range, the sensitivity

drops by a factor ∼ 2 on sources 3◦ away of the center of the camera.

• Above 5 TeV: As the energy increases, off-axis performance improves. Due

to the good off-axis performance of the Schwarzschild-Couder (SC) optics of

the SC-SSTs dominating these energies, and the fact that gammas coming

from directions farther from the center of the camera can be observed at

larger distances (as the CoG of the shower images fit inside the opposite side

of the camera). Performance is expected to be approximately flat up to 5◦

away of the camera.

An analog analysis was performed for the CTA-N candidate. Fig. 3.22 shows

the relative off-axis sensitivity along different energy bins of several layouts for

both CTA-N and CTA-S. The Northern site shows worst off-axis performance at

the low energies due to the reduced number of MSTs, but performs relatively well

at higher energies, taking into account that this layout does not have any SC-SSTs.

(a) CTA-N “2N” layout (b) CTA-S “2Q” layout

Figure 3.22: Relative off-axis sensitivity along different energy bins (50h, N/S pointing
average). left : CTA-N “2N” layout simulated at Tenerife. left : CTA-S “2Q” layout
simulated at Namibia, same as in Fig. 3.21.

Given the flexibility of operation of CTA, layout subsets will be able to operate

independently. The CTA Consortium opened the possibility to devote the MSTs
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and SSTs layout to perform several sky surveys (both galactic and extragalactic)

while the central LSTs could be dedicated to other scientific cases centered in

the low energy regime (between 20 GeV up to ∼ 1 TeV). Although not pictured

here, a dedicated analysis of the subset of MSTs and SSTs contained within the

“2Q” layout was performed, in order to estimate the CTA off-axis capabilities

without the contribution of the LSTs. Resulting sensitivity shows good off-axis

performance over the whole energy range, between 100 GeV up to more than 200

TeV, with an off-axis sensitivity falling no more than a factor 2 at sources 3◦ away

from the camera center.

3.5.2 Resolution optimization

As described in Sec. 3.3.3.4, the standard procedure optimizes point-like sensi-

tivity, but in some cases it may be necessary to optimize instead angular and/or

energy resolution to fulfill the CTA requirements.

Different approaches to improve specific aspects were performed, using candi-

date “2Q” layout simulated at “Aar” site, profiting from the CTA analysis flexibil-

ity. Multiplicity turned out to be the most efficient parameter to control angular

resolution at CTA highest energies. Tuning the cut in this variable led to an

improvement of the angular resolution up to 60%, at the prize of worsening the

sensitivity by a factor 2 (see Fig. 3.23). Requiring events to be observed by

more than 6 telescopes at the highest energies turned out to fulfill both angular

resolution and differential sensitivity requirements above 30 TeV.

Using a different approach, imposing more restrictive cuts over hadroness and

θ2 (decreasing cut efficiencies) resulted in an improvement of the energy resolution

of up to 30%, with a significant loss in the sensitivity at the highest energies of

about a factor 3.

Note that the current multiplicity cut sets a value through discrete steps wast-

ing every event observed by a fewer number of telescopes, even if some of these

were accurately reconstructed. The current analysis should be optimized to mea-

sure the reconstruction quality of each individual event in order to improve this

optimization.

As a possible alternative, an additional parameter was tested to solve this prob-
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Figure 3.23: Angular resolution (corresponding to the 68% containment radius) of
the “2Q” candidate array simulated at Namibian “Aar” site. Different colors show how
increasing the multiplicity cut leads to improvements in angular resolution at the highest
energies of up to 60%. Note that with this analysis we are not maximizing sensitivity
anymore, and in fact it is reduced by a factor ∼ 2.
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lem. During the direction reconstruction of events with multiplicities higher than

2, a minimization is performed to find the point where the distance between shower

reconstructed directions is minimum (as described in 3.3.3.3). The minimum value

of the minimized function was tested as a global parameter to assess the quality of

the direction reconstruction. Several fixed cuts over the whole energy range were

applied resulting on an improvement of 20% of the angular resolution above 20

TeV with a negligible effect on sensitivity. Finding efficient cuts of this value as a

function of the energy could lead to an improved angular resolution and therefore

enhanced sensitivity, and may be a feasible alternative to the multiplicity cuts.

3.5.3 Layout design study of mixed MST types

By evaluating the layouts proposed in Sec. 3.4.2.2, the most efficient approach to

distribute the SC-MSTs with respect to the standard array. As the analysis used

in this work has been tuned for classical PMT cameras, it may not be as efficient

for cameras as densely pixelated as the ones mounted in these telescopes, so these

results should be considered conservative in terms of SC-MST performance. Note

that these layouts are not realistic scenarios of construction, and are only simulated

to compare MST types performance. In Sec. 3.5.3.1, SC-MST integration in the

analysis is discussed and evaluated in comparison with MST performance and in

Sec. 3.5.3.2 different mixed telescope allocations and spacings are tested, reaching

important conclusions regarding the CTA layout construction. Finally, Section

3.5.3.3 compares the off-axis performances of DC/SC-MST layouts.

3.5.3.1 SC-MST telescope performance

The Schwarzschild-Couder medium-sized telescopes (SC-MST) are the first ever

designed IACTs with a double mirror optics setup, allowing an improved angular

resolution and a decrease of the focal plane scale, making possible the use of more

compact cameras. This telescope is designed to hold a 11328 SiPM camera covering

up to 9◦ of sky. Such densely populated camera provides unprecedented detail

about the development of the cascade, although current analysis methods may still

not be tuned for such capabilities. In fact, the only CTA MC analysis properly

prepared to assess SC-MST telescopes performance is the SLAC analysis. As
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described in Sec. 3.3.2, this analysis uses a simplified simulation of the telescopes

response and cannot be cross-checked by parallel studies. For this reason, an

accurately tuned analysis of the available Prod-2 SCMST configuration was initiated.

In order to introduce the SC-MSTs within the CTA MARS based analysis, some

parameters had to be tuned. In particular, both the trace integration time window

and the image cleaning thresholds had to be tuned. Taking into account the form

of a single photo-electron response of the SiPMs (broader than the one of classical

PMTs), a 10 ns window was chosen. It was found that the 2-pass trace extraction

method applied (described in Sec. 3.3.3.1) yielded a much better performance for

classical pixel sizes than for the SC-MST cameras. As shown in Fig. 3.24, in

the case of the MSTs the NSB contribution (bump at low pixel amplitudes) is

reduced up to a factor 4, while in the SC-MSTs the NSB contribution is barely

reduced, just around ≈ 20%. The reason may be related to the wider window

of integration, which keeps more NSB regardless of the position (in time) of the

extraction window, or to the lower ratio of signal pixels with respect to background

pixels of the camera. The SC optics should not be the cause, because the 2-pass

trace extraction is also efficient for SC-SST telescopes, reducing NSB contribution

by a factor 3.

(a) DC-MST (b) SC-MST

Figure 3.24: Histograms of the logarithm of the pixel amplitude (extracted charge
from individual pixels) for the two different MST types. Black lines show the extracted
signal in the first pass, and red lines show it after the second pass, using information
from the time of arrival. It shows that SC-MSTs highly pixelated digital camera is not
tuned for the 2-pass trace integration method.
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Since random trigger runs were not available, several options were tested (shown

in Fig. 3.25) resulting in the selection of the 2-level cleaning thresholds of 2.5/1.25

phe. This cleaning method was designed to work with hexagonal pixels (6 neigh-

bours per pixel) and cameras of ∼ 1500 pixels. For densely pixelated cameras of

squared geometry (8 neighbours per pixel), this cleaning method is not ideal, and

other algorithms like sum cleaning [189] or aperture cleaning [222] show better

performance. The “sum cleaning” was implemented in the analysis but further

tuning needs to be applied for competitive results.

Figure 3.25: Logarithm of the pixel amplitude (extracted charge from individual pixels)
of the SC-MST for different image cleaning thresholds. It can be seen that the low
amplitude peak saturates with a cleaning above 2 phe.

To test the SC-MST performance and their inclusion within the CTA MARS

analysis, 2 layouts were studied and compared: Both arrays have equal telescope

distribution, but different MST telescope type. The first layout is the 50 DC-MSTs

contained within layout “2KA” and the second one is the 50 SC-MSTs present in

the candidate array “2KB”. Comparing pure DC/SC MST layouts will allow us to

compare each telescope performance, and to find out their strong and weak points.

Figures 3.26a and 3.26b show the differential sensitivity and angular resolution of

these layouts, composed of 50 DC-MSTs and 50 SC-MSTs respectively, simulated

at the Leoncito site (in 50 hours of observation, averaged between ± 20◦ of zenith
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angle).

(a) Differential sensitivity (b) Angular resolution

Figure 3.26: Comparison of the differential sensitivity in 50 hours (Left) and the an-
gular resolution (Right) between 2 layouts of equal telescope distribution, one composed
of 50 DC-MSTs and the other one by 50 SC-MSTs. Both layouts were simulated at
the Leoncito site, with ±20◦ of zenith angle. Comparison shows SC-MSTs outperform
DC-MSTs in the core energies of CTA, mainly due to their improved angular resolution.

Although SC-MSTs do not help much below ≈ 100 GeV due to their smaller

reflectors area, they show good performance above that point, improving the sen-

sitivity of the core energies of CTA up to a 50% with respect to the DC-MSTs.

Comparing θ2 cut efficiencies and background rates shows that this improvement

comes mainly from the enhanced angular resolution of these telescopes (due to the

higher pixelization of the shower image), allowing a greater background rejection.

The next reasonable step is to compare the MST types performance under

a more reasonable scenario: with full layouts composed of the mixture of LSTs,

MSTs and SSTs. With that aim layouts “2KA” and “2KB” were analyzed. Re-

sults, in Fig. 3.27, show the loss in the low energy performance caused by the

smaller reflecting area of SC-MSTs is compensated with their improved recon-

struction in the core energies. Note these results rely on an analysis that is far
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from ideal, and has been mainly tuned for classical IACTs, so they should be

considered as very conservative regarding SC-MST performance.

Figure 3.27: Comparison of the differential sensitivity of the “2KA” and “2KB” layouts
(see Fig. 3.16) of N+S pointing average performance in 50 hours, simulated in the
Leoncito site. These layouts correspond to the same telescope distributions of DC-
MSTs and SC-MSTs shown in Fig. 3.26, with the addition of 4 central LSTs and 72
SC-SSTs. DC-MSTs show better low energy performance while the SC-MSTs boost the
sensitivity within the CTA core energies.

3.5.3.2 Telescope spacing and distribution

Comparing the performance of the different proposed mixed MST type layouts,

shown in Fig. 3.16, will guide us on the most efficient approach for SC-MSTs

construction. These are expected to be constructed later than the DC-MSTs, so

logistically the simplest approach would be to build SC-MSTs around the already

constructed ones (halo approach). But the possibility of obtaining an improved

performance by interleaving the location of both telescope types is still open.

Additionally, the optimum separation between MSTs is still to be decided. Its

clear larger inter-telescope distances would improve the effective area for larger

energies, while closer telescopes improve the low energy coverage.
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Figure 3.28: Differential sensitivity of mixed DC/SC-MST layouts (shown in Fig. 3.16)
in 50 hours of observation (average of north and south pointing directions) simulated
at the Prod-2 Leoncito site. First two ratio plots compare layouts following the halo
approach (“2H” or “2KC”) with the interleaved option (“2I” or “2KD”), showing halo
approach improves the core energy sensitivity by nearly a factor 2. Comparing compact
(“2H” or “2I”) against graded arrays (“2KC” or “2KD”) shows no clear preferred option.
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Figure 3.29: Angular resolution (68% containment) of mixed DC/SC-MST layouts
(shown in Fig. 3.16) in 50 hours of observation (average of north and south pointing
directions) simulated at the Prod-2 Leoncito site. First two ratio plots compare lay-
outs following the halo approach (“2H” or “2KC”) with the interleaved option (”2I” or
“2KD”), showing halo approach also improves angular resolution (' 60%). Comparing
compact (“2H” or “2I”) against graded arrays (“2KC” or “2KD”) show no clear preferred
option.
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After applying all changes to the analysis to integrate SC-MSTs, the proposed

layouts were analyzed. Very similar statistics were used for the different training

samples (not identical, because every layout had different trigger efficiencies). As

previously described, SC-MST analysis is far from being ideal, as some steps in

the analysis (mainly image cleaning and signal extraction) should be improved for

highly pixelated cameras.

Regarding the relative position of the different MST types in the layout, the

halo approach shows a clear improvement over the interleaved option. As shown

in Fig. 3.28, comparison between “2H” over “2I” and “2KC” over “2KD” leaves

no doubt as there is a gain in sensitivity of up to a factor 2. The reason is the

actual difference between each telescope design. DC-MSTs have larger reflectors

improving low energy event reconstruction while the SC-MSTs, with reduced reflec-

tors, have improved angular resolution and off-axis performance (shown in section

3.5.3.3). Separating the telescopes of the same type, increases the amount of events

reconstructed using both types. The effect of each individual SC-MST improved

direction reconstruction is weakened if stereo events are observed by telescopes of

different type (with worst angular resolution), reducing the potential quality of the

global direction reconstruction, as seen in Fig. 3.29. Similarly, low energy event

multiplicities will be reduced, as events detectable by MSTs and not by SC-MSTs

will be significantly worst reconstructed. The halo approach maximizes the num-

ber of low energy events well reconstructed between LSTs and MSTs, and also

increases the number of higher energy events reconstructed in stereo by SC-MSTs.

Determining the most efficient telescope spacing is harder, at least with the

attained results. Comparing the compact layouts (“2H” and “2I”) against the

graded ones (“2KC” and “2KD”) shows no clear preferred option. Observing the

layouts using the halo approach, “2H” over “2KC” sensitivity ratio, a hint of im-

provement in the low energy range is seen by placing these telescopes closer to the

center of the array, although the effect is balanced with a decreasing performance

over higher energies.

It must be noted that the performance of the SC-MST telescopes found in this

analysis is better than the one found in other CTA analysis chains. We atribute

it to a better use of the high camera pixelization and direction reconstruction.

Cross-checks should be provided by other analysis chains, which should be carefully
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tuned to make use of their specific properties in order to perform a fair comparison

between DC/SC-MSTs.

3.5.3.3 Off-axis performance

As described in section 3.5.1, off-axis performance is crucial for some of the CTA

scientific objectives. In this section, the off-axis performance of different MST

types is compared, assessing the impact of the SC-MST extension to the array

FoV.

To compare DC-MSTs with SC-MSTs, the off-axis capabilities of “2KA” and

“2KB” layouts were analyzed. Of course, these layouts are not realistic due to the

high number of MSTs, but they are perfect to compare their MSTs performance.

In addition, the off-axis performance of “2KC” layout was also tested, to estimate

the effect of the addition of SC-MSTs to the standard CTA-S layout.

Figure 3.30 shows off-axis sensitivity ratios for the three analyzed layouts.

Interesting conclusions related to the off-axis performance of the different MST

telescope types are inferred:

• Comparing “2KA” and “2KB” shows the low energy off-axis performance

relies on DC-MSTs, as SC-MSTs do not help much below ∼ 300 GeV. This

result is consistent to the one shown in Fig. 3.26. Regarding higher energies,

SC-MSTs outperform the off-axis performance of DC-MSTs increasing the

FoV by a ' 25% in radius.

• Comparing “2KA” and “2KC” shows the central DC-MSTs are enough to

attain a similar low energy off-axis performance as in “2KA”, while graded

SC-MSTs improve the higher energies FoV by a 20% in radius.

Taking into account these conclusions, the most efficient layout for improving

the core energy range of the CTA while augmenting its off-axis capabilities would

be a mixed DC/SC-MST one, following the halo approach: DC-MSTs would be

placed in the center near the LSTs while SC-MSTs would be placed surround-

ing them. Note that this extension of SC-MSTs would significantly reduce the

amount of time needed for the different surveys the CTA Consortium is planning
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(a) “2KA” layout (LSTs, DC-MSTs & SSTs) (b) “2KB” layout (LSTs, SC-MSTs & SSTs)

(c) “2KC” mixed DC/SC-MSTs layout

Figure 3.30: Relative off-axis sensitivity in three different energy bins for 3 mixed MST
types layouts (50h, N+S pointings at Leoncito site).

to perform, and would increase the chances of serendipitous detections through

the observatory lifetime.

3.6 CTA-N site selection

In addition to the estimation of the CTA performance, discussed in Sec. 3.5, one

of the main objectives of the Prod-2 was the accurate evaluation of the effect of

the different proposed construction candidate sites on the CTA overall sensitivity.
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As previously introduced, the main differences between the MC site configurations

are the effects of the altitude, the atmospheric density profiles and their different

local Geomagnetic Field (GF).

To estimate overall scientific performance of each location, a set of parameters

evaluating their capabilities were defined by the CTA Consortium, in order to

take into account all major effects on their performance. The following terms were

defined:

• Average Annual Observation Time (AAOT): Average yearly observation

time (in hours) at different construction sites. Essentially accounts for the

different weather conditions, when precipitation, clouds or strong winds do

not allow normal observations, therefore decreasing this number.

• Physics Performance per Unit Time (PPuT): Geometric average over energy

bins of the ratio between the CTA required and calculated sensitivity, defined

by the expression:

PPuT =

{
EN∏
E0

Si,req
Si

}1/N

, (3.3)

where E0 = 30 GeV and EN = 30 TeV for the case of the CTA-N and

EN = 200 TeV for the CTA-S. Accounts for the effects related to the IACT

sensitivity, mainly driven by the altitude and the GF effect.

• Figure of Merit (FoM): Parameter evaluating the total potential scientific

performance of a specific construction site taking into account the previous

parameters. It is defined as follows:

FoM = PPuT ·
{
AAOT

1100 h

}0.7

, (3.4)

where the 1100 h is roughly the 70% of the maximum dark sky time mea-

sured.

The CTA sites performance is then compared using PPuT values calculated

from each one within the Prod-2, using the same telescope layouts. To do so, the
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performance estimated using the different analysis chains described in Sec. 3.3.2

is averaged, reducing the effect of particularities within different methods.

Dedicated Prod-2 simulations were generated by the Consortium for all pro-

posed sites. This section overviews the attained results on the sensitivity studies

performed for the different simulated sites in the Northern Hemisphere: Tenerife

(“TEN”), San Pedro Martir (“SPM”) and Arizona (“USA”).

In section 3.6.1, the performance of the different sites is comparedand a de-

tailed discussion of the results is presented. As the effect of the geo-magnetic field

dominates northern site performance differences, section 3.6.2 introduces a novel

method to calculate realistic values of its averaged effect. Section 3.6.3 is devoted

to determine the effect of an increased NSB (30%) on the observatory performance.

Finally, in section 3.6.4, orography restrictions at the Rogue de los Muchachos site

(La Palma, Spain) are taken into account and new alternative layouts are eval-

uated, testing if slightly different telescope distributions would have a significant

effect on the final performance.

3.6.1 Site comparison

Using the standard analysis detailed in section 3.3.3, the 3 different Northern

Hemisphere sites have been analyzed. The same layout was used in all cases: The

standard CTA-N layout “2N” (see Fig. 3.14). As previously described, north and

south pointing directions (both at 20◦ of zenith angle) were analyzed separately,

with independent direction reconstruction LUTs, energy RF and gamma-hadron

separation algorithms. Obtained results are shown in Fig. 3.31a, for the north

pointing and Fig. 3.31b, for the south pointing direction.

As shown in Fig. 3.31, the north pointing direction shows little differences

between the simulated candidate sites performance, mainly caused by the different

altitudes. On the other hand, comparing the south direction, significant differences

appear below 200 GeV caused by the different GF affecting the EASs.

To understand these differences, knowledge on the effect of the GF is required.

As shown in Fig. 3.32, the component of the magnetic field orthogonal to the

pointing direction (or, approximately, to the shower axis) affecting the simulated

EASs coming from the two positions in the sky simulated within the Prod-2 is
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(a) North pointing (20◦ in zenith angle) (b) South pointing (20◦ in zenith angle)

Figure 3.31: Differential sensitivity of the standard CTA-N “2N” layout in 50 hours of
observation simulated at each site: Tenerife (“TEN”), San Pedro Martir (“SPM”) and
Arizona (“USA”). Each pointing direction is shown separately to see the strong effect of
the geo-magnetic field on performance: Left : North pointing (higher overall GF at every
site). textitRight: South pointing (Lower GF with larger differences between sites).

different for each site. In the North pointing, all sites are affected by a B⊥ ≈ 37 µT ,

showing worse low energy performance and small differences between them. On the

other hand, in the South pointing direction, Tenerife is affected by a B⊥ ≈ 20 µT

while the two American sites by roughly B⊥ ≈ 10 µT .

As introduced in the appendix A, the magnetic field increases the separation of

generated e−e+ pairs, blurring the distribution of the Cherenkov photons arriving

to the ground in the a East-West direction, producing an average loss in the

Cherenkov photon density detected by IACTs at small core distances (see Fig.

A.9), and thus reducing sensitivity in the low energy range. At larger distances, it

may increase the observed Cherenkov emission, improving the effective area (and

therefore sensitivity) in the VHE range (above ∼ 10 TeV). Another effect of the

GF is the shift of the reconstructed direction of some events, as described in [100].

This effect might be corrected to a certain extent by the analysis (which currently

does not take it into account).
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Figure 3.32: Orthogonal GF maximum intensity versuszenith angle. Dashed verti-
cal lines show the simulated values within the Prod-2N. Comparing the average values
of sensitivity over simulated positions (±20◦ zenith, 0◦ (South) and 180◦ (North) in
azimuth) may yield unrealistic performance differences.

Looking at the distribution of the orthogonal GF along the different values

of the zenith angle (Fig 3.32), the region where the TEN site has an increased

level of B⊥ is roughly between -20◦ and +40◦, thus calculating the PPuT values

using only these two simulated positions in the sky (±20◦ of zenith angle) would

produce an artificially worse performance for Tenerife. This problem was mitigated

by calculating the average effect of the GF per site, as described in the next section.

3.6.2 Averaged Geo-magnetic field

A strong GF field dependence was observed in the Prod-2 results, specially in the

case of the CTA-N candidate sites, where the main differences in sensitivity come

from the geo-magnetic field effect (see Fig. 3.31). As average sensitivities between

north and south pointings are used for comparing the performance of different

sites, results may be misleading due to the limited amount of simulated pointing

directions (just two).

The effect of the GF on the development of the EAS is proportional to its
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orthogonal component, expressed by the following expression:

|
−→
B⊥|= {B2

zsin
2θsin2φ+ (Bxcosθ −Bzsinθcosφ)2 +B2

xsin
2θsin2φ}1/2, (3.5)

where θ and φ are the zenithal and azimuthal angles of the charged particle

direction (approximately parallel to the EAS development) and Bx and Bz the

local components of the GF intensity, fixed by the site location. Using Eq. 3.5, we

can compare the orthogonal GF intensity for the northern sites at the simulated

zenith angles. Fig. 3.32 shows the maximum orthogonal B field as a function of

the zenith angle for candidate sites.

The effect of the GF depends both on the azimuth and zenith angles. Evalu-

ating the average effect affecting an observatory located in each of the proposed

sites weighted with the expected distribution of observations (both in azimuth

and zenith angles) seems a reasonable way to estimate CTA candidate layouts

performance differences.

Expecting a similar distribution of observations as in other Northern Hemi-

sphere IACT experiments, this study employed a smoothed distribution in the

zenith and azimuth angles of the observations performed by the MAGIC exper-

iment. Observations along the azimuth angle were considered uniform (which is

approximately true) while a normalized smoothed zenith angle distribution of the

MAGIC observations since June 2006 were used. It is shown in Fig. 3.33a. For

each zenith angle, the average (in azimuth) orthogonal GF was calculated (shown

in Fig. 3.33b) and weighted with the normalized number of hours of observation

(Fig. 3.33c). Integrating that distribution results in the weighted averaged values

of the GF intensity for each candidate site (Fig. 3.33d).

These values estimate the real averaged effect of the GF on the observatory

performance at each CTA-N candidate site. The North American site shows the

lowest effect with B⊥ = 26.8 µT , followed by the Mexican site with B⊥ = 27.1 µT

and finally the Spanish site with B⊥ = 29.6 µT , as expected. Comparing these

values with the arithmetic average of the MC simulated conditions shown in Table

3.6 (only two points at ±20◦ in zenith and 0◦ and 180◦ in azimuth), differences

shrink by more than 60%.
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(a) MAGIC averaged observations (b) Average Orth. B

(c) Weighted average orth. B (d) Integrated average orth. B

Figure 3.33: Different steps used in the calculation of the CTA-N candidate sites
averaged orthogonal GF effect. (a): Normalized smoothed zenith angle distribution
of MAGIC observations since June 2006. (b): Calculated average through the azimuth
angle of the orthogonal GF as a function of the zenith angle. (c): Average orthogonal GF
weighted with the normalized smoothed MAGIC observations. (d): Resulting integrated
weighted average orthogonal GF for each CTA-N candidate site.
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Table 3.6: Average orthogonal geomagnetic field effect on the CTA-N candidate sites

Site Prod-2N B⊥ (±20◦) B⊥ (weighted with MAGIC obs.)
[µT ] [µT ]

US 22.0 26.8
SPM 23.6 27.1
Tenerife 28.9 29.6

Averaged values of the GF affecting each CTA-N candidate site under 2 different consid-
erations. The first set of B⊥ values only considers simulated points in the sky within the
Prod-2N, corresponding to ±20◦ in zenith with 0◦ and 180◦ in azimuth. The second set
of values corresponds to an averaged effect taking into account the expected distribution
of pointing directions of an IACT observatory placed in the Northern Hemisphere.

These considerations were taken into account and the effect was included in

the evaluation of the PPuTs of the CTA candidate sites both in the Northern

and Southern Hemisphere, and further simulations using ±40◦ in zenith angle

observations validated the process (see Table 3.7).

Table 3.7: Overall performance of simulated sites of the Northern Hemisphere

Site PPUT FoM
N S Average Weighted

Tenerife 1.27±0.02 1.67±0.04 1.46±0.03 1.45±0.07 1.46±0.10
US 1.30±0.02 2.07±0.05 1.71±0.03 1.50±0.07 1.40±0.10
SPM 1.31±0.02 1.86±0.05 1.58±0.04 1.58±0.08 1.60±0.09

Performance per unit time and figures of merit of the standard CTA-N layout simulated
at each different site. Weighted PPUT values correspond to linearly extrapolated values
using the B⊥ values weighted with MAGIC observations.

3.6.3 Effect of an increased NSB

During the CTA site selection process (also before the NSBx3 configuration was

simulated) there was no accurate estimation of the impact of the increased NSB

levels affecting the Tenerife site on the observatory performance. The NSB has

a significant impact in the low energy threshold of Cherenkov telescopes affect-

ing both the accidental trigger rate and the signal to noise ratio of the images.
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The increased accidental trigger rate requires to increase trigger thresholds, con-

sequently loosing low energy events, while the lower signal to noise ratio produces

more spurious photons, requiring increased image cleaning thresholds.

This section shows the results obtained with a simplified analysis designed to

test the effect of an increased level of NSB, assessing the CTA high level response

(after analysis cuts). Running both CORSIKA and sim telarray with the NORTH

configuration at the Tenerife site, a moderate number of γ-ray showers were sim-

ulated with a 30% increase in the NSB frequency. As a full proton production

needed too many resources, some approximations were made in the analysis:

• To replicate the effect of the higher NSB in these shower images, increased

image cleaning thresholds were applied to the simulated γ-rays, scaled with

the square root of the NSB.

• Direction and energy reconstruction was performed using simulated γ-rays with

the increased NSB level, showing a performance equal to the one of the de-

fault configuration.

• γ-hadron separation algorithms trained with the standard γ-rays and protons

were used. This approximation implies that the results of this analysis should

be considered conservative, artificially increasing the effect of the NSB.

• hadroness, θ2 and multiplicity cuts were the same as in the normal Tenerife

analysis, both for the standard and increased NSB configurations.

The resulting ratio between γ rates after high level quality cuts are applied

(ratio between the effective areas of 1/1.3 NSB level) is shown in Fig. 3.34. Below

100 GeV there is an effective area loss of ∼ 10 − 15%. The effect on sensitivity

would not be as significant because we also expect a loss in the hadron rate. In

addition, in this regime the sensitivity is limited by the requirement that the signal

should be larger than 5% of the background. Between∼ 100 and 400 GeV, effective

area loss becomes ∼ 5%, leading to a loss in sensitivity of ∼ 2%. Above 400 GeV,

the effect of an increase of 30% in the NSB is negligible.

Note these results should be considered as a worse case scenario, as some

1.3*NSB gammas are lost in the gamma hadron separation, trained with 1.0*NSB
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Figure 3.34: Ratio between the γ rates of different NSB levels after high level quality
cuts are applied. The effect is negligible above ∼ 400 GeV.

gammas and protons. Also, it should be taken into consideration that these were

the first results of the NSB effect on high level performance (after data cuts) ever

presented in the CTA collaboration, and proofed to be valid after the large-scale

NSBx3 configuration was generated and analyzed.

3.6.4 La Palma alternative layouts

Taking into account the restrictions imposed by the orography of the candidate

site Roque de los Muchachos Observatory (ORM), alternative telescope positions

with minor changes to the standard CTA North layout (“2N”, shown in Fig. 3.14)

have been proposed in order to avoid some of the steepest areas. In this section

two different layouts are tested, evaluating their sensitivity and angular resolution

with respect to the standard “2N” layout.

Proposed layout 2LP1 (shown in Fig. 3.35a) limits the maximum difference in
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altitude between telescopes to ∼ 50 m and 2LP2 (shown in Fig. 3.35b) requires, in

addition, convenient locations for construction, taking into account accessibility,

slope and cliffs. These layouts are also restricted by the Prod-2 NORTH configuration

limited number of simulated telescope positions, so better arrangements could be

found. Note all these layouts have the same number of telescopes (4 LSTs and 15

MSTs), with 4 different MST positions each.

(a) “2LP1” (b) “2LP2”

Figure 3.35: “2LP1” (left) and “2LP2” (right) layout candidates, proposed by A.
Moralejo and J. Cortina. Empty circles correspond to LST positions while filled circles
correspond to MSTs. Grey circles show standard “2N” layout positions and black arrows
point to the new positions.

Both Prod-2 “TEN” and “US” were analyzed, using data with 20◦ of zenith

angle, and comparing the average performance for north and southward pointing

(same exposure time in each direction). The same subset of MC files was used

for training the various reconstruction algorithms (e.g. energy reconstruction or

background suppression). The standard CTA-N layout “2N” was analyzed and

compared with the proposed “2LP1” and “2LP2” layouts.

Comparing the differential sensitivity (shown in Fig. 3.36) at the Tenerife site

of the analyzed layouts, no significant differences were found, with variations at

the few percent level. Note that error bars only show statistical fluctuations, and
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may not be realistic as all layouts use the same MC data.

Figure 3.36: Differential sensitivity of the standard CTA-N “2N” and the two proposed
alternative layouts. There is no significant loss in the sensitivity breaking the symmetry
of the standard telescope layout.

Comparing angular resolution (Fig. 3.37), differences appear above 10 TeV,

showing 2N layout outperforms proposed layouts, probably due to the symmetry

of the MST locations. Within alternative layouts, 2LP2 seems to be the favoured

option, with just a ∼ 15% loss in angular resolution.

It must be taken into account that angular resolution differences have no effect

on the differential sensitivity of a point-like source, which is reasonable, as at the

highest energies CTA sensitivity is signal-limited, and wider cuts add no signifi-

cant background. It is also worth noting that present angular resolution algorithm
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Figure 3.37: Angular resolution (corresponding to the 68% containment radius) of
standard CTA-N “2N” and the two proposed alternative layouts. Candidate layout
“2LP1” seems to be disfavoured above 10 TeV, showing a loss in angular resolution up
to 40%.

makes use of the image axes, but does not use any image shape parameter or

pixel timing, leading to a strong dependence between resolution and the observed

stereoscopic angle. A more sophisticated reconstruction incorporating that addi-

tional information (like the one currently used in the MAGIC experiment) would

improve the reconstruction of showers well outside the array, for which images

are more or less parallel. It is reasonable to expect that the angular resolution

differences become smaller with such an analysis.

As a cross-check, an identical analysis was performed using Prod-2 NORTH con-
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figuration “USA” site data and similar results were obtained, with no significant

differences in terms of differential sensitivity.

3.7 Appendix: Prod-2 layouts

For reference, master layouts used in the Prod-2 containing all simulated telescope

positions and types are listed here.

Figure 3.38: Standard Southern Hemisphere (of code-name STD) layout of simulated
telescope positions (and types) of the second CTA MC production (Prod-2). Image
courtesy of K. Bernlöhr.
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Figure 3.39: Standard Northern Hemisphere (of code-name NORTH) layout of simulated
telescope positions (and types) of the second CTA MC production (Prod-2). Image
courtesy of K. Bernlöhr.
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Figure 3.40: Simulated telescope positions for the 4m SSTs extension, equal for the
4MSST, SCSST and ASTRI configurations. Image courtesy of K. Bernlöhr.
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Chapter 4

CTA forecast

Along with the evaluation of the CTA performance carried out through detailed

MC analysis of described in the previous chapter, we aim to study its physics

potential. As the observatory will possess capabilities far exceeding the current

generation of IACTs, it would be impractical to use the population of sources

observed from ground so far. It seems reasonable to take advantage of the extensive

catalog of sources detected in the 30 MeV to 300 GeV range by Fermi -LAT. The

final decision on a particular array layout or construction site can profit from

these catalogs to understand the effect of the IRFs over the observatory potential

scientific output.

In this section, populations of γ-ray sources extracted from the different cat-

alogs published by the Fermi collaboration are used to assess CTA capabilities

over on specific physics cases. Source spectra from each catalog are selected and

extrapolated to the VHE regime using conservative assumptions. Predictions are

then performed to assess the total observable population by the different CTA

layouts.

With this goal in mind the author developed tools to estimate the detectabil-

ity of simulated spectra by the CTA. Section 4.1 focuses on the different software

packages used, comparing them to other alternative tools developed by the CTA

collaboration. In section 4.2, the following physics cases are studied: a) the ac-

cessible galactic and extragalactic populations under different approaches, such

as surveys or follow-up observations. b) The possibility of detecting other pul-
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sars with similar VHE spectra as the one observed in the Crab pulsar [69]. c)

Prospects for the detection of DM in dSph galaxies, providing estimations of the

limits reachable on the WIMP particle cross section through different annihilation

channels.

4.1 Physics evaluation tools

During the design phase of the CTA there was a need for an interface between

MC simulations and the development of physics cases. Different groups developed

tools to estimate CTA capabilities over specific test cases using MC generated

Instrument Respond Functions (IRFs), creating high level products such as the

measured spectrum, light curves and sky-maps.

They are collected in the following list:

• CTAmacros : After the definition of the γ-ray source spectrum, these tools

estimate the significance level, SED, sky-maps or the comparison between

different spectra performing a chi2-test. They may be the most complete

and more cross-checked tools available, and were mainly developed by D.

Mazin. They are written in C++ using the ROOT framework.

• ctools: Writtern in C++, they make use of the widely used Flexible Image

Transport System (FITS) data format, and use a similar approach as NASA

FTOOLS [175]. This package performs event selection and binning and per-

forms model fitting through likelihood analysis. Generating spectra, SEDs

and sky-maps is also possible. These tools may be the preferred option for

people with experience with Fermi -LAT data analysis. They were mainly

developed by J. Knödlseder and were licensed with a GNU GPL v3.

• iCTA: Creates ON and OFF event lists and produces source sky-maps, spec-

tra and SEDs, storing them as FITS files, readable by classical astronomy

software such as fv, DS9 or Xspec. Written in Interactive Data Language

(IDL). iCTA is a private software mainly developed by M. Renaud.

All these tools were used by the collaboration to assess the impact on specific

scientific cases of different candidate arrays simulated by the MC working group.
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They were also employed in the definition of the Key Science Project (KSP)s.

Simpler tools were developed by the author of this work to perform fast and

accurate observability prospects. They are described in the next section.

4.1.1 GAEtools

A set of tools were created by the Grupo de Altas Enerǵıas (GAE) group to perform

a fast significance level calculation from a simulated γ-ray spectrum emitted by a

point-like source. This software was initiated by R. Garćıa, N. Mirabal, E. Currs

and J.L. Contreras and further developed by the author of this work.

To calculate the attained significance, Non (number of events in the On region)

and Noff (number of events in the Off region) are estimated, using the IRFs,

generated in the MC analysis. Specifically, the effective area and background

rates (as a function of the energy) are used. The calculation of the significance of

the detection of a point-like source with a spectrum F (E) at redshift z, within a

certain energy range (E0 < Eobs < Ef ), observed during t hours goes as follows:

• Total background (BGT ): The background rate is extracted from the IRFs

and integrated between E0 and Ef . This rate is then multiplied by the

observation time t, obtaining the total number of background events observed

by the telescope in the On region.

• EBL absorption: Making use of the redshift of the source, z, and one ab-

sorption model (described in Sec. 1.2.1) the transmission as a function of

the energy τ(E) is computed. By default, Franceschini model [114] is used.

• Excess rate (Nrate(E)): The excess rate as a function of the energy is cal-

culated multiplying F(E) by the effective area and the transmission factor

e−τ :

Nrate(Ei) = F (Ei) ∗ Aeff (Ei) ∗ τ(Ei)

• Total excess (NT ): Integrating the excess rate between E0 and Ef and mul-

tiplying it by the observation time t, the total number of events observed

from the source within the observation time and the considered energy range
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is calculated. The integration is performed in discrete steps using the trape-

zoidal rule:

NT = t ·
Ef∑
E0

(Ei+1 − Ei)
Nrate(Ei) +Nrate(Ei+1)

2

• Significance (S): To estimate the significance, Eq. 3.2 (equation 17 from

[149]) is used with the expected number of events in the On and Off regions

calculated from the previous steps. Within the On region, signal from the

source and background are expected; Non = NT + BGT . In the Off region

only background is expected and the ratio between the observation times

dedicated to the On and Off regions needs to be considered, making use of

α; Noff = α · BGT . The α value generally used corresponds to a number

of background-control regions of 5, that is α = 0.2 in the Li&Ma notation.

This value may be considered conservative, given the wide FoV of the CTA,

which may allow for even lower values (more background-control regions).

Additional requirements to the standard condition of S > 5σ are imposed

before assuming a detection. The total excess NT is required to be larger than

the total background times the level of possible systematic effects considered (a

conservative 5% in our case): NT > BGT ∗ 0.05. NT is also required to exceed 10

events. If all conditions are accomplished, the source is classified as detectable by

the selected candidate array within the observation time used.

The observation time generally set as default is 50 hours in order to be as close

as possible to the time considered in the IRFs calculation within the MC analysis.

From the estimation of the observed significance of a source in 50 hours, the

observation time required for a detection (t which makes S = 5σ) can be inferred,

taking into account that for a perfectly known background the significance grows

proportionally with the square root of time:

t5σ ' 50
52

S2
50h

hours (4.1)

where S50h is the calculated significance in 50h of observation and t5σ the min-

imum observation time required for a detection. Note this should be treated as an
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approximation, as large differences between the calculated t5σ and the observation

time used in the MC analysis (usually 50 hours) would lead to inconsistencies.

These inconsistencies come mostly from the fact that this relation is too simplistic

for the CTA low energy range, where the minimum observable flux may be limited

by the level of systematics considered.

The software needed to be flexible in order to produce accurate prospects for

different physics cases. Regarding pulsars, a few more considerations were taken

into account, as the analysis allows for an additional background reduction. Pul-

sars emit γ-rays periodically during small time phases, around the light curve

peaks while background events are uniformly distributed over time. These inter-

vals are selected, dumping events which are not coherent with the pulsed emission.

The ratio between the selected time windows and the total phase time is generally

called duty cycle. Typical values of ≈ 10% were assumed, corresponding to an

average background rejection of 90%.

4.1.2 Comparison with CTA macros

Several comparisons were performed between CTA macros and GAEtools. It was

not possible to crosscheck the package against other ones because they were not

available at the time or they were not public. Equal spectra were generated and

the significance was calculated using both methods, taking care of integrating the

signal over similar energy ranges, using the same CTA IRFs. Results were totally

correlated at low significance levels (between approximately 3 to 10 σ) and would

differ slightly at higher values (above ≈ 20 σ). As the main objective of the tools

is to perform detectability prospects, deviations at high significance would have no

effect on the conclusions, only affecting slightly the calculation of the observation

time needed to reach a 5 σ detection.

Fig. 4.1 shows a comparison of the sensitivities obtained by CTAmacros and

GAEtools over the same sample of spectra, corresponding to the AGNs present in

the 1FHL catalog, extrapolated to the VHE range. A good correlation is found

between both methods.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of calculated significances between CTA macros and GAEtools.
The source sample corresponds to the AGNs present in the First Fermi LAT Catalogue
of Sources Above 10 GeV (1FHL) observable by CTA-N or CTA-S.

4.1.3 Fermi catalog extrapolations

GAEtools were developed to build up prospects of the expected source populations

detectable by CTA. In this work, populations of γ-ray sources extracted from

the different catalogs published by the Fermi collaboration were used to assess

CTA performance on specific physics cases and compare different candidate arrays.

With this purpose in mind, extrapolations to higher energies were performed using

the 1451 sources present in the First Fermi LAT Catalogue (1FGL) and later

updated to the 1873 objects within the 2FGL. The recent 3FGL [209] has just

been published during the time of writing so the results shown in this chapter

could be updated in the future, although the main conclusions obtained are not

expected to change with larger populations.

The 1FGL catalog modeled all sources with a simple power-law, although there
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were clear discrepancies with data in the case of bright sources. With the increased

exposure accumulated discrepancies grew larger in the 2FGL, making necessary to

use different models. A big fraction of both galactic and extragalactic sources can

be well described by a power-law:

dN

dE
= K

(
E

E0

)Γ

(4.2)

where K is the flux at E0 and Γ is the power-law index (slope). Most of the

remaining sources were modeled using a log-parabola:

dN

dE
= K

(
E

E0

)−α−βlog(E/E0)

(4.3)

where α is the spectral slope at E0 and β the curvature index. Pulsars within

the 2FGL are modeled with an exponential cutoff power-law:

dN

dE
= K

(
E

E0

)Γ

exp

(
−E − E0

Ec

)
(4.4)

where Ec is the cutoff energy.

A few extra considerations were introduced in the GAEtools analysis:

• Inverse Compton peak: In agreement with the observations measured by the

current generation of γ-ray detectors, hard spectra (i. e. spectral shapes

with relatively flat slopes and high VHE emission) are expected to soften at

higher energies above the inverse Compton (IC) peak. Hard spectra mea-

sured by Fermi -LAT fall before the IC peak, and the extrapolation to higher

energies needs to be corrected. Hard power-law spectra (Γ < 2) are arti-

ficially softened using a broken power-law, introducing a spectral break at

100 GeV (shifted with the redshift a factor 1/(1 + z)) changing their slope

to Γ = 2.5. Spectra modeled with log-parabolas or with exponential cutoffs

already soften at higher energies, so no correction is needed.

• Pulsars: As described in 4.2.3, the exponential cutoff describing pulsars in

the 2FGL is contradicted by recent observations of IACTs [69, 74, 215],

extending the Crab pulsed emission up to 400 GeV following a power-law.
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The possibility of a similar VHE component being present in other pulsars

is studied in this work, using broken power laws of variable slope as pictured

in Fig. 4.7.

Specific observability forecasts were performed using the AGN sample present

in the First Fermi LAT Catalogue of Sources Above 10 GeV (1FHL) [43] helping to

define the strategy of observation of blazars within the AGN KSP. The approach

described of using broken power-laws above 100 GeV was employed. It must be

noted that these spectra are modeled using Fermi -LAT data points from 10 GeV up

to 300 GeV, and already suffer from some EBL absorption, producing a softening

of the observed spectra for far away blazars. Performing extrapolations from these

spectra without deabsorption should be considered a conservative approach, as

spectra will be artificially softened and EBL absorption will be applied to calculate

significance.

4.1.4 DAMASCO

Dark Matter (DM) prospects were also performed, integrating within GAEtools

the DArk Matter Analytical Spectral COde (DAMASCO) package, a ROOT-based

implementation of dark matter WIMP annihilation predictions for photon spectra

for the most frequently considered dark matter annihilation channels [95]. This

package was mainly developed by D. Nieto and the author of this work.

Spectra are generated by DAMASCO (see Fig. 4.2), and several calculations

are performed by the GAEtools :

• Detectability: An evaluation of the statistical significance of the DM signal is

performed as a function of the WIMP particle mass mχ and the astrophys-

ical factor (J) for different possible annihilation channels. The minimum

astrophysical factor Jmin required to reach a statistical significance of 5σ is

calculated, assuming a certain effective observation time, and the thermal

cross-section 3 × 10−26cm3s−1. As the expected spectrum of WIMP anni-

hilation channels are considered known, the significance is maximized by

selecting the low energy cut which achieves the best statistical significance.

Upper limits should be treated as a first approximation, as more detailed
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Figure 4.2: γ-ray spectra from the annihilation of 1 TeV WIMPs for the τ+τ−, µ+µ−,
bb̄, and W+W− channels from [95], generated with the DAMASCO software package.

knowledge on the signal and background distributions (as in [63]) could im-

prove results.

• Annihilation cross-section: Bounds on the annihilation cross-section of WIMP

particles are calculated from the upper limits attained by CTA, inferred from

the methods described in [190], with a confidence level of 95%. The sensitiv-

ity is calculated assuming that the DM particle annihilates purely into each

channel, a certain observation time and a solid angle ∆Ω.

Results obtained by using this software are shown in section 4.2.4. More specific

details on dSph galaxy searches using IACTs can be found in [178].

4.2 Physics cases

This section collects the results obtained applying the IRFs deduced from the

simulation of CTA layouts to specific physics cases.

With 24 months of accumulated data, the 2FGL catalog contains 1873 point

sources characterized in the 100 MeV to 100 GeV energy range. Many of these
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sources have not yet been discovered in the VHE regime probably due to the lack

of sensitivity of existing instruments, but they are expected to be accessible to the

CTA. As an example, about 85% of the VHE active galactic nuclei detected by

the current ground-based Cherenkov experiments are found in the 2FGL. Extrap-

olating sources present in this catalog to higher energies seems to be a sensible

procedure for the compilation of a temptative catalog of future CTA detectable

sources.

Using GAEtools, the software described in Sec. 4.1, several physics cases were

studied in order to assess the CTA capabilities, compare Prod-1 candidate arrays

(see Table 3.3 for reference) and Prod-2 building sites (see Table 3.5) performance.

For simplicity, full CTA layouts were assumed to have full sky coverage, making

no distinction between north and south (with the exception of the observability

study performed in Sec. 4.2.2.1). The results presented could improve if more

recent IRFs were used. Nonetheless, they already show the great capabilities of

the observatory, giving a general overview of the CTA scientific potential.

The studied physics cases are the following: galactic and extragalactic popula-

tions accessible to the CTA, pulsars detectability prospects, and the observation

of dSph galaxies exploring the possibility of indirect Dark Matter (DM) detection.

4.2.1 Galactic sources and surveys

To assess CTA capabilities for galactic source detection and the potential of galac-

tic and extragalactic surveys, the reported 2FGL spectral parameters for the 1873

sources it contains were extrapolated to the VHE range (15 GeV – 300 TeV)

[45]. As described in section 4.1.3, for each individual source the corresponding

power-law or log-parabola parameters prescribed in [179] are adopted. Once the

extrapolated spectra are fixed, detectability was tested using the GAEtools, de-

scribed in Sec. 4.1.1, using the CTA IRFs for different telescope configurations

and site locations. For simplicity, 5 off-regions for each on-region observation, a

5% systematic error and standard detectability conditions were adopted.

The sample of galactic sources was constructed from all associated/unassociated

sources with galactic latitude b < 2. It includes high-mass binaries, SNRs, Pulsar

Wind Nebulae (PWN) and unassociated sources. In a second step, sources labeled
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(a) Galactic sources (|b| < 2◦) (Prod-1 layouts) (b) Extragalactic sources (Prod-1 layouts)

(c) Galactic sources (|b| < 2◦, 5◦ & 10◦) (Prod-2 layouts)

Figure 4.3: Cumulative distributions of the number of Fermi -LAT galactic and ex-
tragalactic sources detectable by the CTA at the 5σ level, as a function of individual
pointing observation time. The equivalent time of observation to reach in the inner
region of the CTA Galactic Plane Survey (GPS) KSP (28.6 h) is highlighted. Several
CTA configurations were tested: Top Left : Galactic (|b| < 2◦) source detectability by
Prod-1 candidate layouts (arrays B, E, D, I, “kb s4-2-120” and “kb s9-2-120”). Top
Right : Extragalactic source detectability by Prod-1 candidate layouts (arrays B, E, D,
I, “kb s2-1-75” and “kb s4-1-105”). Bottom: Galactic detected populations for different
explored widths of the galactic plane (2◦, 5◦ and 10◦) by Prod-2 “2A” layout simulated
at several site locations of different altitudes: “Aar” (1640 m), “Leoncito” (2662 m) and
“SAC” (3600 m). Note “kb s2-1-75”, “kb s4-1-105”, “kb s4-2-120” and “kb s9-2-120”
layouts correspond to subsets of 2 LSTs, 4 LSTs, 4 MSTs and 9 MSTs respectively.
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as extragalactic together with highly variable unidentified sources were excluded.

This strategy resulted in a total of 196 tentatively tagged sources in the Galactic

category at |b| < 2◦. Repeating this exercise for sources at |b| < 5◦ increases the

initial sample to 297, and imposing |b| < 10◦ to 390. Given the limited spatial

information from the 2FGL, the entire sample was treated as point-like sources.

As described in section 4.2.2, an independent sample is created with extragalactic

sources in order to perform analog studies.

The key variable to consider is the equivalent observation time employed per on-

axis pointing while performing a sky survey. The resulting observable population

as a function of the individual pointing observation time is shown in Figure 4.3a.

It shows that ≥ 70 2FGL galactic sources (or 35% of the initial samples) would be

detected by CTA with individual exposure times of 5 hr or more when using full-

array configurations (B, D, E or I). The performance of smaller subsets of the array

(“s4-2-120” and “s9-2-120” with 4 and 9 medium-sized telescopes, respectively)

was also considered. While not as effective as a fully dedicated array, the fraction

of detected sources remains significant. One option would be to use large-sized

telescopes for extragalactic sources (which tend to have softer spectra, due to the

EBL absorption) and small/medium-sized telescopes for the Galactic Plane sources

(which tend to have harder spectra).

Although this is not possible within a survey strategy, note that up to ≈ 50% of

the 2FGL sample of Galactic sources are within the reach of CTA, using exposure

times as long as 50 h/source (Tab. 4.1). The best array configurations for this are

B and E, due to their increased number of LSTs. With the observed Fermi-LAT

source density in the Galactic plane (|b| < 5◦) and a 25 square degree FoV gives

an average of 2 sources per field, a total of 4000 hr would therefore be needed

to complete a targeted survey returning 50% of the Fermi-LAT Galactic catalog.

Regarding the altitude of constructed site, as depicted in 4.3c, moderate altitudes

seem favoured as the Namibian site (1640 m) outperforms alternative candidates

with an improved coverage between 5 to 10%.

The possibility of performing an extragalactic survey was also explored, using

the expected effective areas and background rates from CTA Prod-1 candidate

arrays. Results show that a CTA all-sky survey with typical exposure times of

0.5 h would detect only ≈ 20 Fermi-LAT extragalactic sources over the whole
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Array Extragalactic Galactic (|b| < 2◦)
5 h 50 h 28.6 h 50 h

B 89 192 97 101
D 74 138 79 84
E 80 171 89 98
I 77 159 83 90
2 LSTs 21 72 - -
4 LSTs 56 135 - -
4 MSTs - - 60 66
9 MSTs - - 69 75

Table 4.1: Number of Fermi-LAT sources selected from the 2FGL catalog that would be
detected by CTA using different individual on-axis exposure times up to 50 h and various
Prod-1 array configurations (see Figs. 4.3a-4.4a). Extragalactic: sources accessible to
CTA in 50 h, and those CTA would detect with an all-sky extragalactic survey with
an equivalent exposure time of 5 h. Galactic: standard detectable sources within 50 h,
and those detectable with a survey through the galactic plane (with |b| < 5◦) with an
equivalent exposure time of 28.6 h, as proposed for the inner region of the GPS KSP.

sky (see Fig. 4.3b), i.e. 5 within the 1/4th of the sky observable with good

zenith angle (assuming the sources are distributed uniformly over the sky). With

5 h/pointing the number of sources increases to 80 (i.e 20 in practice). The total

number of Fermi-LAT extragalactic sources detectable with CTA exposure times

up to 50 h/source is ≥ 170 (30% of the initial sample) with the most favorable

array configurations (B and E, Tab. 4.1 and Fig. 4.4a).

4.2.2 Extragalactic follow-up observations

In addition to an extragalactic survey, performing follow-up observations of known

sources already detected at lower frequencies offer another promising approach in

the search of AGNs in the VHE regime. The detected blazars in the Fermi-

LAT energy range, which overlaps with the low energy threshold of CTA, provide

valuable information of the intrinsic spectral properties of the extragalactic sources

that will be accessible to the observatory. Future AGN concurrent observations by

Fermi -LAT, CTA and HAWC will provide a broad-band measurement over more

than 5 decades in energy.

To produce a conservative estimate, 2FGL AGNs were selected as long as they
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Table 4.2: Number of detectable Fermi extragalactic sources with known redshift for
different array configurations (50 h of exposure time). AGNs with unknown type are
classified as “other AGN”.

Array FSRQs BL Lacs other AGN SBGs RGs Seyferts Total

Prod-1
B 46 117 19 3 6 1 192
C 17 84 17 3 6 1 128
E 32 111 18 3 6 1 171
NA 33 109 18 3 6 1 170
NB 27 103 17 3 6 1 157

Prod-2
2A (Namibia) 53 130 20 3 6 1 213
2A (Leoncito) 50 122 19 3 6 1 201
2A (SAC 0.84) 51 124 19 3 6 1 204

were labeled as extragalactic objects and they had confirmed redshifts in the Bz-

cat or Véron (13th edition) catalog. 561 sources from the cross-correlated 2FGL

catalog were selected for further processing, including 340 FSRQs, 171 BL Lacs, 10

radio galaxy (RG)s, 6 Seyfert galaxies, 3 starburst galaxies (SBGs) and 31 AGNs

of other classes.

In order to make predictions for CTA, similarly as in the previous section, the

final subset of 561 Fermi sources were extrapolated to higher energies as described

in Sec. 4.1.3. The EBL absorption as a function of their redshift [114] and the

expected softening at higher energies of very hard sources (Γ < 2) were taken into

account. Attainable significance for different observation times was calculated

using GAEmacros, with an α value of 0.2 and requiring a total excess over 5% of

the background. To maximize the number of detections in this study and assess

CTA capabilities more accurately, several energy thresholds were used to optimize

the signal and significance estimation of each source. This method would be analog

to the low/medium/high energy cuts optimization performed in the current IACT

experiments.

The performance of different array configurations was explored using CTA

Prod-1 candidate arrays. Different altitudes were also tested by comparing Prod-2
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proposed layout “2A” simulated at different construction sites: “Aar” (1640 m),

“Leoncito” (2662 m) and “SAC” (3600 m). As a result, as shown in Table 4.2,

more than ≥ 150 extragalactic objects would be typically detected in 50 hours of

maximum exposure time per source. When Prod-2 “2A” layout was considered,

those numbers augmented to ≥ 200. Note that CTA will be most efficient for

hard sources (Γ < 2) and shall reveal all the complexities of the extragalactic

population extending beyond the reach of current detections. For softer sources

that currently are only accessible during flares, CTA will provide unique access to

quiescent states, and measure with improved sensitivity and time resolution their

flaring states.

(a) Prod-1 layout candidates (b) Prod-2 “2A” layout

Figure 4.4: Cumulative distribution of the number of Fermi -LAT extragalactic sources
of known redshift detectable by the CTA at the 5σ level, as a function of the individual
pointing observation time. Several CTA configurations were tested: Left : Some of the
Prod-1 candidate layouts (arrays B, E, D, I, “kb s2-1-75” and “kb s4-1-105”). Right :
Prod-2 “2A” layout simulated at several site locations of different altitudes: “Aar” (1640
m), “Leoncito” (2662 m) and “SAC” (3600 m). Note “kb s2-1-75” and “kb s4-1-105”
layouts correspond to a subset of 2 LSTs and 4 LSTs respectively.

The Prod-1 array configurations that do not include LSTs, such as array “C”,

yield the poorest performance. They give access to significantly fewer FSRQs,

which usually have very steep spectra, but the same is also true for BL Lacs. Ar-
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ray “B”, with the best coverage at low energies, yields the best results in terms

of source statistics. Note these results exclusively measure detectability, and do

not gauge the spectral energy range in which these sources are significant. The

“compromise” solutions, such as configuration “E” and the northern array “NA”,

remain as excellent options with a slightly lower number of detections, but im-

proved VHE sensitivity. Regarding the site altitude, the Namibian site at an

altitude of 1640 m outperforms alternative candidates with a relative improve-

ment of 5%. As shown in Fig. 4.4a and 4.4b, comparing the amount of sources

detected at different individual observation times clearly demonstrates how lay-

out performance improvements reduce the required observation times to reach an

equivalent source population.

Apart from augmenting the total number of extragalactic TeV sources, CTA

should also increase dramatically the number of objects visible at high redshifts.

Fig. 4.5 shows the distributions of detectable AGNs as a function of the redshift.

The most distant quiescent detectable AGN predicted are at z ≈ 2, although this

limit will likely be raised through observations during flares as most distant VHE

AGNs detected by the current generation of IACTs were in these states. Note

that sites with higher altitudes would allow an improved low energy threshold,

unveiling more far away blazars.

These results illustrate the remarkable capabilities of CTA compared to current

IACTs. The detection of at least 200 extragalactic sources is expected in less than

two years with a maximum of 50 hours per source. Actually, the total number of

Fermi AGNs detectable in 50 hours would reach about 400 if the 2FGL BL Lacs

without known redshifts were detected with the same efficiency as the ones used

in this study. In fact, the main difficulty in elucidating the full BL Lac population

lies in obtaining direct redshift measurements from their mostly featureless opti-

cal/UV spectra. A possible workaround might come from a direct measurement

of the shape of the EBL, which would allow us to set upper limits on unknown

redshifts. The artificial break at 100 GeV for hard sources might also lead to an

underestimation of the number of detections, but on the other hand, some of the

sources might have intrinsic spectral breaks or cutoffs above the Fermi-LAT en-

ergy range, which would reduce their signal in the VHE band. Only CTA will be

able to inform us on the actual spectra beyond 1 TeV for most of these sources. It
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Figure 4.5: Number of Fermi -LAT extragalactic sources of known redshift detectable
by the CTA at the 5σ level as a function of the redshift. Different curves correspond
to the CTA-S candidate array “2A” from Prod-2 simulated at several site locations of
different altitudes: “Aar” (1640 m), “Leoncito” (2662 m) and “SAC” (3600 m).

must be also noted that in addition, CTA would cover a wide area (roughly, 8%

of the whole sky) with high chances of serendipity detections.

Discoveries such as extreme AGNs or extragalactic sources not adapted to

the Fermi-LAT band and with emission peaking in the CTA energy range should

further increase the sample of AGNs seen by CTA. Given that currently 6 out of

the 45 TeV AGNs detected from ground were not yet present in the 2FGL, one

can anticipate a fraction of about 15% of additional CTA sources when making

predictions based on this catalog.

4.2.2.1 CTA-N impact

The CTA-N observatory will allow full sky coverage and will likely be devoted

mostly to extragalactic science. In this section we test the impact of building

CTA-N on the observable AGN population extrapolating the 1FHL catalog, com-

posed only by sources detected by Fermi -LAT above 10 GeV. These sources are

very likely to be observed by CTA, and the extrapolation considered should be
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treated as conservative, as the spectra are extrapolated from a SED which already

suffered EBL absorption. Note that having a broad population of detected AGNs

at different redshifts will not only help to unveil their nature and emission mecha-

nisms but will also help to significantly constrain the EBL, obtaining information

about structure formation processes throughout the history of the universe [161].

At the time this work was written, there was no final decision on the location of

the future observatory, so approximate values to the candidate sites location were

used: For CTA-N and CTA-S, latitudes of +30◦ and -25◦ were used respectively.

Source observability is calculated taking into account their equatorial coordinates.

All sources with declinations 35◦ away or closer to the CTA assumed site latitudes

are considered. At the time of this work there were no IRFs for ± 40◦ of zenith

angle and far away AGNs are only detectable close to the low energy threshold. If

higher zenith angles were considered as observable, results would be too optimistic.

IRFs from the average performance of ± 20◦ in zenith angle of “2N” and “2A”

candidate layouts simulated at Tenerife and Namibia sites were used as CTA-N

and CTA-S respectively, as they were the chosen simulations to evaluate CTA

KSPs by the consortium.

Table 4.3: Observable AGNs from the 1FHL that would be detected in 50h of obser-
vation by CTA-N and CTA-S.

Site

Observable AGNs Any CTA-N CTA-S Both

All 172 100 92 20

z > 0.5 52 31 30 9

z > 1 15 8 10 3

Table 4.3 shows the great impact on the observable (and detectable in 50 hours)

AGN population obtained by adding CTA-N. Bear in mind that the performance

of the northern hemisphere uses “2N” candidate layout with a significantly smaller

array of telescopes, and still manages to increase by more than a 50% the AGN

population. This effect may seem unrealistic, but it is partially due to the fact

that the presence of the galactic plane covering a significant part of the southern

hemisphere sky decreases the amount of detectable AGNs by γ-ray detectors.
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Figure 4.6: Observable AGNs from the 1FHL catalog that would be detected in 50
hours of observation by CTA-N and CTA-S as a function of the redshift. Both detectabil-
ity and observability were considered, taking into account a flat performance over the
zenith angle. Sources were considered observable if they peaked 35◦ away or closer to the
zenith angle with respect to the north and south observatories at latitudes of +30◦ and
-25◦ respectively. IRFs from Tenerife and Namibia candidate layouts “2N” and “2A” at
±20◦ of zenith angle were used respectively.

Fig. 4.6 shows the number of observable AGNs detectable within 50 hours of

observation present in the 1FHL as a function of their redshift. The CTA-N and

CTA-S detected sources are pictured separately, along with the number of sources

detected by any of CTA sites and those accessible to both of them. The comparison

between CTA-S and “Any” curves shows the great impact CTA-N will have on

extragalactic astronomy, also increasing the amount of distant AGNs, observing

as far as redshifts with z ≈ 2 in their quiescent state.

4.2.3 Pulsars

The detection of neutron stars through gamma-ray pulsations is a key science

goal for CTA. Gamma-ray pulsar observations at high energies (over a few tens of

GeV) could help to understand the region where pulsed emission takes place by
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comparing the measured spectra with predictions by theoretical models.

The Fermi mission has revolutionized the study of gamma-ray pulsars detecting

more than 117 sources in the MeV-GeV energy range [17], whose spectra are

reasonably fitted with exponential cutoff values between 0.7 to 7.7 GeV.

Nonetheless, the detection of the Crab pulsar above 25 GeV with IACTs [74,

215] has reframed the exponential cutoff observed by Fermi in favor of a broken

power-law shape that extends the pulsed emission up to 400 GeV. This recent

discovery motivates the need for further pulsar studies in the VHE regime.

To place this situation in context, Fig. 4.7 shows the spectral fits (power-law

with exponential cutoff) for 46 Fermi pulsars taken from the 1FGL, in comparison

with the standard CTA differential sensitivity curve for the Prod-1 configuration

“B” (5 LSTs) in 50h. The fits of Vela, Crab and Geminga pulsars are indicated

explicitly, while the shaded area contains the fits of the remaining 43 pulsars.

Figure 4.7: Fermi -LAT pulsars general profile (grey area) with Prod-1 CTA sensitivity
curve for configuration “B” in 50h of observation. Vela, Geminga and Crab show ex-
trapolated SEDs (dashed lines). Note the CTA sensitivity curve is shown for reference,
as it does not account for the background reduction applied within pulsars analysis.
Also note that a curve below the differential sensitivity curve can still be detected if the
integral flux is high enough.

Initially, a 50 h simulated observation of the Crab pulsar is generated using

CTAmacros, modified by the author of this work to properly estimate the sensi-
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tivity for pulsed emission (with a duty cycle of 10%). Total emission (P1 + P2)

and both P1 and P2 peaks were simulated using the MAGIC power-law fits given

in [69]. CTA candidate layouts “B”, “E” and “C” were tested. Fig. 4.8 shows the

estimated Crab pulsar spectrum using Prod-1 configuration “B”, were both total

signal and resolved peaks are well characterized.

Figure 4.8: Simulated Crab pulsar SED within 50 h of observation with the CTA
Prod-1 configuration B. Each of the two Crab phase peaks and the total spectrum are
shown, using MAGIC power-law fits given in [69]. Generated using a modified version
of CTAmacros.

Results show that the CTA potential for pulsar detection seems encouraging.

It will be able to reveal the extent of the Crab pulsed emission up to at least 1

TeV. In fact, the bare detection of the pulsations would take less than one hour.

To explore the detectability of Fermi pulsars in the power-law scenario, their

spectra are extended above the cutoff energy with a power-law tail that assumes

the same spectral index (β) as the one found for the Crab, when a broken power-

law is applied to fit both Fermi-LAT and VERITAS detections, i.e β = 3.52 [215].

The final extrapolated spectral shapes for 3 out of the 46 pulsars considered are

shown in Fig. 4.7.

As described in Sec. 4.1.3, a 90% background reduction is considered assuming

a pulsed duty cycle of 10%, systematic errors of 5% and standard detectability

conditions (S > 5σ in 50 hours of observation time). No gamma-ray emission

from a pulsar wind nebula was considered.
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Figure 4.9: Pulsars detectable by the future CTA in 50 hours of observation time
assuming their spectra are extrapolated with the Crab pulsar power-law index (G=3.57,
from [69]). Prod-1 layout “B” was used.

With such hypothetical (except for the case of the Crab pulsar) additional

power-law tails all 46 pulsars were then considered as targets for 50 h observations

with the CTA configurations: “B”, “C” and “E”. We found that 20 pulsars would

be detected with the configurations “B” and “E”. This number reduces to 12 for

the configuration “C”. This indicates that configurations “B” and “E” are better

suited for pulsar studies than “C” (due to the higher number of LSTs). Fig. 4.9

shows how the detectability with configuration “B” depends on the exponential

cutoff energy value (as determined by Fermi -LAT) and the photon flux density at

this energy. In conclusion, it seems that under the hypothesis of the existence of

the VHE Crab-like energy tails, a large fraction (up to ∼ 40% for configuration

“B” and “E”) of the presently known brightest Fermi pulsars might be detectable

with CTA.

On a second step, the possibility of power-law tails with different slopes was

investigated. To test such cases, broken power-law spectral shapes were used, in

the form proposed by VERITAS [215]. The key parameters in this form are: the

break energy E0, the slope α of the photon flux spectrum in the Fermi -LAT range

well below E0 and the slope β of the photon flux spectrum in the VHE tail, i.e. well

above E0. For all 46 pulsars the values of E0 and α were used based on the 1FGL.
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Figure 4.10: Pulsars detectable by the Prod-2 “2A” layout in 50 hours assuming their
spectra are extrapolated with a variable power-law tail index. Several site locations of
different altitudes were tested: “Aar” (1640 m), “Leoncito” (2662 m) and “SAC” (3600
m).

Using the previous conditions, detectability was tested for Prod-1 configurations.

As expected, configuration “B” is the optimal one for all the possible values of β;

the second best is configuration “E” and the worst one is “C”.

To study the impact of the construction altitude, Prod-2 “2A” layout was also

used for the 3 sites previously introduced. The studied β values, shown in Fig.

4.10, range between 2 (very hard VHE emission) and 6.5 (very soft VHE emission,

almost identical to the exponential cut-off from the 1FGL). High construction

altitudes would allow the detection of more pulsars if their emission was consistent

with an exponential cut-off, while lower site altitudes would increase the detected

VHE γ-ray pulsars population if they had behaviours similar to the one of the

Crab pulsar in the VHE range.

Needless to say, there is no assurance that γ-ray pulsars will cooperate in the

way described above. However, some theoretical models of young and energetic

pulsars as well as old millisecond pulsars speak in favor of pulsed spectral compo-

nents located in the VHE domain [73]. CTA will be the only facility in the near

future capable of solving this problem.
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4.2.4 Prospects for Dark Matter searches in dSph galaxies

As introduced in section 1.2.2, WIMP particles with masses between some tens

of GeV up to a few TeVs represent one of the most popular scenarios for CDM.

Current IACTs have performed several searches for WIMP self-annihilating signals

from different sources with expected rich DM content: galaxy clusters [25, 32, 52,

67], the Galactic Center [28], or dSphs galaxies [30, 49, 51, 65, 70, 75]. CTA is

planned to perform similar searches, making use of its improved FoV and angular

resolution, mainly through deep observations of the Galactic Center and most

promising dSph galaxies.

In one hand the Galactic Center seems to be the best option for DM detection,

given the close distance and high DM content, although diffuse γ-ray galactic emis-

sion is expected, and would hinder an unequivocal DM signature. On the other

hand, dSphs may have lower DM content, but they are background free, with ap-

proximately known DM density profiles. In this section, prospects of dSph galaxies

are explored, assessing the differences between candidate layouts and construction

sites in the performance of the CTA for DM detection. For a more general overview

of the CTA capabilities on Dark Matter prospects see [108], where part of these

results were already published. Note that all dSphs considered in this section (and

astrophysical factors) are extracted from reference [108] listed in table 1.1. They

have been considered as point-like sources for simplicity (although it may be over

optimistic in some cases).

All results that follow assume standard detectability conditions: 5 σ are re-

quired for a detection, with the excess above 10 γ-ray events, 3% of systematics

(more realistic than the 5% considered in other sections) and α = 0.2. The anni-

hilation channels used are the ones present in DAMASCO: τ+τ−, µ+µ−, bb̄, and

W+W− channels from [95], considering 100% branching ratios in each case.

Initially different density profiles are considered, comparing between cusped and

cored ones as in [217], similarly as performed in [108]. The Prod-2 CTA-N layout

candidate “2N” simulated at Tenerife and the CTA-S “2A” array at Namibia

are compared with the Prod-1 candidate “E”. Fig. 4.11a shows the attained

sensitivities on the velocity-averaged annihilation cross-section as a function of

the WIMP mass for 100 hours of observation of the best dSph galaxy candidate
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in the southern hemisphere, Sculptor, both for NFW and cored isothermal DM

halo. CTA-S “2A” candidate array shows a factor ≈ 2 improved upper limits on

<σv> at a WIMP mass mχ = 1 TeV with respect to CTA-N “2N” and Prod-1

“E” candidates.

(a) Prod-1 layout candidates (b) Prod-2 “2A” layout

Figure 4.11: CTA sensitivities on the velocity-averaged annihilation cross-section as
a function of the WIMP mass for 100 hours of observation for different dSph galaxies
and annihilation channels with an integration solid angle (maximizing the astrophysical
factor) ∆Ω = 1 × 10−5 sr. (Left): Sensitivity on Sculptor NFW (black lines) and cored
isothermal (ISO, red lines) DM halo profiles by Prod-2 CTA-N layout candidate “2N”
simulated at Tenerife, the CTA-S “2A” array at Namibia and the Prod-1 candidate “E”.
(Right): CTA sensitivity towards Sculptor bb̄, Ursa Minor bb̄, Segue 1 bb̄, Segue 1 τ+τ−

and Segue 1 µ+µ− channels for CTA-S “2A” layout.

CTA-S “2A” candidate sensitivity in 100 hours is shown in Fig. 4.11b for point-

ing towards the most promising dSph galaxies both for the Northern and Southern

Hemisphere, considering specific annihilation channels with 100% branching ratios:

Sculptor bb̄, Ursa Minor bb̄, Segue 1 bb̄, Segue 1 τ+τ− and Segue 1 µ+µ−. Best

constrains correspond to Segue 1, specifically to the τ+τ− channel for a mχ ≈
300 GeV and to bb̄ for mχ & 2 TeV, more than an order of magnitude away from

other dSphs considered.

These channels are selected to calculate the bounds which CTA will be able
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(a) Prod-1 layout candidates (b) Prod-2 “2A” layout

Figure 4.12: Minimum value of the astrophysical factor (J) required for a 5σ detection
within 100 hours of observation as a function of the WIMP mass. Two annihilation
channels are considered within their valid WIMP mass range: bb̄ (red) and τ+τ− (black).
For reference, Segue 1 estimated astrophysical factor is shown with a grey line. (Left):
Prod-1 candidate layouts “B”, “E” and “C” are considered. (Right): Prod-2 candidates
CTA-N “2N” simulated at Tenerife and the CTA-S “2A” at Namibia are used along with
the Prod-1 “E” layout, for comparison.

to reach on astrophysical factors. The minimum value of the astrophysical factor

(Jmin) required for a 5 σ detection within 100 hours of observation as a function of

the WIMP mass is shown in figures 4.12a and 4.12b, for several Prod-1 and Prod-

2 layouts respectively. Similar limits are attained both for Prod-1 layout “B”

(with 5 central LSTs) and Prod-2 layout “2A” (with 4 central LSTs). This effect

arises from the better QEs considered in Prod-2, closer to the real efficiencies of

current PMTs, which improve low energy performance for Prod-2 layouts. CTA-N

prospects on dSphs, reaching roughly 80% worse limits than standard CTA-S “2A”,

may be of critical importance for CTA DM prospects as Segue 1, currently the

most promising dwarf galaxy (although with larger uncertainties), will be mostly

accessible from the northern hemisphere. Nevertheless, the astrophysical factor

of the dSph needs to exceed 1021 GeV2 cm−5 in order to be detected, which is

only 1 or 2 orders of magnitude away than the limits obtained in the Galactic
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Figure 4.13: Minimum boost factor required for a 5σ detection in 100 h and 250 h by
CTA-S “2A” at the Namibian site for the known dSph shown in Table 1.1 from [108]
and a 300 GeV WIMP annihilating into τ+τ−.

Centre in [108]. Note alternative site altitudes were also tested (“Aar” at 1640 m,

“Leoncito” at 2662 m and “SAC” at 3600 m), and differences are less than the

20% in the detectable astrophysical factors, being the Namibian site the one with

the best prospects.

In order to illustrate CTA capabilities further, an alternative evaluation of the

DM prospects was performed. As briefly introduced in section 1.2.2, the intrinsic

flux of dSphs also depends on the boost factor, BF, which stands for inhomogeneities

within the DM density profiles, translating into an augmented J factor. The

minimum BF required for a detection of each dSph considered is calculated, taking

into account the minimum J factor from Fig. 4.12b for 100 and 250 hours of

observation. Again, branching ratios of a 100% are considered for each channel,

assuming as the thermal cross-section 3 × 10−26cm3s−1. Fig. 4.13 shows these

values for a 300 GeV WIMP particle annihilating into τ+τ−, for 100 and 250

hours of observation considering CTA-S “2A” layout simulated at the Namibian

site. Note this values (log10BF > 1) are not expected from sub-halos in dSph

galaxies, which are predicted to range between 0 < log10BF < 1.
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Chapter 5

Applications of Machine Learning

Algorithms to High Energy

Astrophysics

In previous sections, machine learning algorithms have been mentioned in passing.

In this chapter the applications of such tools within gamma-ray astronomy is

explained, outlining the basic aspects of performance measures, and introduce

new implementations for the Fermi -LAT and the CTA. In section 5.1 a brief

introduction to machine learning algorithms is given, with an special focus on

the algorithms applied in the following sections: In Sec. 5.2 MVA methods are

applied to CTA MC analysis and compared with alternative methods and in Sec.

5.3 they are applied to determine the source type of 2FGL sources.

5.1 Introduction to Machine Learning Algorithms

Machine learning is a whole scientific discipline consisting on the development of

algorithms capable of learning from a data set. These algorithms attempt to find

patterns from provided inputs data-driven and subsequently using these patterns

to perform predictions. They may be the most extended subfield of artificial

intelligence machine learning, and has been applied in every field of science. Some

remarkable examples are the classification of DNA sequences [120, 207, 214], the
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improvement of medical diagnosis [111, 144] and within the astro-particle physics,

enhancing the background suppression and event reconstruction in all kinds of

experiments [13, 60, 97, 180].

Machine learning algorithms come in two flavours: Supervised learning algo-

rithms use labeled datasets with different training parameters or classes. Unsu-

pervised algorithms need no pre-defined labels and aim to separate the provided

datasets into un-biased subclasses. Given the similar nature of signal and back-

ground events within γ-ray astronomy, almost all machine learning methods ap-

plied belong to the supervised algorithms class.

Depending on the desired task and output type, supervised algorithms may be

applied for classification, tagging every prediction to an specific pre-defined cate-

gory (for instance γ/hadron separation) or for regression, providing a prediction

of continuous output (such as energy estimation).

Classification is performed by defining boundaries (decision threshold (DT)) of

the calculated predictions corresponding to the different classes. These are fixed

by searching the values that maximize efficiency on the test samples.

In order to optimize machine learning algorithms and compare different meth-

ods, their performance needs to be measured. Performance measurements are

typically dependent on the desired task to perform. In the case of binary classi-

fiers the straight forward measurement is the classification accuracy, defined as the

percentage of the correct predictions over the total test sample. This measurement

may be too simplistic, as information on the amount of false positives/negatives

with respect to each class type and specially the distribution of predictions over

different DTs may turn out to be useful.

In this chapter two different methods will be applied to measure machine learn-

ing algorithms performance:

• Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve: Represents the performance

of a binary classifier along the different values of the discrimination threshold.

It corresponds to the different values of true positive rate and false positive

rate obtained for each different DT. As different algorithms may be more

efficient at different threshold values, the integral of this curve is usually

used to assess machine learning algorithms performance.
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• Q-value: Is defined as the quotient between the true positives and the square

root of the false positives of the test sample. This value is commonly used

to measure γ/hadron separation performance,and is defined as Q = εγ/
√
εh,

where εγ and εh are the resulting efficiencies of surviving γ-rays and hadrons.

Next two machine learning algorithms are briefly introduced: Sec. 5.1.1 de-

scribes the RF classifier and Sec. 5.1.2 introduces the Support vector machines

(SVM).

5.1.1 Random Forest

Random Forest (RF) is an ensemble classifier that grows a large forest of classi-

fication trees that independently make class estimation [87]. Each decision tree

selects a number of random input features and creates the best split based on an

out of bag (oob) random selected set of the whole training data sample. Once the

decision forest is built, decision thresholds are computed by counting the votes

after running the oob datasets through every tree.

A RF classifier is ideal for data mining and variable selection as it incorporates

efficient ways of calculating feature importance in the training set. This is achieved

by replacing features across classification trees with random values and quantifying

the effect of the changes. If the result of the decisions does not change significantly

after these changes, the feature has a relatively low importance. On the other

hand, if the accuracy rates change dramatically, a particular feature is deemed as

important. There is no need for cross-validation with a separate testing set as the

process itself computes accuracy rates internally.

In addition to the implementation of the RF present in MARS, in this work

the randomForest package [150] is used, which adapts the original Random Forests

[87] for classification and regression to the R language. The randomForest package

provides excellent macros for plotting and tuning algorithm parameters. Alterna-

tive implementations to this algorithm such as the Boosted Decision Trees (BDT)

[115] are used, all within the ROOT library Toolkit for Multivariate Data Analysis

(TMVA) [133].
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5.1.2 Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVM) have proven to be one of the most effective su-

pervised learning algorithms for pattern recognition [102, 174]. The underlying

rationale behind the algorithm seeks to find the optimal margin classifier by con-

structing a separating hyperplane that divides the training set and maximises the

separation between different classes, which can then be used either in classifica-

tion or regression analysis. The points lying closer to the boundaries of a certain

hyperplane are called support vectors. The latter determine the minimum dis-

tances between the hyperplane and their respective classes, the so called margin.

The maximisation of the optimal margin is computed by taking into account only

these vectors, the most representative points to construct the classifier. Complex

separating surfaces can be introduced through the use of kernel functions, which

transform the problem into a linear one in a higher-dimensional space. Polyno-

mial, gaussian or radial plane kernel functions are often used. SVMs excel in

performance handling high-dimensional data that can also incorporate the trade

off between training errors and overall margins parametrized by a scaling factor Γ

and error penalty C.

Several implementations of the SVM algorithm were used in this work. In

Sec. 5.2.2 the implementation within TMVA is used while the analysis presented

in Sec. 5.3.2 was performed under the R programming language, adopting the

e1071 package as the interface to libsvm [96]. Both options offer fast and efficient

SVM applications with automatic parameter tuning and allow the use of different

pre-defined kernel functions.

5.2 MVA in CTA analysis

As introduced in section 3.3.3, there are several applications of multi-variate anal-

ysis (MVA) methods within the CTA analysis used in this work. All these methods

apply the RF from [87] to improve energy resolution and γ/hadron separation. Im-

proving these methods would allow a better estimation of CTA real capabilities,

and provide guidelines to improve its future sensitivity. Also testing alternative

algorithms to perform analogous classification may show improvements directly
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applicable to the current generation of IACTs. In the following section, two analo-

gous methods implemented for the energy reconstruction: LUTs1 and RF. We also

measure performance and assess the difference between the classical and multivari-

ate approach. In Sec. 5.2.2, the possibility of improving the γ/hadron separation

efficiency is tested by implementing new algorithms within the TMVA library in

the CTA MC analysis.

5.2.1 Energy reconstruction

As described in Sec. 3.3.3, there are currently two parallel methods to perform the

energy estimation in the CTA MC analysis using MARS framework. The first de-

veloped approach apply Look-Up Table (LUT) generated for each telescope type,

filled with the energy over size of MC γ-ray events as a function of the impact

parameter and the maximum height. An alternative method was implemented to

improve the energy resolution of simulated array candidates performance, using a

RF performing regression over the following parameters: The stereo reconstructed

maximum height and monoscopic size, impact parameter, width, length, concen-

tration ratio, width∗length
size

, dist2 and the angle between the positive x-axis and the

line projected by the source position and the center of gravity of the image.

To compare both methods, equal data samples from CTA-S candidate layout

“2Q” simulated at the Namibian site are used for the training of the RF and the

LUTs. Subsequent steps in the analysis are performed in the same manner, as a

difference in performance should be ascribed to the different method used in the

energy reconstruction. An equivalent procedure is performed using MC files from

standard CTA-N “2N” layout simulated at the Spanish site location.

As shown in Fig. 5.1, the energy RF method improves resolution in the whole

energy range up to a 50%, with no significant effect on sensitivity nor angular

resolution. Similar results are observed comparing the resolution of the CTA-N

“2N” layout. Note both methods were trained with enough statistics, with identi-

cal training samples, so no further improvement is expected using larger training

datasets. Note the energy resolution requirements imposed by the CTA consor-

1Loop-up tables are simple matrixes of values indexing operations to improve computing
performance.
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Figure 5.1: Relative energy resolution defined as the 68% containment around
Erecon/Etrue = 1. The Black line corresponds to the “2Q” candidate array simulated
at the Namibian site, reconstructing the energy using LUTs. The Blue line corresponds
to the same “2Q” layout simulated at Namibia, using the energy RF. The red thin line
shows CTA requirements on the energy resolution.

tium are not fulfilled above 1 TeV using the LUT method for the reconstruction,

while they are comfortably fulfilled in the whole energy range using the energy

RF.

Fig. 5.2 shows the energy reconstructed over the true energy as a function of

the estimated energy. A similar averaged bias in the energy is added with both

methods, but the energy RF significantly reduces the spread in the distribution

returning more accurate estimations.

The mean gini decrease is the value calculated by the RF to measure each

feature importance in the regression process. Taking a look at the mean gini

decrease from different telescope types, shown in Fig. 5.3, the reason behind the

improvement can be understood. The energy reconstruction through LUTs only

used maximum height and impact parameter to estimate the energy, while RF is

able to take advantage of a larger number of variables which greatly affect the

performance. Maximum height shows low importance, so the LUT is relying on
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Figure 5.2: Reconstructed energy over estimated energy as a function of the estimated
energy. The Black line corresponds to the “2Q” candidate array simulated at the Namib-
ian site, reconstructing the energy with the LUT methods. The Blue line corresponds
to the same “2Q” layout simulated at Namibia, using the energy RF method.

the impact parameter to estimate the energy. Other variables as the log10(Size),

concentratio ratio or Dist2 show as much importance (or event gre ater) than the

impact parameter, information exclusively exploited by the RF method.

5.2.2 Gamma-Hadron separation

As RF was created more than a decade ago, it seems plausible that other algo-

rithms may improve the attained efficiencies. TMVA was implemented to work

within MARS analysis framework, providing a whole variety of different machine

learning algorithms to be applied on CTA MC data. The CTA analysis used in

this work was modified to use TMVA libraries instead of those available within the

MARS package to perform the gamma-hadron separation, evaluating the hadroness

parameter. With current modifications, TMVA libraries could be implemented

within MARS analysis framework, but that was not within the scope of this work.

Once the alternative method was correctly implemented, different machine

learning algorithms were tested:
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Figure 5.3: Mean Gini decrease calculated by the RF of each different telescope type.
The variables are the following: maximum height, log10(Size), impact parameter, width,
length, concentration ratio, width ∗ length/size, the angle between the positive x-axis
and the line projected by the source position and the center of gravity of the image and
dist2

• Boosted Decision Trees (BDT): Alternative to RF, also growing a forest of

decision trees. But individual trees are not independent, weights are applied

consecutively using subsets of trees. Once the forest is created, decision trees

are boosted (typically many times), giving larger weights to signal events

from the training sample. Different boost methods were tested: Gradient

(using different bagging fractions), AdaBoost, Bagging and several combina-

tions from the latter.

• Artificial neural networks (ANN): Similarly as the genetic algorithms, they

are inspired by biological processes seen in nature. It makes use of a sys-

tem of connected “neurons” recursively weighted and transformed by dif-

ferent functions. Two different ANN implementations were tested: The

TMlpANN, implementation in ROOT inspired from the MLPfit package by

Jerome Schwindling, and the CFMlpANN, by Clermont-Ferrand.
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• SVM: Described in Sec. 5.1.2. The following kernels were tested: linear,

polynomial, Gaussian or sigmoidal.

Machine learning algorithms need to be finely tuned in order to significantly

improve the classification efficiency. Each tested algorithm was automatically op-

timized using TMVA methods, maximizing the integral of their ROC curves (de-

scribed in Sec. 5.1). Initially, a higher number of methods were applied to the

training sample. After this unpolished automatic optimization, few algorithms

were selected considering their accuracy: TMVA purely randomized BDTs (equiv-

alent to Breiman’s RF) and two different configurations of the SVM.

As described in the introduction, there are several accepted practices to com-

pare the performance of binary classifiers. Here, we used ROC curves generated

from the selected MVA methods, trained with equal samples and then applied to

identical test samples. The study was performed using CTA MC data of a reduced

layout, composed by the 4 central LSTs present in most candidate arrays. Note the

reduced amount of proton statistics make classification results unreliable at high

energies, consequently just energies below 1 TeV were considered. As pictured in

Fig. 5.4 all methods show good classification, although some differences appear

with a closer look 5.4b.

Note these curves were created from the whole energy range, tuning the MVA

methods with no further selection. As the statistics are dominated by low energy

events, parameter tuning may turn out to be too focused on improving low en-

ergy events classification, as these curves make no distinction between different

energy ranges. These classification algorithms could be improved by tuning differ-

ent methods (with different parameters) as a function of the energy, or weight the

events assigning more importance to the higher energy events, compensating their

low frequencies.

To test the separation power as a function of the energy, the decision threshold

maximizing the quality factor was selected for each energy bin considered, defined

as Q = εγ/
√
εh. Fig. 5.5 shows the obtained Q values as a function of the

energy, showing all methods follow a similar trend, and no significant differences are

observed. This result seems to show that upgrading the algorithm may bring slight

improvement to overall sensitivity. Instead of changing the applied algorithm,
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(a) ROC: full efficiencies range

(b) ROC: region of interest

Figure 5.4: ROC curves of the binary classifiers used for γ-hadron separation: default
RF implementation within the MARS package, SVM with linear kernel and default
tuning, SVM with manually weighted parameters and TMVA BDTs equivalent to the
RF. Up: Whole range of efficiencies, showing a very similar performance of all tested
methods. Down: Same curves over the range of efficiencies between 0.8 and 1, to show
slight differences between tested models.
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Figure 5.5: Q factors as a function of the energy for the different algorithms tested:
default RF implementation within the MARS package, SVM with linear kernel and
default tuning, SVM with manually weighted parameters and TMVA BDTs equivalent
to the RF. Datasets correspond to Prod-1 data corresponding to a reduced layout of the
4 central LSTs. Note the reduced amount of proton statistics make classification results
unreliable at higher energies, so just energies below 1 TeV were considered.

adding new variables carrying information of the shower geometry could lead to

improvements in this area.

5.3 MVA for source type determination in 2FGL

As introduced in Sec. 2.3.1, the extraordinary success of the Fermi mission marks

the beginning of the golden age for γ-ray astrophysics. With 24 months of data,

the Second Fermi LAT Catalogue (2FGL) listed 1873 sources in the 100 MeV to

100 GeV energy range, of which 1092 objects were connected with known AGN at

other wavelengths and 108 were pulsars. While Fermi has greatly mitigated issues

inherent to source localisation in the γ-ray regime, 269 sources in the 2FGL (15%

of the total) remain without obvious counterparts at Galactic latitude |b| ≥ 10◦. In

addition, source determination lacks multi-wavelength counterparts to characterize

AGN subclasses, and 257 extragalactic sources are of uncertain type.
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Such failure to associate the entire Fermi catalogue continues to fuel speculation

about the existence of new types of gamma-ray source classes. In Sec. 5.3.1 MVA

methods are applied as an attempt to unveil the nature of unassociated Fermi

sources investigating the possibility of identifying dark matter subhalo candidates.

In Sec. 5.3.2, in order to understand all the intricacies of the AGN population

and guide multi-wavelength observations, the possibility to predict specific AGN

subclasses based on the observed γ-ray spectral properties is explored.

5.3.1 Sybil

Probably the most intriguing potential sources of γ-ray emission are the dark

matter subhaloes [106, 200]. Numerical CDM simulations suggest that galaxies

like our own are surrounded by a wealth of small dark matter subhaloes that

survived structure formation [140, 169]. Massive subhaloes (M ≥ 107M�) would

correspond to “classical” dwarf galaxies. Less massive ones would be optically

elusive and might only be revealed as γ-ray point sources when WIMP annihilate

to gamma rays [147]. As a result, nearby dark matter subhaloes might be lurking

among the unassociated Fermi sources at high Galactic latitudes. If found, an

annihilation signal from Galactic subhaloes would clinch the first non-gravitational

signature of dark matter.

The hunt for dark matter subhaloes in the Fermi catalogue is currently under-

way [41, 81, 177, 225]. Most approaches involve the hypothesised sharp spectral

cut-off or step expected at the WIMP mass [82]. Assuming that the WIMP mass

falls between 100 MeV and 50 GeV, a dark matter subhalo could be detectable in

the Fermi MeV-GeV band, but would disappear in the GeV-TeV band, effectively

creating a TeV dropout.

Here the possibility of identifying dark matter subhalo candidates is investi-

gated using supervised machine learning algorithms. Rather than starting with an

ad hoc theoretical dark matter spectrum it would be desirable to exploit pattern

recognition of known γ-ray features in associated sources and use this information

to locate outliers that might constitute novel emitters. Machine learning algo-

rithms have already been used to study the 1FGL. For example, [42] investigated

classification trees and logistic regression to predict classes of unassociated sources
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Figure 5.6: γ-ray features ranked in order of importance. MeanDecreaseAccuracy

measures the difference between accuracy rates before and after permutation of individ-
ual features averaged over all trees. Higher percentages indicate more importance.

in the 1FGL based on a set of γ-ray features. K-means clustering was also applied

to help distinguish individual counterparts within Fermi error contours [165].

5.3.1.1 Datasets

To prepare the required dataset, the complete Fermi -LAT 2FGL catalogue was

collected, consisting of 1873 sources (100 MeV-100 GeV) of which 1300 are firmly

identified/associated and 573 are unassociated sources [39, 208]. In total, a list that

includes 800 labelled AGNs (BL Lacs and FSRQ only) and 108 pulsars was consid-

ered. There are additional γ-ray classes in the 2FGL, but AGNs and pulsars are

the largest and most common at |b| ≥ 10◦. Thereby a simple bimodality of classes

was considered. For each of the 908 sources a total of 68 features are reported in

the 2FGL. Features include Galactic latitude, Galactic longitude, spectral index

(Index), variability, curvature index (Curve), and fluxes in five bands. In addition,

four derived features were generated defined by flux ratios FRij = Fluxi/F luxj

between consecutive bands for 0.1–0.3 GeV (Band 1), 0.3–1 GeV (Band 2), 1–3

GeV (Band 3), 3–10 GeV (Band 4), and 10–100 GeV (Band 5) comparable to the

features first introduced by [42].
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To avoid working with too many features that could generate noise in the

classifier, it was first performed an identification of the subset of features that

best discriminates what constitutes an AGN or a pulsar. For that purpose, the

relevance of each feature was computed towards the target class, rank them by

importance, and apply the classifier to a subset of the most relevant ones. Specif-

ically, the measure of importance MeanDecreaseAccuracy was used, implemented

within randomForest [87, 205]. Initially, the accuracy rate is computed for each

tree as the Random Forest is constructed. The value of a particular feature is

then permuted across all the objects while other features are left unchanged and

the accuracy rate is recorded again. The MeanDecreaseAccuracy is the overall

percentage decrease in accuracy rate averaged over all trees. If the feature is im-

portant, there should be a greater decrease in the accuracy rate compared to the

initial one. Figure 5.6 shows the top most important features ranked by impor-

tance. The features that most clearly differentiate AGN and pulsar classes include:

Index, Curve, Variability, and Flux Ratios (FR12, FR23, FR34, and FR45). This

selection is in general agreement with [42] who chose similar features for supervised

classification of the 1FGL. Additional features showed considerably smaller values

in their importance (MeanDecreaseAccuracy) and are thus not considered in the

analysis.

In order to construct and train Sibyl1, the available dataset consists of 800

AGNs and 108 pulsars. However, given the highly imbalanced nature of the sets,

the pulsar sample is replicated to attain a closer size as the AGN class [98, 151].

Practically, the content of the datasets have not changed but the replication mech-

anism adds weight to the minority sample and achieves improved performance in

the classifier.

After matching the AGNs and pulsar datasets, 100 alternate training and test-

ing sets are generated built from randomly selected objects (2/3 and 1/3 of the

sample respectively). They are then used to produce Random Forest models with

500 trees for each training set. For validation, individual performance is evaluated

at each of the 100 testing sets. Accuracy rates are computed directly by compar-

ing the class predicted by Sibyl with the true class for each object in the testing

1In ancient Greece, a sibyl was a person or agency considered to be a source of predictions
or oracles.
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sets. On average, an accuracy rate of 97.1% based is achieved on majority voting

(97.7% for AGNs and 96.5% for pulsars). Inclusion of absolute Galactic latitude |b|
in the classifier lowered AGN and pulsar accuracy rates slightly to 97.4% to 95.5%

respectively. Since pulsars tend to be situated along the Galactic plane and AGN

are more numerous at high Galactic latitude, it is possible that using Galactic

latitude as a feature could introduce a tiny bias against AGN near the Galactic

plane and pulsars away from it [42]. Generally, most of the misclassifications oc-

cur when less than 70% of the individual trees (P < 0.7) agree on a classification.

Figure 5.7 displays the outstanding separation between AGNs and pulsars, which

explains the high accuracy rates obtained by Sibyl.

5.3.1.2 Application to unassociated sources

The designation of 2FGL sources usually falls into three categories: identified,

associated, and unassociated. A firm identification of a γ-ray source can only

be established through contemporaneous temporal variability, similar spatial mor-

phology, or equivalent pulsation at other wavelengths. An association only requires

positional correspondence of a possible counterpart with a 2FGL source. Unasso-

ciated sources lack a formal counterpart at other wavelengths.

Here, a fourth category is considered to designate 2FGL sources: “prediction”.

The objective is twofold: to predict the class of high-latitude unassociated Fermi

objects in the 2FGL; and to produce a list of outliers that could be explored as

potential dark matter subhaloes. For each of the 269 unassociated Fermi sources

at |b| ≥ 10◦, Sibyl provides a prediction that the object is an AGN (PAGN) or

a pulsar (PPulsar) based on individual votes polled from all trees in the decision

forest.

Since the objective is to isolate outliers that might constitute dark matter

subhalo candidates, only Sibyl predictions with P > 0.7 are accepted i.e., at least

70% of the trees agree on the final decision. Otherwise, the object remains without

a prediction. Such threshold value is set based on the results explained in Section

5.3.1.1. In total, Sibyl predicts 216 objects to be AGN and 16 to be pulsars. The

resulting predictions and percentages of voting agreements are listed in Table 5.1.

Finally, the remaining 37 objects left without a firm prediction are the focus of
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Figure 5.7: Properties of Fermi features plotted against each other. Top features in-
clude index, curve, variability, and 1st and 2nd scaling coordinates (1 and 2 respectively)
generated by Sibyl. Two distinct classes are clear: AGNs (red) and pulsars (green).

our outlier study in the next section. It is important to note that under some

specific circumstances, dark matter subhaloes could mimic the spectral properties

of certain pulsars [80, 225]. This possibility is discussed further in 5.3.1.4.

5.3.1.3 Search for dark matter subhaloes in the 2FGL

In order to better understand the nature of the remaining 37 objects their out-

lyingness is computed, which is a measure of how far away an object is from its

closest class. Apart for predicting an object’s class, Random Forest computes the
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Table 5.1: Predictions and voting percentages for unassociated Fermi sources in the
2FGL, ordered by RA

Source PAGN PPulsar Prediction
2FGL J0004.2+2208 0.974 0.026 AGN
2FGL J0014.3–0509 0.992 0.008 AGN
2FGL J0031.0+0724 0.946 0.054 AGN
2FGL J0032.7–5521 0.998 0.002 AGN
2FGL J0039.1+4331 0.776 0.224 AGN
2FGL J0048.8–6347 0.922 0.078 AGN
2FGL J0102.2+0943 0.998 0.002 AGN
2FGL J0103.8+1324 0.998 0.002 AGN
2FGL J0106.5+4854 0.406 0.594 –
2FGL J0116.6–6153 0.992 0.008 AGN
2FGL J0124.6–2322 0.998 0.002 AGN
2FGL J0129.4+2618 0.820 0.180 AGN
2FGL J0133.4–4408 0.968 0.032 AGN
2FGL J0143.6–5844 1.000 0.000 AGN
2FGL J0158.4+0107 0.990 0.010 AGN

Note: The complete list of predictions is available at
http://www.gae.ucm.es/~mirabal/sibyl.html

proximity of each predicted Fermi object n to every element k within each class∑
εclass prox(n, k). Formally, each individual proximity prox(n, k) is computed as

the fraction of trees in which elements n and k fall in the same terminal node

[87, 150]. The outlyingness of an element n is calculated as the reciprocal sum

of the squared proximities to all objects within its class. This outlying measure

is normalised by subtracting the median and dividing by the absolute deviation

from the median [150]. Larger outlyingness values are common in objects that are

extremely different from the average, which could correspond to dark matter sub-

haloes. Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of outlyingness for the 37 objects without

firm predictions. For comparison, the outlyingness for the remaining 232 objects

that were predicted by Sibyl in the previous section is also plotted. Additionally,

Table 5.2 lists the five objects with the largest outlyingness.

Given that outlyingness values much greater than 10 usually indicate novel

cases [87], there is no strong indication of novelties (significant outliers) among

the 37 objects without firm predictions. The top five outliers have an average
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of outlyingness for the 37 objects without firm predictions
(shaded circles) and the 232 predicted by Sibyl (open circles). The top outliers are
summarised in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Top outliers among high-latitude unassociated sources in the 2FGL

Source PAGN Outlyingness
2FGL J0953.6–1504 0.658 9.0
2FGL J0418.9+6636 0.574 7.2
2FGL J1710.0–0323 0.500 7.1
2FGL J0533.9+6759 0.336 6.6
2FGL J0336.0+7504 0.476 6.2

flux of 1.1 × 10−9 ph cm−2 s−1 (1–100 GeV) while unassociated source fluxes at

high latitudes range from 7.7 × 10−9 to 1.1 × 10−10 ph cm−2 s−1. Thus, they

are not necessarily the faintest sources in the dataset. On the other hand, the

mean photon index of sources in Table 5.2 is 2.2± 0.3, while photon indices in the

unassociated sample range from 1.1 to about 3.0. Inspection of individual features

in this manner yields limited insight into what makes these outliers stand out from

the rest of the sample. As mentioned before, the exploration of the entire feature

space is precisely where the supervised learning algorithm excels. Unfortunately,

Sibyl cannot assess by itself whether the outlyingness is due to an anomaly in the

data taking process, a simple variation within known Fermi classes, or a true novel
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source class such as dark matter annihilation in Galactic subhaloes.

5.3.1.4 Discussion

The results show that machine learning algorithms provide a reasonable route not

only to predict unassociated AGN/pulsars in the 2FGL, but also to produce a list

of sources with unusual features that could be explored as potential dark matter

subhalo candidates. After training on 908 identified/associated Fermi objects,

Sibyl has been applied to predict the class of unassociated Fermi sources in the

2FGL. Out of 269 unassociated sources at high latitudes, 216 are found to be AGN

candidates and 16 are considered potential pulsars with prediction accuracy rates

greater than 96.5%. Sibyl has also produced a list of 37 outlier objects; however,

none of these exhibits significant outlyingness that can be directly connected to new

γ-ray classes (including dark matter subhaloes) at this point. Note these results

are strict predictions based on pattern recognition and thus a rigorous source

identification process will have to localise actual counterparts at other wavelengths.

The results leave some room, albeit very small, to accommodate dark mat-

ter subhaloes or alternative source classes in the 2FGL. These pockets could be

targeted to exhaust all possibilities. Looking forward, zooming in on a reduced

group of sources might be a wise observational strategy. For obvious reasons, the

set of objects with the largest outlyingness could be a reasonable place to con-

duct a dedicated survey. If dark matter consists of particles with a mass below 60

GeV [135], dark matter subhaloes might also be camouflaging among the ranks of

predicted pulsars as their spectral signature could be similar to the pronounced

spectral cut-off predicted by certain dark matter models. However, a number of

these sources could be old radio-quiet pulsars which will complicate the search for

a counterpart [137].

There are a number of issues that need further exploration. For instance, the

predictions are heavily dependent on the robustness of the spectral parameters

listed in the 2FGL. Most machine learning algorithms lack a proper treatment

of uncertainties in each of the features considered [94, 172]. Inclusion of uncer-

tainties as individual features in Sibyl did not yield improved performances in our

predictions. With additional years of flight, Fermi will likely keep improving the
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accuracy of the γ-ray features. However, attempts should be made to account for

feature errors properly.

Ultimately, the main reason that a large Fermi fraction remains unassociated

to begin with has to do with the quality of localisations in the γ-ray band. At

faint flux levels, it becomes ever more difficult to associate a Fermi source with

a particular counterpart. The best association procedures rely on positional co-

incidences and correlations with flat-spectrum radio sources [39]. None the less,

considering the results presented here and the scatter in γ-ray flux it seems likely

that many of the unassociated sources at high latitude are AGNs or mid-latitude

pulsars with somewhat fainter radio fluxes than their brighter cousins.

Without a major breakthrough in localisations, the actual counterparts of most

unassociated Fermi objects will be difficult to pinpoint in the short term. Eventu-

ally, a significant improvement in localisations will come, particularly for Galactic

sources, courtesy of the future CTA that will achieve enhanced angular resolution

within the TeV range, as shown in Fig. 2.8.

5.3.2 AGN type determination

Out of the 1092 sources designated as AGN in the 2FGL, 436 are BL Lac, 370 are

FSRQ, 12 are radio galaxies, 6 are Seyferts and 11 are other AGN. Despite this im-

portant level of achieved sophistication, the remaining 257 sources are designated

as active galaxies of uncertain type (AGU) that total 25% of all AGN. Generally,

AGU are positionally coincident with flat-spectrum radio sources showing distinc-

tive broad-band blazar characteristics, but lacking reliable optical measurements

[39].

In order to understand all the intricacies of the AGN population, it is important

to take further steps to assess the nature and redshift of the sources classified as

AGU. In the past, this has been accomplished via a two-step approach. The initial

classification of an AGN relies on painstakingly dedicated optical spectroscopy to

help identify unique emission or absorption features [196]. If no significant features

are found, the second step consists of multi-band photometry to help estimate the

redshift of suspected BL Lacs [162, 186, 194].

Without optical spectroscopy, generally there is no sufficient information to
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directly determine whether an individual source is a BL Lac or a FSRQ. Unfor-

tunately, optical spectral observations are taxing and can take years to complete.

Ideally, one would like to find a discriminator for distinct source subclasses that

relies solely on readily available observational characteristics. Recently, [160] in-

troduced a method that helps recognise γ-ray blazar subclass based on infrared

colours from the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE). In this section,

the possibility of determining AGN subclass for Fermi sources directly from γ-

ray spectral features extracted from the 2FGL is explored.

In particular, two supervised machine learning algorithms are employed, Ran-

dom Forests and Support Vector Machines, initially trained on identified/associated

AGN and subsequently used to infer specific blazar subclass of AGN of uncertain

type. This section may be considered a natural extension of previous machine-

learning strategies introduced to predict source class in unassociated Fermi point

sources [42, 148, 166].

5.3.2.1 Datasets

In this case, the trained classifiers needs to distinguish between two AGN classes:

BL Lacertae (BL Lac) and flat-spectrum radio quasars (FSRQ). In the 2FGL, there

are a total set of 1074 identified/associated AGN objects with the following labels:

“bzb” (BL Lacs), “bzq” (FSRQs), “agn” (other non-blazar AGN) and “agu” (ac-

tive galaxies of uncertain type). From this global set, identified/associated blazars

(“bzb” and “bzq” labels) are grouped as the training/testing set of the used algo-

rithms. Training dataset is composed of 806 sources, divided in a fairly balanced

manner that includes 370 FSRQs and 436 BL Lacs. In addition, undetermined

sources (“agu” labels) are placed in a separate dataset consisting of the 257 ob-

jects. Once the algorithms are trained and tested, the classifiers are applied to the

latter. Note that the initial approach is a simple binary classification problem that

attempts to distinguish whether an individual AGU is a BL Lac or a FSRQ. It is

possible that other subclasses are represented within the AGU dataset. However,

additional AGN subclasses only account for 3% of the whole sample.

The next step involves choosing from the different γ-ray spectral features avail-

able for each source. Although the algorithms are not strongly affected by noise,
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it is relevant to limit misleading features that might affect the characterisation.

Initially, all basic features reported in the 2FGL [208] are selected. As in Sec.

5.3.1, Hardness Ratios (HRi = Fluxi − Fluxj/F luxi + Fluxj) and Flux Ratios

(FRij = Fluxi/F luxj) are supplemented, ending up with a set of 20 distinct fea-

tures. Armed with this set of variables, feature importance is computed to find

those most representative with a robust method already implemented in the ran-

domForest package [150, 166]. This process outputs two measures of importance:

MeanDecreaseAccuracy and MeanDecreaseGini. Both are excellent indicators of

feature relevance [87].

Once feature importance measures are computed, new sets of data are cre-

ated with different number of features by iteratively removing the variables with

lower MeanDecreaseAccuracy, and comparing accuracy rates attained by RF and

SVM algorithms on these sets. Although RF does not require a tailored train-

ing/testing analysis to estimate accuracy rates, it is useful to compare both algo-

rithms directly with identical training/testing sets. Through feature selection, the

initial 20 features is downsized to a final set of 9. The final set of variables in-

cludes (ordered by decreasing MeanDecreaseGini) Powerlaw Index (76.6), Pivot

Energy (59.2), Flux Density (27.1), Variability Index (20.1), Flux1000 (12.6),

and four Hardness Ratios: HR2 (19.4), HR1 (17.5), HR3 (14.4) & HR4 (10.6).

Features considered but later discarded include Spectral Index, Energy Flux,

Curvature Index, Flux in five different energy ranges, and Flux Ratios.

The top two most representative features for AGN subclass determination are

Powerlaw Index and Pivot Energy. The clean separation between blazars is

obvious in Fig. 5.9 and it intuitively stands on observational arguments. As

explained in [39], there is a well established spectral difference in the LAT energy

range between FSRQs and BL Lacs. In general, the AGN IC peak is located at

lower energies for FSRQs and at higher energies for BL Lac objects. Typical values

are 1 MeV – 1 GeV for FSRQ and 100 MeV – 100 GeV for BL Lacs respectively

[16].

The overall effect is that FSRQs show softer spectra than BL Lacs, and there-

fore, higher values of Powerlaw Index. Pivot Energy is defined as the energy at

which the relative uncertainty on the differential flux is minimal. It is also an esti-

mate of the point where the covariance of Powerlaw Index and Flux Density is
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(a) Powerlaw Index (b) Pivot Energy

Figure 5.9: Distributions of Powerlaw Index (left) and Pivot Energy (right) for iden-
tified/associated BL Lacs (black) and FSRQs (grey). The filled areas show results for
AGU: Predicted BL Lacs (filled dark area) and predicted FSRQs (filled light area).

minimised [208]. The relative dominance of lower energy events for FSRQs places

the general location of the Pivot energy at lower energies compared to BL Lac

spectra. As a result, the difference found in Pivot Energy between both popu-

lations can be understood as the overall effect of the spectral characteristics of

FSRQs and BL Lacs produced by the difference on the position of IC peak in the

spectral energy distribution for both populations.

Both SVM and RF algorithms require parameter tuning to achieve their best

performance. In the case of SVMs, there is an automatic tuning process best.tune

that returns the appropriate values of C and γ for a particular kernel function

and training set. In order to make a selection, the classification accuracies were

scanned for different kernel functions and used the tuned parameters to discrim-

inate amongst them. Linear, polynomial, sigmoid, and radial kernels were tested.

For the final training set, a C-classification linear kernel with C = 1 and γ = 0.11

was used. For RF, tuneRF() performs an automatic search for the most efficient

number of features used per classification tree for a chosen training set [150]. Ul-

timately, 9 spectral features were employed, four variables randomly sampled at

each split (node size), and a total of 5000 trees.
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After culling the datasets with the chosen features and tuning the algorithms for

best performance, testing is performed to estimate the error of the resulting classi-

fication. As the training set, a random selection of 2/3 of all identified/associated

AGN was used and the remaining 1/3 as a the testing set. To estimate the accu-

racy rates, the actual source class was compared with the class predicted by each

classifier. For 500 of these training and testing sets, average accuracy rates of 85%

were obtained, adopting a decision threshold of P > 0.5 for both RF and SVM.

Note that with such threshold there are few ambiguous events since both PSVM

and PRF are required to be greater than 0.5. Is a more conservative condition is

considered, for instance P > 0.8, the accuracy rates improve up to 94%. In this

case, there is a bigger fraction of the sample that remains untagged.

For further verification, accuracy rates were calculated by leaving one object

out from the training set and using that single object as the testing set. The leave-

one-out cross validation rate is 85% for common decision threshold of P > 0.5 and

95% with P > 0.8 showing that larger training sets do not produce significant

increases in accuracy rates.

5.3.2.2 Results

Once the classifiers have been trained and tested, both algorithms are applied

to the set of AGN of uncertain type. For each of the 257 AGU, the classifiers

return a decision threshold that an individual object is a BL Lac (Pbzb) or a FSRQ

(Pbzq), where Pbzq = 1 − Pbzb. A fraction of the resulting predictions is listed in

Table 5.3. Decision thresholds Pbzb calculated with both RF and SVMs are shown,

as well as a class prediction satisfying the condition P (RF ) and P (SVM) >

0.8. Fig. 5.10 shows P (RF ) and P (SVM) values obtained with each classifier

for the 257 sources. Overall, there is an agreement rate of 91% between the

algorithms. Though there are some discrepancies (for instance RF show higher

BL Lac classification rates than SVMs), the results are outstanding considering

the distinct underlying assumptions of the algorithms.

Table 5.4 shows overall numbers sorted according to different criteria imposed

for both RF and SVM classification. In particular the predicted number of oc-

currences is listed in terms of different decision thresholds (P > 0.5, 0.8, and
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Table 5.3: Predictions for Fermi AGN of uncertain type in the 2FGL, ordered by RA.
Threshold values Pbzb < 0.2 (in the case of FSRQs) and Pbzb > 0.8 (in the case of BL
Lacs) must be met in both methods.

Source Pbzb (RF) Pbzb (SVM) Prediction
2FGL J0001.7-4159 0.84 0.80 bzb
2FGL J0009.1+5030 0.97 0.95 bzb
2FGL J0009.9-3206 0.53 0.57 -
2FGL J0010.5+6556c 0.14 0.07 bzq
2FGL J0018.8-8154 0.69 0.80 -
2FGL J0019.4-5645 0.16 0.04 bzq
2FGL J0022.2-1853 0.99 1.00 bzb
2FGL J0022.3-5141 0.46 0.50 -
2FGL J0038.7-2215 0.99 1.00 bzb
2FGL J0044.7-3702 0.06 0.04 bzq
2FGL J0045.5+1218 0.91 0.85 bzb
2FGL J0051.4-6241 1.00 1.00 bzb
2FGL J0055.0-2454 1.00 0.99 bzb
2FGL J0056.8-2111 0.97 0.99 bzb
2FGL J0059.2-0151 0.95 0.99 bzb
2FGL J0059.7-5700 0.03 0.02 bzq
2FGL J0103.5+5336 0.93 0.94 bzb
2FGL J0110.3+6805 0.86 0.68 -
2FGL J0118.6-4631 0.96 0.98 bzb
2FGL J0127.2+0324 0.98 0.99 bzb
2FGL J0131.1+6121 0.93 0.97 bzb
2FGL J0134.4+2636 0.99 0.97 bzb
2FGL J0137.7+5811 0.44 0.38 -
2FGL J0146.6-5206 0.95 0.92 bzb

Note: The complete list of predictions is available at
http://www.gae.ucm.es/~thassan/agus.html.
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Figure 5.10: Decision threshold Pbzb obtained with RF versus Pbzb estimated by SVM
for 257 AGU in the 2FGL. Dashed squares contain sources with common decision thresh-
old over 0.8, classified with accuracy rates over 94%.

Table 5.4: Number of predicted AGU sources as a function of decision threshold.

RF SVMs Both
bzb bzq bzb bzq bzb bzq

P > 0.5 173 84 161 96 156 79
P > 0.8 129 46 112 63 106 39
P > 0.95 64 12 64 19 47 5

0.95). Individual algorithms and coincidences satisfying said conditions are in-

cluded. Combining results from both classifiers and requiring P > 0.5, 235 (156

BL Lacs and 79 FSRQs) out of 257 objects are consistent with the properties

of known γ-ray blazars. In order to place these results in context with identi-

fied/associated Fermi AGN, Fig. 5.11 shows the photon spectral index versus the

flux (E > 100 MeV) of identified/associated BL Lacs and FSRQs overlaid with

the AGU predictions from this work.
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Figure 5.11: Photon spectral index versus log flux above 100 MeV for identi-
fied/associated BL Lacs (dark contour) and FSRQs (light contour). Predicted BL Lacs
(filled circles) and predicted FSRQs (open circles) from the AGU dataset are shown over
the contours.

5.3.2.3 Outlier detection and potential biases

Throughout, it is assumed that the classification of γ-ray AGN subclass falls along

the two main blazar categories i.e. BL Lacs and FSRQs. Without final spec-

troscopy it is impossible to rule that other AGN subclasses are present in the AGU

sample. As commented before, there is a minority of other subclasses in the 2FGL

including Seyferts, radio galaxies and other AGN that have not been considered

thus far. The main justification for ignoring further atomisation into subclasses is

that blazars account for 97% of the identified/associated AGN sample. However,

it is important to consider that a more complex mixture of AGN subclasses is

possible. Fortunately, machine-learning algorithms excel at separating rare and

unique objects from the dataset.

Adopting the method introduced in Sec. 5.3.1, a search is performed for AGU

outliers that could potentially belong to other minority AGN subclasses. For this

purpose, the outlying measure of each object is computed, defined as the reciprocal
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sum of the squared proximities to all objects within its class. Outliers are defined

as objects having small proximities to the rest of objects. Practically, RF returns

proximities prox(n, k) that represent the fraction of trees in which elements n and

k fall in the same terminal node [87, 150]. Generally, anomalies are identified with

outlier measures larger than 10. No source was found with such values, as a result

there is no clear evidence of outliers in the AGU sample. For completeness, note

that the highest values in the dataset correspond to 2FGL J1825.1–5231, 2FGL

J1816.7–4942, and 2FGL J0022.3–5141 respectively.

This possibility is constraint further by retraining and testing the SVMs and

RF algorithms with the full range of associated AGN subclasses present in the

2FGL. Given the size of the minority subclasses, care was taken to weight the

classes appropriately to compensate the differences in the training sets. Taking

into account additional AGN subclasses, at most 11 objects might belong to other

AGN subclasses (P < 0.6). Therefore, there is no strong indication of contam-

ination from additional subclasses. Taken together, both approaches limit the

presence of other AGN subclasses in the AGU dataset. It is possible that the

result simply reflects the small number statistics of additional AGN subclasses.

A full characterization might improve in the future as Fermi expands its source

catalogue.

5.3.2.4 Application to unassociated Fermi objects

In Sec. 5.3.1, class predictions were performed for the sample of unassociated

Fermi sources at |b| ≥ 10◦. In that initial approach, sources were sorted in broad

AGN and pulsar categories. Given the success with further AGN subclasses, it may

be interesting to extend the approach to all unassociated Fermi sources tagged as

AGN. Using the same optimised models, the algorithms are applied to the 216

sources predicted as AGN in Sec. 5.3.1. The resulting predictions are shown in

Table 5.5 with the same conditions adopted earlier. In this case, only 30% of the

sources reach decision thresholds larger than P > 0.8 in both RF and SVM.
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Table 5.5: Predictions for unassociated Fermi objects tagged as AGN by [166], ordered
by RA.

Source Pbzb (RF) Pbzb (SVM) Prediction
2FGL J0004.2+2208 0.15 0.11 bzq
2FGL J0014.3-0509 0.37 0.19 -
2FGL J0031.0+0724 0.97 0.94 bzb
2FGL J0032.7-5521 0.41 0.28 -
2FGL J0039.1+4331 0.87 0.99 bzb
2FGL J0048.8-6347 0.91 0.76 -
2FGL J0102.2+0943 0.90 0.89 bzb
2FGL J0103.8+1324 0.94 0.95 bzb
2FGL J0116.6-6153 0.97 0.99 bzb
2FGL J0124.6-2322 0.49 0.66 -
2FGL J0129.4+2618 0.19 0.05 bzq
2FGL J0133.4-4408 0.63 0.73 -
2FGL J0143.6-5844 1.00 0.99 bzb
2FGL J0158.4+0107 0.36 0.26 -
2FGL J0158.6+8558 0.06 0.07 bzq
2FGL J0200.4-4105 0.98 0.99 bzb
2FGL J0221.2+2516 0.99 0.99 bzb
2FGL J0226.1+0943 0.66 0.76 -
2FGL J0227.7+2249 0.89 0.95 bzb
2FGL J0239.5+1324 0.99 0.95 bzb
2FGL J0251.0+2557 0.37 0.19 -
2FGL J0305.0-1602 0.99 1.00 bzb
2FGL J0312.5-0914 0.93 0.69 -
2FGL J0312.8+2013 0.91 0.97 bzb

Note: The complete list of predictions is available at
http://www.gae.ucm.es/~thassan/agus.html.
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5.3.2.5 Discussion

RF and SVM classifiers were used to predict specific source subclasses for γ-

ray AGN of uncertain type, by learning from features extracted from associated

AGN in the 2FGL. Both algorithms are successful in capturing the properties of

γ-ray AGN reaching accuracy rates of 85%. This effort shows that 235 out of 269

AGN of uncertain type have properties consistent with γ-ray BL Lacs and FSRQs,

with decision thresholds over 0.8. Comparison of these predictions with the sample

of associated AGN verify that similar populations are traced (Fig. 5.11). Nev-

ertheless, without high-quality spectral observations, final counterpart association

will have to wait for dedicated optical spectroscopy.

Apart from internal training and testing, results are cross-matched with a re-

cent study showing that blazars can be recognised and separated from other ex-

tragalactic sources using infrared colours [160]. Class characterisation has been

performed for Fermi AGN of uncertain type taking advantage of this total strip

parameter traced by BL Lacs and FSRQs. The possibility of comparing obtained

predictions with the source classes inferred from IR colours is ideal, as both meth-

ods are independent. For a subset of 54 overlapping sources listed in [160], predic-

tions obtained in this work match in 85% of the objects with the P > 0.5 decision

threshold, and the agreement rate improves to 93% for the 33 objects satisfying

the P > 0.8 condition. The excellent agreement suggests that the method is viable

and that infrared colours can not only recognise generic blazars but also provide

information about specific blazar subclass i.e. BL Lac or FSRQ. More importantly,

this cross-validation reinforces the power and possibilities of machine-learning al-

gorithms as source classifiers in γ-ray astrophysics.

Even though the initial approach aimed to distinguish between BL Lacs and

FSRQs, the possibility that other subclasses are represented within the AGU

dataset was also considered. No clear outliers have been found within the lat-

ter. Training and testing after taking into consideration additional subclasses

finds only 11 objects (P < 0.6) that might have been missed with a binary classifi-

cation. This is consistent with findings indicating that additional AGN subclasses

(Seyferts, radio galaxies and other AGN) account for a 3% of the whole AGN

sample. There might be a bias introduced by the relative rarity of minority ob-
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jects. Nevertheless, AGN of unknown type are most likely dominated by BL Lac

or FSRQ, in agreement with [160].

The clear intent of this effort is to characterise the entire γ-ray population. It is

expected that these results can help observers in future spectral and photometric

endeavours aimed at classifying the entire AGN counterpart sample. Additionally,

this work can help discriminate targets for follow-up studies of AGN at even higher

γ-ray energies with ground-based IACTs (MAGIC, H.E.S.S., VERITAS). Viewing

forward, γ-ray spectral features will be nicely complemented with the future CTA,

expected to increase spectral coverage and sensitivity. The design of future survey

pointing strategies for CTA [110] will also benefit from object lists such as the one

presented in this work by boosting the AGN target pool available. In the shorter

term, an obvious improvement that lies ahead is to incorporate multi-wavelength

(radio, optical, X-ray) entries to complement individual classifying features.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis, I have presented results on the sensitivity studies performed for the

CTA collaboration, evaluating through the analysis of large-scale MC simulations

the observatory performance, along with an estimation of its future potential on

specific physics cases. Together with the testing and development of the analysis

tools employed, these results are critical to understand CTA’s future capabili-

ties, the efficiency of different telescope placement approaches and the effect on

performance of the construction site related to parameters such as the altitude

or the GF. The Northern Hemisphere proposed construction sites were analyzed

and evaluated, providing an accurate estimation of their capabilities to host the

observatory.

As for the CTA layout candidates, an unbiased comparison of the different

arrays proposed by the collaboration was performed, using the Fermi -LAT cat-

alogs to forecast the performance of each array over specific scientific cases. In

addition, the application of machine learning algorithms on γ-ray astronomy was

studied, comparing alternative methods for energy reconstruction and background

suppression and introducing new applications to these algorithms, such as the

determination of γ-ray source types through the training of their spectral features.

The main conclusions of this work will be divided into the three main studied

topics:

CTA sensitivity studies: The analysis presented here of both CTA-N and

CTA-S candidates represents the most comprehensive study of CTA capabilities
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performed by the collaboration to date. Experience gained with the improvement

of this software will guide the future CTA analysis pipelines by comparing the

attained sensitivity by alternative analysis chains. From these results, both CTA-

N and CTA-S candidates “2N” and “2Q” fulfill the sensitivity, angular and energy

resolution, effective area and off-axis performance requirements. MC simulations

provide an useful test-bench for the different designs within the CTA project, and

Prod-2 results demonstrate their correct implementation would attain the desired

performance and potential scientific output.

The Schwarzschild-Couder (SC) IACT design, mounted on the SC-MST and

SC-SSTs (both ASTRI and CHEC), show promising capabilities specially in terms

of angular resolution and off-axis performance. Concerning the planned SC-MST

extension, the halo approach wins over the interleaved option both in terms of

sensitivity and angular resolution, providing specific constraints on the future CTA

baseline. If the SC-MSTs extension is constructed in a layout with MSTs, the latter

should be placed surrounding the center of the array, maximizing the amount of

low energy events reconstructed by LSTs and MSTs while improving the direction

reconstruction and collection area of the showers with energies within the CTA core

energy range. Off-axis performance will be also boosted by a 20%, significantly

improving CTA surveying capabilities and the chances of serendipitous discoveries.

Regarding the evaluation of the Northern Hemisphere site candidates presented

in this work, the main performance differences were dominated by the strong Geo-

magnetic field affecting all proposed sites, overshadowing the effect of the con-

struction altitude, which was initially though to be dominant for the low energy

performance. Higher elevations turned out to be double-edged, significantly de-

creasing high energy performance, which favoured layouts of moderate altitudes.

The average goo-magnetic field effect presented in this thesis was included in the

CTA Site Evaluation Summary along with the calculated PPuTs. Given the small

differences (within the calculated uncertainties) between the over-all sites capabili-

ties, the main conclusion is that all studied sites fulfilled performance requirements.

Concerning the Spanish proposed sites, dedicated MC simulations have shown

that moderate increased level of NSB, like the one observed in the Tenerife site,

would have a negligible effect on performance above 100 GeV (with sensitivity

losses below the 2%). In addition, moderate baseline modifications were applied
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to the standard CTA-N layout to fit in the Observatorio del Roque de los Mucha-

chos (La Palma, Spain). No sensitivity losses were reported except for a slight

angular resolution loss above 10 TeV, expected to disappear with the use of more

sophisticated direction reconstruction methods.

CTA forecast: A software package was developed by the author of this work to

calculate the significance level of detection attained by CTA observations on Fermi -

LAT sources using the IRFs of different layout candidates. The main conclusions

regarding the physics cases studied in this work are listed below:

• Source populations: Considering the galactic and extragalactic populations

accesible to the future CTA, layouts with higher number of LSTs, such as

“B” or “E” arrays, would detect a larger amount (∼ 10%) of sources with

equivalent observation times. Sites located at moderate altitudes (such as

the Namibian site, at 1640 m) are also preferred, improving coverage by a

5-10%. In any case, all considered layouts achieve outstanding results, with

galactic populations of more than 70 sources with individual exposure times

of 5 hr. Under the consideration of an extragalactic survey, 20 sources would

be detectable with 0.5 hr of individual observation, increased to 80 objects

if 5 hr are considered. This forecast was included in [110].

• AGNs: By performing follow-up observations of known Fermi sources at

lower frequencies, more than 200 AGNs could be accessible to CTA with

exposure times lower than 50 hours, irrespective to observability conditions.

Blazars at distances up to z ≈ 2 are expected to be detected in their quiescent

state, although more distant sources are expected to be detected during

flaring states. The CTA-N site will greatly affect these numbers, as more than

the 50% of these sources are only observable from the Northern Hemisphere.

Favoured layouts are again “B” or “E” arrays, built at moderate altitudes.

These results were part of [198].

• Pulsars: Under the hypothesis that the existence of VHE-tails is a universal

feature in γ-ray pulsars, ≈ 20 pulsars would be detectable by CTA. This

represents a large fraction (up to 40%) of the brightest Fermi pulsars. CTA
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configurations with more LSTs are preferred, as pulsar detection falls in

the low energy range (30 to 200 GeV). High construction altitudes would

allow the detection of more pulsars if their emission was consistent with an

exponential cut-off, while lower site altitudes would increase the detected

VHE γ-ray pulsars population if they had similar behaviour as the Crab

pulsar in the VHE range. No γ-ray emission was considered from any PWN,

so these results may be too optimistic (although valid for layout comparison).

These were included in [105].

• DM prospects: The Galactic Center will be the best candidate for constrain-

ing DM models considering γ-ray emission through WIMPs annihilation,

although a detection in this regime could be attributed to other emitters.

As for dSph, Segue 1 will be the most encouraging object for this kind of

study and it is only reachable from the Northern hemisphere. Predictions

seem to show that boost factors BF ≈ 15 are required for a detection for ob-

servations of 250 hr considering a 300 GeV WIMP purely annihilating into

τ+τ−. For WIMP masses bellow 1 TeV, “B” or “E” arrays are preferred

while other layouts with greater VHE capabilities (such as “C”) are favored

for higher masses. In any case, CTA will be the only facility capable of pro-

viding competitive constraints at these energies, with the possibility of an

unequivocal DM detection. These results were published in [108].

Machine learning applications: In this work, machine learning algorithms

performance and a wide range of applications were studied, from high-performance

event classification for Cherenkov telescopes to novel applications of source classi-

fication of γ-ray source catalogs, which will be crucial in the CTA era.

Improvements in the event classification will be critical in order to detect the

faintest sources, specially improving the low and core energy ranges. Energy esti-

mation is proofed to be boosted in the whole range of energies by using machine

learning algorithms by a factor 2. Concerning γ-hadron separation, several algo-

rithms were tested: the purely randomized Random Forest resulted to outperform

considered alternatives, such as Neural Networks or Support Vector Machines.

Note that electrons are the main source of background for energies between 100
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GeV and 10 TeV, so improved γ-e− separation methods, with the inclusion of new

parameters to discern between them, could be the key to improve the future CTA

sensitivity.

With the growing Fermi -LAT catalogs and the future addition of HAWC and

CTA detections, source type classification algorithms will be a necessity once a

new much expanded very high energy source catalog is produced. In this work,

two classification methods are proposed showing excellent results. Unassociated

sources with positions coincident with the galactic plane are classified into AGNs

or pulsars with accuracy rates of 97.1%. No clear outliers were found, showing all

sources could be well described by these two classes. As a second step, further clas-

sification was performed to understand all the intricacies of the AGN population,

discerning between FSRQ and BL Lac sub-types. In this case, average accuracy

rates of 85% are obtained, given the similarities of both AGN classes. The results

of both studies were published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical

Society (MNRAS) [124, 166].

As this thesis was completed, Chile was selected as the first choice for CTA-S

and La Palma the best option for CTA-N. In the future we can now focus intently

in studying what we hope to accomplish from these two very specific sites. The

work presented here is just the first step towards realizing that goal before the

final CTA construction.
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Appendix A

Extended Atmospheric Showers

As already mentioned in chapter 2, our atmosphere is constantly being hit by

high energy cosmic particles. This collisions produce cascades of sub-particles

called Extensive Air Shower (EAS). This appendix should be considered as an

introduction to the physics involved in EAS, to help the reader understand where

Cherenkov photons are comming from, and the differences between hadronic, lep-

tonic and electromagnetic showers. These differences are of great importance for

background suppression in the IACT technique.

First, in Sec. A.1 a short explanation of the Cherenkov radiation is provided,

to understand EAS photons origin. Then, EAS particle production along the

atmosphere is described for γ-rayand Cosmic Ray (CR) induced showers. This

appendix ends with a brief explanation to the Geomagnetic field effect over pure

electromagnetic cascades.

Further detailed information about extended air showers can be found in [171].

A.1 The Cherenkov radiation

Cherenkov radiation is the electromagnetic radiation a charged particle emits while

traveling in a dielectric medium faster than the velocity of light. It was discovered

and named after the Soviet scientist Pavel Alekseyevich Cherenkov, Nobel Prize
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A. Extended atmospheric showers

winner in 1958 due to the experimental detection of this effect.

The origin of Cherenkov radiation is shown in Fig. A.1. Along the path of

the charged particle, the medium becomes electrically polarized. If in a certain

medium of refraction index n the particle travels at inferior velocity than the local

velocity of light v < c/n, the disturbed medium relaxes back to an equilibrium

as the particle transits through, as the net polarization field is null due to the

symmetric arrangement of the dipoles. In the case where the particle velocity is

greater than v > c/n, the medium is not able to relax back elastically and the

polarization gets asymmetric (as shown in Fig. A.1a), leaving a disturbance in the

wake of the particle radiating as a coherent shock-wave (as shown in Fig. A.1b) the

energy contained in the disturbance, reorienting the asymmetric dipoles, emitting

Cherenkov photons.
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(a) Medium polarization (b) Cherenkov emission angle
and shock wave front

Figure A.1: Fig. A.1a: Medium polarization due to a charged particle traveling slower
(left) and faster (right) than the local phase velocity of light. Fig. A.1b: Shock wave
of in-phase reorientation of dipoles, origin of the Cherenkov photons. Figures extracted
from [154].

As depicted in Fig. A.1b, Cherenkov radiation is emitted with a certain

angle θ with respect to the charged particle direction named Cherenkov angle.

Applying the Huygens principle, and considering the charged particle recoil due
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A.1. The Cherenkov radiation

to the photon emission, the Cherenkov angle can be expressed as:

cosθ =
1

nβ
+

~k
2p

(
1− 1

n2

)
, (A.1)

where β is β = v/c and k and p are the Cherenkov photon and charged particle

momenta respectively. As the photon momentum can be neglected compared with

the charged particle momentum, Eq A.1 can be approximated by the generally

used expression of the Cherenkov angle:

cosθ =
1

nβ
. (A.2)

From Eq. A.2 we deduce that θ increases with the velocity of the charged

particle which has to exceed βmin = 1/n for the radiation to be emitted. Another

consequence of this expression is that the maximum angle, corresponding to ultra-

relativistic particles with βmax = 1, is θmax = cos−1(n−1). The threshold energy a

particle needs in order to emit Cherenkov photons is:

Ethr
C =

m0c
2√

1− β2
min

=
m0c

2√
1− (1/n)2

, (A.3)

where m0 is the rest mass of the particle. When highly relativistic particles

travel down the atmosphere we need to take into account that the refraction index

varies with altitude. In a first approximation this dependence can be expressed

by:

n(h) = 1 + n0e
− h
h0 , (A.4)

considering an isothermal atmosphere where n0 = 2.9 × 10−4. Using both

equations we obtain the threshold energy for Cherenkov light emission as a function

of the altitude:

Ethr
C ≈ m0c

2

√
2n0

e
h

2h0 . (A.5)
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Using this equation for particles usually found in EAS, the threshold energy

at see level for electrons, muons, pions and protons is 21 MeV, 4.4 GeV, 5.8 GeV

and 39 GeV respectively. Eq. A.2 turns into:

θmax ≈
√

2n0e
− h

2h0 , (A.6)

That is the maximum Cherenkov angle, shown in Fig. A.4a, and can be con-

sidered the regular emission angle along the EAS development. For high altitude

it is less than 0.5◦, gradually broadening at lower altitudes up to 1◦ at 5 Km and

reaching 1.4◦ at sea level.

Regarding the Cherenkov spectrum, the photons generated by a particle with

charge number z & velocity β can be expressed as [136]:

d2N

dxdλ
=

2παz2

λ2

(
1− 1

β2n2(λ)

)
. (A.7)

In the case of Cherenkov emission in the atmosphere, introducing Eq. A.4 in

the previous equation, shows the Cherenkov spectrum ranges between the infrared

and ultraviolet. Part of this emission is absorbed (by ozone, H2O and CO2) and

scattered by air molecules and aerosols, leading to a final spectrum observed in

the ground with its maximum located at λ ≈ 330 nm (light blue).

A.2 Extended atmospheric showers

The atmosphere is constantly absorbing the impact of highly energetic cosmic

particles, giving a crucial protection for the existence of life on Earth. Particles

with enough energy, produce cascades of secondary particles called Extended At-

mospheric Showers (EAS). These secondary particles travel faster than the local

speed of light, emitting Cherenkov radiation, as explained in Sec. A.1.

All EAS follow certain general geometrical properties: they typically measure

several kilometers in length and some hundreds of meters in width. The height

where the maximum number of particles is generated is usually between 8 and 12

km in elevation, corresponding to atmospheric mass fraction between 0.2 and 0.3.

Depending on the characteristics of the primary particle EAS develop in different
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A.2. Extended atmospheric showers

ways, giving raise to different patterns of Cherenkov radiation. The two main

types of EAS are electromagnetic, generated from incoming γ-rays, and hadronic,

produced by impinging cosmic rays. This differences are crucial for the IACT

technique, as the signal is notably dominated by background, and it’s rejection

relies on the difference between electromagnetic and hadronic induced EAS.

A.2.1 Gamma-ray induced extended atmospheric showers

When incoming γ-rays interact with the atmosphere pure electromagnetic show-

ers are generated, converting an atmospheric nucleus into an electron-positron

pair. These first generation of particles also interact with atmospheric nuclei

producing high energy bremsstrahlung photons decreasing their energy. These

bremsstrahlung photons are energetic enough to continue producing electron-positron

pairs, so this process is repeated cyclically producing a cascade of electron, positrons

and high energy photons (see Fig. A.2). Although photons are able to produce

electron-positron pairs as long as they have energy exceeding twice the rest energy

(mec
2) of an electron (2 x 0.511 = 1.022 MeV ), below a certain critical energy

Ec ' 100 MeV the ionization and Compton scattering of the generated electrons

and positrons become dominant as energy decreases, reducing bremsstrahlung

emission and limiting high energy photons production.

To understand the characteristics of EAS we need first to define certain pa-

rameters: The radiation length ξ0 measures the mean distance in which the energy

of the charged particle is reduced by a factor e. In a similar fashion, the mean

free path of photons is defined as the mean distance covered by a population after

which the total number of photons is reduced by a factor e due to electron-positron

pair production.

The development of an electromagnetic shower can be qualitatively understood

using a toy model due to Heitler [128]. The shower is considered to develop in dis-

crete steps, of length equal to one radiation length. In the case of ultra-relativistic

electrons this length is considered equal to the mean free path of photons of equal

energy, which is actually a good approximation, since ξbrems ∼ 7/9ξpp. Also, the

distribution of energy between the charged particle and the emitted bremstrahlung

photon is considered symmetric. In this way the number of surviving electrons,
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Figure A.2: Development of a pure electromagnetic cascade, generated from an im-
pinging primary γ-ray, extracted from [178].

positrons and photons of the n-generation of radiation-absorption is 2n, and their

mean energy can be expressed, in terms of the initial primary particle energy E0,

as E0/2
n. In the shower maximum Xmax the number of surviving electron,positron

and photons is approximately E0/Ec, where Ec is the previously defined critical

energy so it can be approximated to:

Xmax = ξ0 ln
E0

Ec
, (A.8)

The development of electromagnetic showers in the atmosphere was addressed

by Rossi and Greisen (see [191] for further details), resulting in the simplified

Greisen formula, where the number of electrons above the critical energy Ec can

be expressed as:

Ne(s) =
0.31√

ln(E0/Ec)
eT (−1.5 ln(s)), (A.9)

where s is the shower age, and T is the atmospheric depth expressed in radiation
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lengths. The shower age s is a function of the atmospheric depth T , and indicates

the degree of development of the shower having a value of 0, 1 and 2 in the first

interaction, shower maximum and extinction point respectively. It is defined as:

s =
3T

T + 2ln
(
E0

Ec

) (A.10)

Generally Ne(T ) is called the longitudinal development of the shower, shown

in Fig. A.3 for different E0/Ec values. The lateral distribution ρe(r) is defined as

the electron-positron density as a function of r, the distance to the shower axis,

for a given elevation. Using the Nishimura-Kamata-Greisen formula [118] can be

expressed as:

ρe(r) =
Ne

r2
M

(
r

rM

)s−2(
1 +

r

rM

)s−4.5
Γ(4.5− s)

2πΓ(s)Γ(4.5− 2s)
(A.11)

where the distance in the shower axis r is expressed in units of the Molière

radius .rM = 79 m at sea level, and Γ is the Gamma function (Γ(n) = (n− 1)!).

Figure A.3: γ-ray induced EAS longitudinal development under Greisen approxima-
tion, described by the shower size Ne over the shower depth T . Black lines correspond to
different primary γ-rayenergy, while red lines define points of equal shower age s. Figure
courtesy of [181].

In order to account for the Cherenkov emission generated in the EAS, lateral

distribution of emitted photons can be computed adding the contribution of every
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generated super-luminic particle. In the case of particles traveling through the

atmosphere perpendicular to the ground, the distance between the trajectory of

the particle and produced photons can be expressed as:

RC(h) = (h− hobs) tan θmax, (A.12)

(a) Maximum Cherenkov Angle (b) Cherenkov Radius

Figure A.4: Cherenkov Angle (Fig. A.4a) and distance Rc (Fig. A.4a) of a perpen-
dicularly impinging γ-ray along the atmosphere. From Fig. A.4b several altitudes are
shown, corresponding to different simulated altitudes by the CTA Monte Carlo group,
with maximum Rc values ranging between Rc(3.6Km) ≈ 95m and Rc(1.6Km) ≈ 110m

where hobs is the observation altitude and θmax the maximum Cherenkov angle

of eq. A.6. The small angle Cherenkov photons are emitted at high altitudes, fix a

relatively constant light pool size for pure electromagnetic cascades on the ground,

where the maximum density of photons is located at a distance Rc of the shower

core. Depending on the elevation, this radius ranges between ≈ 90m at very high

altitudes (5000 m) and ≈ 120m at see level.

A.2.2 Hadron induced extended atmospheric showers

Gamma rays are not the only high energy particles colliding with the atmosphere.

In fact, γ-ray induced EAS correspond to less than the 0.01% of the total generated

showers. The vast majority of EAS are originated by Cosmic rays. They develop

from the collision of high energy nuclei, mostly protons, with an atmospheric nu-
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cleus, generally N or O, and differ significantly from pure electromagnetic cascades

(see Fig. A.5). In the first interaction, fragments of the original nuclei and many

kinds of secondary particles are generated, mainly pions (π0, π+, π−), and in a

lower degree kaons (K+,K−) and nucleons. The lateral dispersion of the cascade is

dominated by the transverse momentum of the secondary particles created in the

colission, unlike pure electromagnetic cascades, dominated by Coulomb dispersion,

which does not create transverse momentum. Although protons are the main com-

ponent of the cosmic rays colliding with the atmosphere, a wide range of particles

and nuclei have been observed to contribute in the Cosmic Ray Spectrum, shown

in Fig. A.6.

Hadronic cascades have three main components. The electromagnetic compo-

nent, the hadronic core, and the muon and neutrino component.

Most of particles generated in hadronic cascades, around 90%, are pions and

one out of 3 is a π0, which decay in 2 γ-rays creating pure electromagnetic cascades.

These are the main contributors to the EM component, absorbing ∼ 30% of the

collision energy.

The hadronic core is formed by high energy nucleons and charged mesons.

Generated nucleons keep colliding with atmospheric nuclei in a similar fashion as

the primary collision as long as they have more energy than the pion production

threshold (∼ 1 GeV). Charged mesons collide with atmospheric nuclei creating

new sub-particles, or desintegrate into muons and neutrinos (K± → π± + π0

, π± → µ± + νµ(νµ)).

The last component are the muons and neutrinos generated from hadronic

collisions. Muons loose energy through ionization and Cherenkov emission, and can

also desintegrate into electrons and neutrinos (µ± → e±+νe(νe)+νµ(νµ)) although

their high Lorentz factor together with their relatively large mean lifetime, produce

time dilation, causing many muons to reach ground level before they disintegrate.

In a similar fashion as in electromagnetic EAS, a simple model can be used to

approximate the behaviour of hadron induced cascades. This model assumes that a

cascade induced by a nucleus of mass A and energy E0 can be considered equivalent

to A nuclei of energy E0/A interacting with the atmosphere independently. Using

this approximations, similar to eq. A.8, the shower maximum of hadron induced
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Figure A.5: Schematic figure of an hadronic shower. Since heavy hadrons can present
high transverse momentum that is transferred to the products, the shower width is
broadened as compared to a pure electromagnetic EAS. Figure extracted from [181].

cascades can be:

Xmax ∝ ξN ln

(
E0

AEc

)
. (A.13)

Where Ec is the critical energy and ξN corresponds to the hadron interaction

length, defined as the mean path required to reduce the number of relativistic

charged particles by the factor 1/e as they pass through matter (ξN w 80g/cm2

for a 1 TeV proton). Since ξN is larger than ξ0, we deduce the altitude of the first

interaction is higher compared with pure electromagnetic cascades. From eq. A.13

we infer that cascades generated by primary particles of equal energy develop at

higher altitudes if they are more massive.

Unlike γ-ray cascades, hadron induced EAS are more complex and Monte Carlo

simulations need to be performed. These simulations use the results of the current

generation of hadron colliders, which are constrained by their energy range and

their limited sensitivity for collisions with low transverse momentum. For the

first interactions in very energetic hadronic cascades, extrapolations need to be

assumed adding certain degree of uncertainty.
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Figure A.6: Different contributions to the Cosmic Ray spectrum between 100 MeV
and 10 TeV collected by [221]. Figure extracted from [154].

A.2.3 Electron induced extended atmospheric showers

Within the cosmic ray radiation there are non-hadronic components that also

generate EAS. These particles, whose spectra upon incidence on the atmosphere

are shown in Fig. A.6, are high energy electrons and positrons which in collision

with the atmosphere generate pure electromagnetic cascades in a process similar

to the one of γ-ray initiated EAS. In comparison with the hadronic component,

electrons and positrons correspond to less than a 1% of the total cosmic ray flux,

but they become an important source of background for atmospheric Cherenkov

detectors due to the similarities they share with γ-rays.

Cascades are generated when an impinging high energy electron or positron in-

teracts with an atmospheric nucleus producing a high energy bremsstrahlung pho-

ton, and creating an electromagnetic cascade, already explained in section A.2.1.

Although γ-ray and electron-positron induced showers share their nature and the

same processes take place in their development, there are certain differences among
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them coming from the differences between primary particles.

In case of e± induced cascades, the primary particles are charged, so as soon

as they enter the atmosphere Cherenkov emission starts. The primary particle

also looses energy through bremsstrahlung at higher altitudes, as shown in Fig.

A.7, developing the cascade earlier and reaching the shower maximum at higher

altitudes (and lower atmospheric depths).

Figure A.7: Location of generated secondaries (height versus distance from the shower
core) of a primary particle of 10 GeV by [192]. Gamma induced showers correspond
to the left side plots while electron induced showers to the right side. No geo-magnetic
effect is considered in the upper side plots while B = 0.5 G is imposed in the lower side

Comparing the depths of the maximum between γ and e− induced showers
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with energy E , done by [192]:

Xγ(e)
max(E) = 1.01ξ0

[
ln
E

Ec
− n

]
, (A.14)

where Xmax is the depth of the shower maximum height of γ and e− induced

showers when n = 0.5 and 1 respectively, ξ0 the radiation length and Ec the

critical energy defined in Sec. A.2.1. This equation shows there is a constant

difference between the depths of their shower maximum of ∆(E) = 0.505X0 ≈
37.1gcm−2. This ∆(E) corresponds to a difference in altitude that varies with

the height the shower maximum occurs which, in turn, depends on the energy of

the primary particle. Higher differences between γ and e− showers appear at low

energy showers, corresponding to higher maximum heights (see Fig. A.3).

If we consider the atmosphere density decreases exponentially with height, we

can express ∆(E) like:

∆(E) = hs ln

[
1 +

1

2(ln E
Ec
− 1)

]
w

hs

2(ln E
Ec
− 1)

, (A.15)

where hs is the scale-height of the atmosphere (hs w 7.1km). Eq. A.15 shows

∆(E) decreases logarithmically with the energy, so differences between γ and e−

induced showers will be harder to measure as energy increases.

Another difference in the development of e− induced EAS is the deviation suf-

fered by charged particles from the geo-magnetic field. This effect, more significant

for e− induced EAS, will be analyzed further in section A.3.

A.3 Geomagnetic field effect on EAS

Along the development of atmospheric showers, Earth’s Geomagnetic Field (GF)

exerts Lorentz forces on the generated charged particles, bending the trajectories.

The effect is stronger on low energy particles and affect mostly the e−/e+ pairs

generated in the EAS. This forces generates a broadening effect on the lateral

development of air showers not negligible compared with Coulomb scattering[101].

This force affects every generated charged particle and depends on the zenithal
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(θ) and azimuthal (φ) of the shower axis and the local magnetic field intensity.

The magnetic force affects all charged particles in the shower and depends on

the angle formed between their trajectories and the GF. Since in first approxima-

tion, the direction of the trajectories can be approximated to the shower axis and

the force is perpendicular to both the GF and the axis, we have that:

~F ∝ ~B⊥ = Bz sin θ sinφ ~i+ (Bz cos θ −Bz sin θ cosφ) ~j +Bx sin θ sinφ ~k (A.16)

where θ and φ are respectively the zenithal and azimuthal angle of the shower

axis and ~B is the local GF intensity, fixed by the location of the observatory. Eq.

A.16 shows a direct dependency between the Lorentz effect on e± and the direction

of the particles, disrupting the azimuthal symmetry of pure electromagnetic cas-

cades and creating East-West anisotropies in the footprint. This effect is shown in

Fig. A.8, using the GF intensity of La Palma (Bx = 30.2 µT , Bz = 24.2 µT ) and

calculating the average footprint of 100 γ-rayinduced showers of 50 GeV impinging

vertically (θ = 0) at an altitude of 2.2 km.

The Geomagnetic field effect on extended air showers becomes more prominent

the longer charged particles travel through the atmosphere. There are two cases

where this occurs:

• High zenith angle: Particles impinging the atmosphere with high zenith an-

gles (high angles with respect to the ground) travel longer distances in the

atmosphere after the first interaction, making the spread of generated e±

more significant, leading to an increased dissemination of Cherenkov pho-

tons at ground level. As the zenith angle increases, the density of Cherenkov

photons for low radial distances decreases proportionally to the orthogonal

GF intensity, as can be observed in Fig. A.9.

• Electron induced cascades : In the case of e−/e+ induced EAS, as it was

introduced in Sec. A.2.3, showers develop earlier, as the altitude of the first

interaction is significantly higher (see Eq. A.14). This effect, although not

very significant, creates higher anisotropies in the east-west direction of the

footprint of e−/e+ induced cascades with respect to γ-rays. In addition, while
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(a) No Geomagnetic Field (b) Bx = 30.2 µT , Bz = 24.2 µT

Figure A.8: Geomagnetic effect on the distribution of Cherenkov photons at ground
level emitted by a γ-ray induced showers of E = 50 GeV with θ = 0. Note that in
La Palma South impinging γ-rays develop along the magnetic field lines, while North
γ-rays 90◦ perpendicular to it, maximizing the effect over generated e−e+ pairs. From
private communication with A. Moralejo.

emitting Cherenkov photons, impinging electrons bend their trajectories due

to the geo-magnetic field at very high altitudes while γ-rays are not affected.

Both effects can be observed in Fig. A.7.

For a detailed analysis of the Geomagnetic field effect on EAS and IACT ob-

servations, see [188].
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(a) 30 deg Zenith Angle (b) 45 deg Zenith Angle

Figure A.9: Lateral distribution of Cherenkov photons at ground level of γ-ray induced
showers of South (θ=0) and North (φ=180◦) directions. Showers were generated using
the MAGIC telescopes location, with Bx = 30.2 µT , Bz = 24.2 µT . Figure extracted
from [188].
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